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Glossary of acronyms, terms and abbreviations
RACF and RACFs
Alzheimer’s Disease
Restraint-free Home
Not-for-profit Home
Frail aged
Palliative care
Ageism
Aged care home/facility
Facilitator
Creativity
Creative writing
Action Research
Critical Action Research
Participatory Action
Critical Research (PAR)
Resident
Low care residents
High care residents
Diversional Therapist

Residential Aged Care Facility
A degenerative disease, the most common form of dementia,
affecting up to 70% of people with dementia.
A residential aged care facility that does not use physical
restraints, or medication to control disturbed residents
A residential aged care facility which does not aim to make a
profit, but claims to run the establishment to benefit residents
Persons
usually over
75 years,
witha physical
residentsxpenses
without
making
profit or mental
disabilities, which prevent them, performing activities of daily
Care
living.for the terminally ill, providing the best quality of life
possible.
Prejudice or discrimination against persons of a particular age
group.
Accommodation approved by the federal government offering
services to frail/sick elderly persons for an agreed fee.
An enabler who provides structure and guidance, to assist the
group in taking control of the activity.
Originality of thought, a quality that can be brought to many
activities. Stimulating and extending reality and the imagination
Writing inspired by reality or imagination, but which extends
beyond, to create new thoughts, ideas and concepts.
A flexible, participatory, contemplative research method,
aiming at change. The cyclical form is usually used for analysis.
Critical Action Research combines Critical Theory with Action
Research, often examined in a cyclical form
Researcher and the researched work together investigating the
problem, and planning change.
Reflection, responsive participation, data collection and action
for change. An extension of the Action Research family.
A person living in a residential aged care facility
Low care residents have been medically classified as needing
less nursing care, within the RACF.
High care residents need a high level of professional care for
their health condition.
Term used in RACFs for staff responsible for residents activities.
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Lower management
Adult Education
School for Seniors
Audio Book

Beneath management there is a pyramid of lower management
responsible for training and the supervision of staff
Part of the education system, running courses in a variety of
subjects for adults for a fee.
An organisation in Launceston, running classes on a broad
choice of subjects. There is a small term fee covering all classes.
A book which is spoken, available at public libraries (links)

UK Government Plowden
Report, 1966
Reflection and Reflective
Practice
Perspective
Transformation

Department of veteran affairs provides support to current and
former serving members of the armed forces and their families.
A disease marked by memory disorders, personality changes
and impaired reasoning, usually affecting older people.
A person diagnosed as having dementia and receiving medical
treatment for the condition. At present, there is no cure.
In RACFs, dementia patients are frequently kept in locked units,
separate from other residents.
The psychological state in which one feels secure, safe and in
control. It may be beneficial to disengage from this state of
Deterioration
in vision, due to the encroachment of dry or wet
mind.
macular in the eye.
A poetic form originating in Japan. The poems are frequently
about nature, with a three line syllabic structure of 5-7-5.
Federal government responsibility for RACFs and the care of
residents, cancelling previous specific accountabilities.
A
disease of the
central nervous system. Symptoms differ but
requirements
caaawereaaabolishedabolished.
may include fatigue, lack of co-ordination and memory loss.
An alternative therapy to improve memory, for dementia
patients, by reminiscing, preferably on a one-to-one basis.
Primary curriculum change to: individual, child centred, interest
driven, discovery learning. Streaming and selection abolished.
Integrating
individually
or communally,
on what one
learningandreflecting
interest driven.
11+ and
streaming abolished.
plans, action taken and on the results. This will lead to change
Actions are governed by a set of beliefs. This thinking must be
changed from uncritical responses to redefining basic concepts

AMA

Australian Medical Association

National Endowment for
the Arts

An independent agency of the US government founded in 1965,
supporting and funding projects exhibiting artistic excellence.
A regularly presented investigative ABC program, which has run
for 25 years, and engages well-qualified, award winning staff,

Veteran Affairs
Dementia
Dementia patient
High care dementia unit
Comfort zone
Macular degeneration
Haiku
Aged Care Act (1997)
Multiple Sclerosis
Reminiscence Therapy

ABC Lateline
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Critical Theory
DAA
IAHSA
CEAA Tool, designed by
Dalia Gottlieb-Tanaka
Medicare Locals (PHNs) or
Primary Health Networks
Gerontology
National Institute on Aging
Spark of Life
MAC.ART
ERA
SPAG

Influenced by Habermas’ theory of systems and the life world,
there is emphasis on equality for researcher and the
researched.
Dietitians Association of Australia
International Association of Homes and Services for the Ageing.
Mission: to enhance the quality of life for the ageing worldwide.
Tool for obtaining in-depth information about expressive
abilities of dementia patients and registering participatory
Networks
that connect Australians to needed medical services.
improvement
RACFs in Tasmania access this not-for-profit primary health care
The scientific study of ageing, and the problems associated with
the ageing process.
U.S. congress supported research organisation for
understanding the ageing process and the diseases associated
A
therapeutic
philosophy, providing person centred emotional
with
age.
care to improve the well being of people living with dementia.
Communal art recreation programs which are innovative and
person-centred, for people with dementia and the frail aged,
A movement supporting equal rights for women: Equality
Rights Alliance
Single Parents Action Group: a movement supporting single
parents

AAHE

The American Association for Higher Education

Trauma culture

Cultural trauma can be seen as being an ‘unhealed wound’ in
the collective memory of a social community
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Abstract
This study examines the changes, which occur when introducing residents in aged care
facilities (RACFs) to creative experiences, specifically poetry and short prose. This is explored
qualitatively by working with groups of residents in two Tasmanian RACFs. The theoretical
background, research and methodology of this project examine how participatory creative
activities, which produce both individual and communal writing, is beneficial to the wellbeing of
residents in aged care facilities in Tasmania.
This study uses Action Research as a methodology. Its flexibility enabled the project to
grow, broaden intellectual concepts and deepen my understanding of arising issues. As a
relationship developed between residents, and between residents and myself, we changed with
each newly shared experience. Action Research is responsive to change and the cyclical process
assists in reflecting on what has occurred; this enables critical planning to improve the creative
process. The cycle of ‘plan, act, observe and reflect’ encouraged me to work collaboratively with
members of the two groups; demonstrating two or more minds are better than one. Our
developing communal reflection led us to the next cyclical challenge.
This study encompasses the role of creativity in Australian RACFs and there is critical
examination of the broader setting of Government policy and planning, in relation to the
wellbeing of residents in RACFs. The focus of the study enlarged to the international field for
examples of creative expression in other countries that perceive the value of creative expression,
and are using this as a method that aims to benefit the frail aged in institutions.
It is widely held there is an important relationship between the physical brain and human
expressions of creativity. My investigations and experience with my two creative writing groups
concurred: factors that reduce creativity are lack of confidence, negative feedback and
domination of existing dogma. Using data from the creative writing groups, and research beyond
these experiences, factors were identified that affect outcomes from writing groups. Action
Research underpinned the project beyond the confines of the room in an aged care facility, to
the capacity for growth in the frail aged, where environmental, social and political circumstances
permit.
xi

Thesis Structure: Rationale
I aim to show the reader the journey my frail, aged colleagues in two aged care facilities
and I took together, without interruption, from the first day we met, through to a climatic
moment in our relationship, when their books of poetry and prose were published.
I decided to volunteer to run two creative writing classes in aged care facilities. As a
trained teacher, I believed I knew how to form good relationships with students of all ages, but
I had always been in control of curriculum and student learning. Throughout this new
experience I was conscious of being influenced by the philosophy of Action Research, but it was
a gigantic step for me to see myself as a facilitator, and the class as equal partners, having
mutual learning experiences. I have therefore separated - by using the Interjections - the
experiences and the philosophy, which jointly led me to reflect on my actions, analyse the
problems arising and change my mode of thinking. Events, and my increased understanding, led
me to explore beyond the confines of our meetings.
The first issue that concerned me was the physical environment in aged care in Australia,
which could prevent residents benefitting from and growing with the creative experience. The
title of this project, “I only look forward to Mondays”, was said to me one day by Hope, a
resident in Group 1. I was saddened by the remark; however, it drove me to investigate further
the lives of residents in aged care facilities.
Second, I was interested in the successes in creativity for the frail and aged, world wide,
including U.S., the U.K. and some inspirational activities in operation in parts of Australia.
The Interjections support the flow of story, while the intellectual and philosophical input
(so essential in influencing the actions of the writer) guides this project throughout its journey to
its conclusion.
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Preface
I was excited and nervous, well aware that I was taking a major step in my life. It
was 1963; I was 37 years old, with three children aged between ten and twelve years, and
I had been accepted for a three year teacher training course at the Sydney Webb college
attached to London University, England. On my first day, as I stepped from the discordant
crescendo of London’s traffic, through a small door in the high, red brick wall, I was
entranced. Gowns and mortarboards quietly passed me as a Brahms piano concerto
echoed across the quadrangle. I had entered a different world.
In those days all further education was free and students received grants to
compensate them for not being in the work force. This seems to me an excellent system
because students from all walks of life chose to follow the course, and all attendees were
there through merit. Standards were high and those not taking their studies seriously
were dismissed. This was the beginning of a new academic experience.
After graduation I taught history, English and social science in the new
comprehensive system. I chose to teach in London’s city centre schools and my first
school for 2,000 pupils streamed from A to N. However I was fortunate to have an
excellent head of department who was sympathetic to my ideas and gave me her large,
well equipped room, so that I could combine art and curriculum studies to more
effectively follow their programmed instruction. This was where I discovered the
effectiveness of communal poetry. Excellent ideas came from class members which
resulted in some impressive work. I recall starting one lesson by asking for sentences
about the street they lived in. The first suggestion was, “The sun never shines on my side
of the street” How emotive was that as a starting point! In our lunch break a group of
Indian students designed and modelled a typical Indian village. They dressed in Indian
clothes and invited the school to see their model, learn how to wear a sari and dance with
them Then with the help of their parents they cooked Indian food for their class
enjoyment. This helped the school to gain an understanding of the varied backgrounds
1

that newly existed in England, both racial and economic. We won a national award and I
had been so enthusiastic that I was shocked when one child said to me, “I am so pleased
for you, Mrs. Webb.” This was my first lesson in the importance of not dominating the
planning and execution of the activity, and allowing children to discuss, experiment and
take ownership of the project.
I will mention one other incident out of so many, which helped to form my
educational philosophy. The school was only five minutes from my home. One day I was
pushing a case on wheels full of marked books to school, when a child from 1.N attached
herself to me as I rushed towards the school. She was talking to me and I was making
conversational grunts, only thinking of my lesson plans for that day. Suddenly she
grabbed my arm and said, ”Look Miss, Look.” Startled I stopped; she was pointing to the
most spectacular sunrise I had ever seen. I realised then that having put a case full of
marked books as more important than one of the world’s most amazing gifts to us, made
me so much more deserving of being classified 1.N than she was. And what appalling
harm the education system did, and in some forms often does today, when it stifles
different talents and classifies children publicly as the lowest learners in the school.
The school which had a particular influence on me, Risinghill School, was an
ambitious attempt to put the philosophy of A.S.Neill at Summerhill School into a new
comprehensive school in inner London. Four smaller schools with their heads of school
and staff were amalgamated under the leadership of an idealistic head teacher, Michael
Duane. The experiment was unsuccessful and the school closed in 1966 after only seven
years. Duane spent his time in teacher training colleges trying to spread the word that
education should prepare children for personal responsibility and democratic political
participation in adult life.
I moved to Starcross School in 1970 as Head of House. This school opened on the
same premises following the closure of Risinghill. The Head embraced many of the
excellent ideas of the previous school, and brought her own progressive convictions to
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enrich children’s experiences. For example, non-streaming in smaller classes; individual
help for children with learning or language difficulties (but never to be withdrawn from
any subject they enjoyed); guaranteed university places with grants for two pupils with
special needs each year who showed exceptional academic promise; the integration of a
number of subjects such as English, history, geography and social science; removing
artificial time and subject barriers; instead of Assembly, mixed age groups from the same
House had morning meetings to discuss issues concerning students, or making plans for
future developments in the House or school. Heads of House were not only responsible
for a quarter of the school, but also responsible for all aspects of their welfare through
the National welfare system, which could aid children in need. This was broadly based,
from arranging to provide them with new shoes, to organising psychiatric visits or solving
disciplinary problems.
In1978 I moved to the Conyngham School as senior mistress responsible for
integrating severely physically disabled children into normal school life. This sharpened
my wits in adapting equipment for the students individual needs and broadened my
understanding of the able and disabled, as they integrated socially. I was surprised to
learn that the qualities of mutual humour and empathy were much more important than
the severity of the disability. Probably the most popular girl in the disabled group was
wheelchair bound and her speech so distorted I often could not understand what she
said. But the children she played with interpreted for me, and she loved the wheelchair
races at recess, being pushed at great speeds by the able bodied. This was clear evidence
that segregation of various groups in our society can be stultifying for the recipient, and
limits the understanding and compassion of the community from which people have been
withdrawn.
I also taught history and social science in Wandsworth Prison three evenings a week
at this time, and again my experience led me to discard assumptions and stereotypes. I
felt guilty that the two hour sessions discussing major issues with ten well read, well
informed men over a two hour period was such a satisfying teaching experience.
3

From 1983, I have lived permanently in Tasmania and this has provided me with a
number of exciting new experiences. I took classes for both the severely intellectually
disabled and classes to prepare the less severely disabled for independent living and paid
employment. I also worked with the long-term unemployed when the government ran an
excellent course, providing practical skills through adult education in Launceston. I ran a
class on creative writing and also took individual people with literacy problems. I will
mention one literacy case as I believe it has relevance to work in aged care as well as
teachers everywhere. I was asked to work with a totally illiterate adult about forty years
old; I will call her Mary. When we first met I asked her to tell me about something true or
imaginary that came to mind. She told me about a neighbour who went to empty his mail
box when a gust of wind blew the contents over her fence. The story contiued with
dramatic scenes of the old man racing after his mail which seemed to know when he was
about to pick it up, and as he bent to reach it, blew off into the kerb, a bush, a garden
with a ferocious dog and then into a bin. We were laughing so much by the end of the
story that it seemed logical to say that I would like to tell my friends so would she mind
saying it again. This time I remembered to put my recorder on, which I had not expected
to use so soon. The following week I had a copy of her exact words, large, bold and
double spaced. I asked her to listen carefully in case I had made any mistakes. My finger
moved with the reading of the text. Then I pointed to the first few words and asked her to
read the first sentence – she was word perfect. By the second meeting she could read the
whole of her story. She told me about another humorous experience and this time the
recorder was running. I introduced some of those tiresome words when it seemed
appropriate, such as bought, taught, sight, might etc. And so we continued; within three
months she could read and write basic English, and we had a wonderful repertoire of
stories. I discovered that Mary had other talents as she drew comic sketches for each
story. We put it together as a spiral limited edition and sold copies internally to
cover the cost of the books. This experience of working one to one or in small groups,
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working from the student’s own interests and experiences, finding their talents and
encouraging their successes convinced me that this method will lead to successful results.
My experience as a creative writing teacher in School for Seniors convinced me that
creative thinking is an essential part of who we are. These students, aged from 55 years,
but most of them in their eighties, produced some of the most inspirational writing, and I
looked forward every week to being part of this group and renewing our shared creative
experiences. This is why I contacted two aged care facilities and offered my services to
run small creative writing groups. I felt that less mobile people in my age group would
also enjoy sharing their talents with each other. I wrote to the managers of each
establishment, explaining that I expected to start my PhD which would involve
interviewing students I was teaching, if they gave their permission. I also assured the
manager that the establishment and the students would not be named. This story is the
basis of my thesis.

5

PART 1: Practice
meets Theory

6

Chapter 1: The Beginning of the Story
1.1 Introduction
I volunteered to run creative writing classes at two aged care facilities and I
expected the same enjoyment from residents as had previously occurred at School for
Seniors’ classes. The residents possibly might not have easy access to Adult Education
classes due to physical incapacity and would therefore appreciate the activity being
brought to them. As an experienced teacher, I thought I had a clear idea of how to
encourage residents to take ownership of the group over time. I kept a record of each
session as I had designed it, what actually happened, and a review afterwards of what
was successful and what was not. These reflections often resulted in changing direction
and assisted in planning the following session. I had not expected to be faced with so
many incongruities.
My normal role of teaching in schools and adult education changed to one of
facilitator and, in order to operate successfully, I developed different learning skills. As
the classes progressed over a ten-month period, unexpected issues emerged which I
wanted to explore in more detail. These ranged beyond sharing poetry and short prose in
our small groups, to major individual, social and political aspects of life as they affected
the wellbeing of the frail aged (a medical condition and the term used by government
agencies) in residential aged care facilities (RACFs).
I decided that more investigation was required. Opportunities in an environment
conducive for intellectual and creative stimulation to flourish in RACFs, needed further
investigative research. I decided the issues were sufficiently important to make this my
PhD project. I gained ethics approval for the study (H12750) from the University of
Tasmania Human Research Ethics Committee. The managers of the two homes in which I
was already running classes gave their consent for a study, and after I explained why I
wanted to make this my PhD study, the participants also provided voluntary consent.
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I started the creative writing classes with the simple idea of bringing the pleasure of
poetry and the excitement of formulating one’s own ideas into creative pieces, to people
who were less mobile. I thought I understood the importance of creative stimulation for
everyone, and Greenfield (2012) inspired me when she spoke of society having a different
attitude to ageing, as 100 becomes the new 70. This would mean that a new social
resource of knowledge and experience would be available, to benefit mankind.
Her positivity excited me and I believed this to be true, but I seemed to be a long
way from this idealistic concept. I realized I needed to first explore a range of issues, and
the following questions occurred to me:


What is the value, if any, of introducing creative writing to RACFs?



Is there support for the concept of creativity in RACFs?



How do the family and the community view the creative needs of the frail aged?



Do Government policies support creativity in RACFs?

1.2 A new learning experience
Every session was a new learning experience for me. I decided the reader needed to
understand my journey, through designing a program, acting upon it, considering the
results, analyzing why this was so and adapting the design again and again to meet the
needs of residents. At the same time the residents were experiencing change and larger
issues began to emerge from my central purpose and spiraled towards the involvement of
other influences, which affected the wellbeing of the participants. I realised I was
involved in research (Kemmis and McTaggart, 2005). The logical design for this project
was to follow the order in which the events took place and the learning, which arose from
each experience.
Here is the story of two groups of residents living in aged care homes, their
involvement, the events that took place, our changing attitude to our creativity and to
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each other, and a larger picture which began to emerge, of problems affecting residents
in aged care homes nationally, and policies which can assist or hinder progress in that
field.

1.3 Creative Writing for residents in aged care facilities
This study will examine the effects of introducing people living in residential aged
care facilities (RAFC) to creative writing experiences, specifically poetry and short prose.
This is being explored qualitatively, by working with two groups of residents in two
Tasmanian aged care facilities. The theoretical background, research questions and
methodology of this project examine how participatory creative activities which produce
both individual and communal writing, can be beneficial to the well-being of residents in
aged care facilities in Tasmania.
The methods I used to introduce residents to the creative writing experience and
the results that came from this experience have been recorded in this project. I became
fascinated by the changes that occurred in the spaces where we met every week; but I
found, as the project developed, it was also necessary to see the two RACFs in their
broader setting in society. This is explored qualitatively (Patton, 1990) within the two
establishments as well as investigating the place of creativity in RACFs, as seen in the
opinions and expectations of the community. Beyond this, the national setting of
Government policy and future planning needed to be investigated, as well as what occurs
in Australia, compared to international research and action.
The experience of allowing one’s mind to be unrestrained is powerful and available
to people of all ages and abilities. Collins English Dictionary (2001) defines creativity as
“having the ability or power to create; characterized by originality of thought or
inventiveness; having or showing imagination; a creative mind”. The value of creativity is
eloquently expressed by Steinbeck in East of Eden (1952, p 131), “the free exploring mind
of the individual human is the most valuable thing in the world”, and by Dr. Ambedkar
(1936) who notes “freedom of mind is the proof of one’s existence”.
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1.4 Telling the story
The first part of this project tells the story of my two creative writing groups (named
Group 1 and Group 2) and how they changed over the first ten months. I was surprised to
find my experience as a high school teacher, and teacher of adult literacy and advanced
adult studies seemed to be of no help in running creative literature groups for people in
residential aged care. My reading did not direct me to any guidelines for this new
situation. I was fumbling in the dark, looking for answers. My philosophical beliefs had
not changed, that the ability to be creative continues throughout our lives; it is an
essential part of being human; it identifies our uniqueness and strengthens our mutuality;
but I needed to find the key that would unlock the silent barriers that faced me in the first
few sessions. I turned to Action Research as the guiding theory, which linked to what I
was attempting to do. I was not starting my investigation with a proposition to be proved
or disproved by a series of researched facts. I wanted to show that being together
communally considering other people’s and one’s own ideas, and creating one’s own
poetry and short prose was an enriching experience.
I wondered, was it an activity that gave pleasure to members of the groups in RACFs
and did it extend their thinking beyond the day to day? Would they find, on occasions, the
magnet of reality had been removed from them; that they had been transported beyond
the restraints of daily routine? Czikszentmihalyi (1990) suggests that writers can be
absorbed to a high degree and enter a place of euphoria so complete that consciousness
of self is almost erased. The sensation of time passing is temporarily suspended and he or
she wishes to repeat the experience again and again. All this can happen while sitting in a
chair or lying in bed. This is why I am introducing the activity of creating poetry and short
prose to the frail aged in residential aged care facilities.
So as not to interrupt the flow of our journey together, the theoretical and
methodological perspectives that provided the basis for the study are presented as a
series of interjections. Interjection A follows.
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Interjection A: Theoretical Reflections,
Methods, Guidelines and Analyses
Figure 1 shows a spiral, illustrating an Action Research cycle of Kemmis and
McTaggart (1999), which I adapted for use with my creative writing groups. I should
have examined the simple cyclical process sooner, which would have avoided long
periods without guidance, when I floundered in my attempts to form relationships
and break down invisible and little understood barriers. The design suggests that first
the session is planned and then put into action. While putting the plan into action one
must observe the response to what has been designed. Following the session it is
essential that one reflects upon the experience critically, to analyze what was
successful, what was not and why. This analysis is in relation to the program, the
groups and individuals within the groups, remembering that individual responses are
meaningful, whereas any assumed success when formally reading texts to an
audience may have little value. Intruding upon this design in the upper left hand
corner is research awareness, which should not disrupt the program, but is a strong
influence on reflecting in depth on issues, which arise.
In the right hand corner is the policy for aged care. This is where conflict could
arise, if the hopes and expectations of the group are divergent from the policy of aged
care management. I conscientiously planned, acted, observed and reflected, without
consultation. I was unfamiliar with frail aged residents but the suitability of
intellectual stimuli through poetry and short prose seemed not only physically
practical but also an extension of self. Sherlock’s research (2012) showed that aged
care residents valued learning experiences as important to living a fulfilled life. Those
whose health had deteriorated said that mental stimulation was the key element in
their personal happiness. But having spent many hours carefully planning what I
expected to be suitable material, my observation only saw averted eyes and nonparticipatory responses.
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When reflecting on the new groups, I realised I was observing typically insecure
behaviour, and the dominant role of the diversional therapist indicated the
expectation that they would, as subordinates, be led in the right direction. My
observations were now reflecting on the situation and I knew I must change what was
occurring. I changed the choice of material to one that was much more personal, and I
came to realise the importance of consulting the group on their choices in creative
writing.
I found that much of the residents’ writing came from a different root, their
work being inspired by memories. In their previous lives (I grew to realise) many had
been financially free from anxiety holding responsible positions in the community,
yet now they had become part of the ‘trauma culture’ (Bracken, 2002). Once I had
reflected, I more fully understood the individuals in the group and I realised my own
failing, in not seeing myself as an equal partner in the creative writing groups. What
they needed to say reflected their present condition, and they write poetry, narratives
and stories as other groups do with a tale to tell. Once I became part of the group, we
mutually shared our thoughts and the cycle was able to extend and grow.
Denzin (2003) states that there is no value free knowledge, and all enquiry
involves moral, political and ethical matters. The writing and rhetoric of these frail
aged writers, as they take the cyclical path upwards, is influenced by their shared
ideas, which stimulate new thoughts and mould them into poems and prose that
express their deepest emotions. Their articulation of lived experiences and their
thoughts as they extend beyond their past, talks to the outside world about their
courageous positivity, their humour and sense of fun, but also their isolation, fears
and powerlessness. Theirs are voices that should be heard.
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Chapter 2: The First Meetings
2.1 Being old in community
I became intrigued with the connection between happiness and creative writing for
older people in my community. Attendees in their 70s and 80s turned up regularly to
School for Seniors creative writing classes and this is how several described the
experience of expressing themselves creatively (Webb, 2011):
“As I write the world and its cares fade. My aches and pains diminish. The hours pass so
quickly I am amazed”
“I have so little time left, I haven’t got a future but as I write I enjoy day by day.”
“Writing removes the magnet of reality from me. I feel the wind when I am a bird; I smell
the scent of the magnolia at the highest point of the tree; I can also feel pain and being
lost, and all the time sitting at my desk.”
“My writing connects me to every other part of my life and makes all experience and
memory meaningful”
I wondered if people in RACFs because of frailty or ill health, not only had the
opportunity to think creatively, but also to share their ideas with each other.
2.1.1 Group 1
I visited an RACF in Tasmania and offered to run a creative writing class for twelve
weeks. My suggestion was welcomed and I undertook the required 100-point police check
before the diversional therapist decided the date and time of commencement. I had never
heard of a ‘diversional therapist’ before and thought what an extraordinary title to officially
give a person who arranges activities for residents. What were the residents being diverted
from, their surroundings in the RACF or from the reality of their present condition in the
institution? I found the term ‘grotesque’ but I must not dwell on this now. It had been
decided I would work in the High Care section of the Home and Jane was responsible for
activities. She advised me to come in the morning, as “they are wider awake in the morning.
Most of them sleep after lunch.” A regular Monday morning from 10.30 am to 11.30 am
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was agreed. I wanted to have longer sessions but I was told, “They have lunch at 12 o’clock
but we like to have them seated in plenty of time.” The continual references to THEY and
THEM presented a vision of a coagulated THEY co-joined to eat and then concreted into a
communal sleeping position – as I returned to reality I hoped that individuality would still
be a major factor, as it has always been in any creative writing group I have known. Jane
suggested that the first Monday was spent showing me round the Home and introducing
me to potential participants. I was told I could not come on the following Monday as it was
the Easter holiday break from 6th to 10th April, and residents would be in their rooms as the
diversional therapy staff were off duty. I was disappointed that I was not allowed to come
and also confused: surely residents were not left in their bedrooms for five days during
Easter. I would ask about this, but not so soon. I had not yet started my first class.

2.2 Candidates for the creative writing class
2.2.1 Group 1
Jane was a caring person whose stated aim was to encourage people who rarely left
their rooms to join in social activities. The idea was admirable but her choices of
prospective poetry group members were strongly resistant to her suggestion. This is one
example of such an introduction:
The prospective candidate for my poetry sessions was in bed.
He whispered in monosyllables when asked a question.
Jane: “I want you to meet Joan Webb. She is coming here to read some poetry to us.
I know you would enjoy this.”
Resident: No response.
Jane: “You would like to do this wouldn’t you?”
Resident: No response.
Jane: “I really think you would enjoy listening to poetry. Shall I put your name
down?”
Resident: A slight grunt and a slighter nod.
Jane: I know you will like doing this. What do you think?”
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Resident: A whispered “Yes.”
He only attended one session. Her description of what she envisaged the class to be
was not what I intended to happen in my creative writing group, but Jane was in charge.
My approach to the potential candidate would have been different, but what did I know?
This was a strange new world I had volunteered to enter. I wanted to leave this man in
peace, and perhaps later, when I knew a little of his background, I could have found a
reason to ask for his help or advice.
The tour continued and I followed Jane as she unlocked a door to a bare room,
which was the entrance to the dementia section of the facility. One person was sitting on
the edge of a chair. As he turned I saw it was an old friend of mine whom I knew had been
in this institution for about three months. His family told me they had hung his paintings
round his room. We threw our arms round each other and I burst out enthusiastically, “Of
course Jane you know all about James. He is such a wonderful artist; he ran the local art
society and has organised art exhibitions throughout Tasmania for over forty years”. Jane
smiled and nodded as I praised this remarkable man who had kept participatory
involvement in art alive in the community for almost half a century. She indicated that it
was time to continue our tour and as we left she said she did not know James was an
artist but she would put art materials in his room the next day. I have pondered on this
brief crossing of paths ever since.
Dr. Patricia Baines (see Chapter 14) had similar experiences, and I discuss these
later in my investigation. Who comes into an aged care home? Is it a list of ailments and
medications, allergies and physical needs? What is essential about being human? I was
reminded of W. B. Yeats poem (in Staton, 1987):
An aged man is but a paltry thing
a tattered coat upon a stick, unless
soul clap its hands and sing, and louder sing
for every tatter in its mortal dress.
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I knew this was an essential issue to explore later, but the experience was too
painful to think about at the time and I decided to put it on my ‘to do’ list for another day.
But my mind was full of questions: how much time is given to finding out who the
residents really are and what their passions in life were before entering nursing homes?
Are trained staff employed to investigate past interests and where practical to sustain
them? Many of the modern Homes offer over 100 long-term places: are new residents
introduced to others with similar interests? Are there policy statements and directives
from management? What is State and Federal Government policy? I was sure that
creativity is what identifies us as human; as the poet Maya Angelou said, “You can’t use
up creativity. The more you use, the more you have” (2013, quoted in Elliott, 1989). It
should be central to the wellbeing of the frail aged.
The day after arranging to run creative writing Group 1, I visited a second RACF,
telling them of my plans to stimulate creative thought through poetry and prose, and to
encourage residents to produce their own writing. As I walked in, a guitarist was playing
popular songs and I noticed a large display cabinet showing a variety of items; some
exquisite embroidery and knitwear, made by residents. This facility welcomed my offer to
run sessions for 12 weeks and told me the residents were classified as ‘low care’. A
starting date of 2nd April 2012 was arranged for Group 2, in the afternoon from 2-3 pm. I
was not allowed to come on Public Holidays, as with Group 1, but I was pleased to hear
that these residents did not need to sleep in the afternoon. Every Monday I came in to
the sound of music and there was a weekly program of activities on display.
During my ten months of facilitating both groups, I noticed differences in the
average intellectual ability displayed in the low care and high care residents in my groups.
The proportion of people with severe physical disabilities was greater in high care Group
1, but the intellectual ability of the six residents doing creative writing in the group now is
average to high. Surprisingly, the intellectual range in low care Group 2 is much wider,
ranging from four highly intelligent, articulate women with all their mental faculties to
four residents who are clearly suffering from severe memory loss, one emotionally
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disturbed woman, and one younger resident who was incapable of speech and, I was
informed by the diversional therapist, was diagnosed as having an intellectual ability of
eight years. I wanted to investigate this further to see if there was a benefit or additional
cost, or a difference in Federal funding, for the resident or the institution in the high and
low care groups.( I later discovered the federal government removed the high care/low
care differential costs on 8th July 2014).
2.2.3 The first session.
I gave considerable thought to the first session. My aim was to make both groups
self-supporting, with the facilitator taking a minimal role; but that was in the future. The
first session should be enjoyable to participants so that they wish to continue the
experience. I intended, over a period, to introduce a variety of experiences including
prose, in varied formats including speeches, musical works and other pieces dealing with
emotional or deeply felt issues. The reason I particularly favour poetry is because it can
encapsulate an idea briefly, but in depth. It is the medium where a poem may be read in
two minutes which then titillates the thought processes and leads to deeply felt
responses. Discussions should range freely with no propositions being unacceptable.
There was no expectation that members of the group should respond in the poetic form;
prose is equally creative and is a matter of personal choice.
My briefcase was full so that I could change direction or discard at will. May
Sarton’s Now I am 82 is an excellent memoir which shows that octogenarians can write
published, entertaining literature. The Highwayman by Alfred Noyes was an old favourite
of mine, which I knew was widely taught in schools 60 or more years ago. It’s familiarity,
and being what would have been described then as a rattling good yarn, made me expect
it would appeal to the listeners. Warning by Jenny Joseph with a first line “When I am old
I will wear purple” I thought was a sure winner, and I included that challenging Australian
poet Gwen Harwood’s A Simple Story. That would have to lead to some stimulating
discussion on feminism. I also brought along some of my humorous writing in case
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conversation flagged; a piece of prose called A pill in time, and some poems, The Eye
Hospital, Health and Safety Breakfast, Colonial Accommodation, Allergy and Leaping. I
made eight copies of each in bold font 16; nothing could go wrong.
2.2.4 Group 1 and the poetic environment
The room offered for my first session with Group 1 was average sized, the space
mainly occupied by a very large table and heavy, armed dining chairs. Jane was
manoeuvring wheelchairs and walking frames round it while the few able bodied tried to
squeeze into available seats, which took quite a time. The temperature was cool and not
conducive to the poetic mood. When we were finally seated, Jane sat down with us. I
asked who had poems or poets they particularly enjoyed but there was no response. I
sensed that I was a subject of mild interest. They had suffered the inconvenience of
moving from whatever they usually did on a Monday morning into a possibly less
attractive venue and waited for something to happen. I sensed I was there to entertain. I
removed May Sarton’s memoir from my briefcase and introduced Page 133, by
encouraging the idea that there is no age barrier for writers. This writer adds interest to
her biography by filling in the factual canvas with lively descriptions of how she felt so
that the reader is drawn in to the emotional mood of the author as well as the
experience. I found the group of six residents unprepared to make any concessions as I
unsuccessfully tried to draw out some comments. One person said “I like Daffodils” and I
made a note that this poem would be top of my list for next week. I read The
Highwayman but there was no response. Plodding on, I decided to use the frivolous
poems in my briefcase. I started with Warning by Jenny Joseph and I asked who else
would like to read; Jane said, “I will” and she did. I reread some of the lines,
I will run my stick along the public railings
And make up for the sobriety of my youth.
I shall go out in my slippers in the rain
And pick flowers in other people’s gardens
And learn to spit.
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What did they think about this poem? There was no response and nobody seemed
to be looking me in the eye. This was not the sure winner I had predicted and I was
unable to draw out any discussion. I continued with Gwen Harwood’s A Simple Story,
about a young girl assessed by the bandleader for her sexual attributes, not for her talent
as a musician. This went down like a burst balloon: no inspirational views on society’s
attitude to women here. I tried some of my humorous poetry, The Eye Hospital, and
Allergy. Getting no response I read one of my short stories a Pill in Time, about
unsuccessfully trying to buy a bottle of aspirin from the pharmacy, as an illustration of
how an everyday event can have its ridiculous side. Whenever I asked if anyone would
like to read, Jane started reading. Whenever I asked a question, Jane answered it. I saw a
major problem looming in the future but I should not have worried as she only attended
one more session, after which she doubtless satisfied herself that the activity was
wholesome, harmless and suitable for the participation of her charges. I had nothing but
a sense of relief as the session came to an end.

2.3 Group 2
In Group 2, the diversional therapist Linda had devoted some time to publicising the
activity and there were ten residents, all women, who had expressed an interest in
poetry, waiting for my arrival. She handed me a list of 12 names of residents whom I
could expect to attend most sessions, and I was asked to run a second group for hostel
residents, which I refused due to the pressure of my other commitments. However the
group seemed rather large to me; I hoped I would be able to give everyone the personal
time necessary, for me to hear all points of view and use their ideas within our communal
situation. I was prepared to turn this into two groups of five or six residents, so that more
time would be available for individual opinions to be expressed and followed through.
The residents had been placed in spacious armchairs, in a straight-line facing a small table
and chair provided for the entertainer – me!
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I later discovered this spacious room was the TV lounge, so there may have been
some disgruntled residents hidden from view. The room was warm and they were sitting
so comfortably I realise thinking back that my reaction was not wise. With an “Oh no, this
won’t do” I asked Linda to move them to a long table at the other end of the room. This
was my second experience of what is involved in moving a number of people with
wheelchairs and walking frames at the same time. I was a slow learner and this was an
unsettling experience for them, but in my opinion positioning can be crucial. I have
learned that if people are not either in a circle or facing each other, it is difficult to create
an atmosphere conducive to sharing experiences. Also, sitting round a table implies that a
purposeful communal activity is about to take place.
The same problem arose that I had with Group 1, of residents being suspicious of
the occasion and unwilling to communicate. As I prepared for the first session I decided to
produce a box of large beach pebbles, for the residents to touch and feel. This should
encourage discussion on where they came from, what journey they have been on and
what may happen in the future, before we write down our thoughts. How naive I was. I
had bought writing pads, pens and folders but most of the group could not physically
write. None of them expressed an opinion on the stones. Their appearance began to
change for me too; they lost their subtle colourful charm and now looked like just a
handful of old rocks. I discarded that idea and the first session continued on its muted
way. I read a variety of poems I thought held special interest, and my audience sat in
silence. My concern was greater with Group 2, as there appeared to be a wider range of
ability than in Group 1. In my one brief hour a week, how would we get to know each
other? As with Group 1, I was relieved to return home and re-examine my program.
Both creative writing classes filled my mind; I needed to improve what I was doing
and change the atmosphere within the groups. Reading about Action Research, I realised I
needed to reflect on the previous session, identify where I was going wrong, to pinpoint
my weaknesses and analyze what considerations I must take into account and include in
the next and continuing sessions.
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Interjection B: Theoretical Reflection in Action
Research
Reflection in Action Research
There are many different approaches to reflection. I had always regarded it as
personal to me. My journal became a list of what-does-not-work complaints to myself.
Kember (2001) describes reflection as a bridge between theory and practice. He
emphasizes that reflection can occur anywhere and that reflective thinking can be
stimulated through theory and practice. As I reflected on my planning and my failure
to get a response from most residents in the first few weeks, I suspected members of
the groups had underlying pressures, which I sensed but had not connected to.
Stringer (2014) said that unless the participants are able to trust the integrity of the
processes, they are unlikely to make a commitment. Harrison, McGibbon and Morton
(2001) speak of the importance of reciprocity in social interaction in order to form
mutual relationships with a common purpose. I knew I was aiming at mutual trust
and sharing, but I had not included in my planning for this. Stringer speaks of
empowering people when they know they are equal in a group of equals.
I knew these residents did not feel empowered; I needed to widen the concept
of reflection. I knew my groups needed time to adjust to the new situation; perhaps I
was not involving them enough. If reflection is not a solitary activity, a different sort
of honesty becomes attached to my thinking. I must give my groups the opportunity
to reflect with me, and our relationship needs to hold enough trust to criticise and
change what I do.
If, in the future they feel confident enough to take ownership of the group they
must use their power of opinion and choice within the group. I suppose in a broader
context such power is minimal, but at least within four walls one can know the
importance of being in control.
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Moon (1999) believes that reflection encourages participants to challenge
their learning, which results in greater commitment. Also, by slowing down the
activity by reflection, the learners are better able to process the material, which
gives them ownership of the project.
I thought of my delight when Hope decided to test our relationship (see page
68). How much trust there was within our small group as she started to read:
“Write me some prose or verse” she said,
our leader must be off her head ...
I knew that we were beginning to form bonds of reciprocity. Everything that
happened from then on would build on that trust. Rodgers (2002), a dedicated
follower of Dewey, points out the importance of building up empathy within groups,
and having regular discussions with other practitioners, so that a varied group of
professional bodies and the client group work together. I must change direction and
make this my aim.
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Chapter 3: Reactions to the First Sessions
3.1 Introduction
I thought the first session with Group 1 was a disaster. The room was possibly
unchangeable but the program was not. I was left to critically examine my approach and
my material. What technique should be used in encouraging creative thought in people
who behaved as though they were either bored or felt seriously insecure? The most
effective technique I could adopt may be that there is no technique, except, as a
facilitator to create an atmosphere of trust and pleasure, where embryonic thoughts will
flourish. There is no age or health limit to the growth of human potential.
Greenfield (cited in Nickless, 2012) recognises the importance of the relationship
between the physical brain and human expressions of creativity. Factors that reduce
creativity, she claims, are lack of confidence, negative feedback and domination of
existing dogma. Research at the University of Michigan in 2010 on 14,000 students over
30 years, showed empathy levels are 40% lower than their counterparts of 20-30 years
ago, as measured by standard tests of this character trait. This is one aspect of
gerontology, which deserves our consideration.
Greenfield, speaking about present day use of on-line tools rather than face-to-face
contact, said that in the future, “people will probably have a higher IQ, higher mental
agility and be good at information processing, but not at understanding. They are also
likely to have very low levels of empathy” (quoted in Nickless, 2012). Greenfield suggests
that to use one’s creativity, one must deconstruct previous expectations – lack of
confidence through negative feedback -- and challenge the old conceptions, the
domination of existing dogma. Take on a new world of seeing, a new insight, a eureka
moment. Perhaps the potential creativity in the frail aged is more secure than the
idealism of our youth.
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3.2 Power of facilitation
Kemmis and McTaggart (2005) refer to the illusion of facilitator neutrality, yet it is
important that any partiality is restrained so that participants feel free to voice any view
or any burst of creativity. The facilitator need only react positively to individual responses
rather than have a directional approach, and to value the input and role of individuals
within the group. I hoped this would develop a new self and social image and empower
residents with an identity as writers. At this moment I could only consider how to inspire
participation.
I bought folders, notebooks and pens for each group member. At least one person
said they liked Daffodils, so I would introduce that. I must be tackling the problem
wrongly. I had been struck by the similarities in the formality of my English classroom
many years before and the material taught in Tasmanian schools, but perhaps I was not
looking for the differences. With my English origins I was not approaching the choice of
poems from an Australian viewpoint. Why not try poems by very Australian authors? I
spent two days reading Banjo Patterson and Henry Lawson, realising the gaps in my own
knowledge. I found what seemed the ideal choice, a Henry Lawson poem which rhymed,
was short, powerful and very Australian, Harry Stephens, about the death of a former
shearer in the ’91 shearers strike. Kemmis and McTaggart (2005) were right; my approach
was influenced by my sympathy with that battle for a living wage so long ago, but I hoped
Wordsworth’s Daffodils would correct any imbalance. My conscience was clear; daffodils
had been the group’s choice, and I must confess, never one of my favourite poems.
For session two we were seated in the same room, not adapted for wheelchairs.
The temperature seemed colder than the previous week; I suspected, by the surprised
response to my arrival, that the room was seldom used and no one had remembered we
would be holding a session there. I asked people if they had brought in anything for us to
share, but no one had. I spoke of the interest expressed in the poem Daffodils, so I had
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brought along a copy in large print for everyone. I asked who would like to read and again
Jane read.
The only comment came from Hope who said that to come across the scene on her
own would have filled her with awe, but if seen with a crowd of people it would have
meant nothing. I thought this was a most perceptive assessment of a situation, identifying
the contrast between solitude and being one of a crowd. No-one else ventured a
comment so, as a sequential step, I brought my poetic reply Growing up, to Gwen
Harwood’s poem A Simple Story, read the previous week, about a girl favoured by the
band leader for her youthful sex appeal, not for her musical talent. This was foolishness
on my part because I knew that A Simple Story had not been a success. Seven faces
looked at me blankly so I hurried on to the Australian scene. I asked who liked the poetry
of Henry Lawson and Jane chatted about the importance of poets who wrote about
Australia. She seemed to work on a philosophy that if she did ‘the right thing by joining in’
they would follow.

3.3 Power of diversional therapists
Was this the training of diversional therapists? I needed to think about this
presumption at a different time. All I saw was a group of insecure people who were not
sure why they were there and what was expected of them, and somehow I had to get
those barriers down. I read Henry Lawson’s poem and asked who had any recollections
about the shearers' strike. At last I got a response from a lady who was irritated by my
question: “It was long before our time”, she said. They did not wish to engage in any
thoughts about mateship or the birth of political representation for the labouring class. I
distributed the folders, notebooks and pens that appeared to please, although I realised
as I handed them out, that most of the group could not write due to physical disabilities. I
emphasized that it would be great if anyone brought along something they enjoyed
reading or told us about a book they had read or a poem they liked. Perhaps they might
even like to write down a poem or an incident that springs to mind. At the end of the
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session I asked Jane what she felt about the poetry classes and she politely replied that
she thought they were enjoying them. She was kind and knew better. How could I get
people to take ownership of the group?
The lack of communication and general demeanour of residents in this institution was so
much at variance with Adult Education and School for Seniors’ writers I needed to identify
the cause or possibly a multiplicity of causes. Argyris (1993) speaks of defensive routines
that can operate at individual or group levels, because if actions, thoughts or feelings are
exposed, one becomes vulnerable to others. Argyris refers to this as Model 1, which is a
defensive reaction. These actions imply that one is hiding from the reality of oneself and
the opportunity for growth is impaired. Remarks such as, “I am too old to do this” or “I am
too stupid” had come from several residents in Group 1 and Group 2 during both sessions.
It seemed to show a mistrust of me and lack of confidence in self, which was surprising, as
I knew some of the attendees had come from professional backgrounds. I was reminded
of Sylvia Plath’s wisdom (1963): “The worst enemy to creativity is self- doubt.”
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Interjection C: The Action Research Cycle
Action Research is a branch of research, which emphasises the need for
personal involvement and active participation from individuals as members of a
group on equal terms with the researcher.
I read Valsa Koshy’s excellent textbook Action Research for improving practice: A
practical guide (2005). I had noted her advice that the main role of Action Research is
to facilitate practitioners to study aspects of practice – whether in the context of
introducing an innovative idea or in assessing and reflecting on the effectiveness of
existing practice. My problem seemed to involve both these concepts and I had to
improve my practice, but I needed more understanding of Action Research. I
connected with the spiral diagram of Kemmis and McTaggart (1999) (Figure 1); this
simple framework of planning, acting, observing and reflecting, developing into a
spiral made sense.
I had worked in depth at the planning stage – or should I say, I worked hard at
what I decided to present to the group. Then I acted upon the plan, observing the
response, and after the session I reflected on what had occurred. The design drew my
attention to the fact that the spiral had stopped because there was no response to
observe from the residents. What became clear to me was that participation was
missing in this diagram. I added this essential ingredient and made the poetry group
central to my diagram. Kemmis and McTaggart (2007, pp. 280-283) are concerned
that many researchers used the spiral of cycles as the dominant feature in Action
Research, whereas they believe research has a number of key features as important
as the spiral.
Evaluation of action, critical reflection and change based on the evidence are
key factors, but also the essential ingredients of participation and collaboration with
the group must be included. How could I break down the barriers I did not
understand? Also the spiral was sometimes viewed as a rigid structure. Koshy (2005)
notes that in reality the process is likely to be more fluid, open and responsive. The
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spiral is not simply a number of self-contained cycles of planning, acting, observing
and reflecting. The process is usually much more flexible than that. Perhaps the
frustration I felt was not unique to my experience.

I wanted to know more – who first thought of Action Research?
Lewin (1948), in the turmoil of Germany’s pre-war anti-Semitism and living the
history of WW2, introduced the concept of Action Research. He was conscious of the
power small groups could exert, identifying the minimalizing of individual differences
within groups when they form an entity, often for no other reason than the
interdependence of fate. He would have seen many examples of this in the
underground movements within Nazi occupied Europe and Jewish groups in the
camps and in other countries. Lewin was concerned with all minorities within the
establishment; if the group has a goal the bonds within the group are strengthened.
He was also influenced by Dewey’s belief that effective learning comes from
democratic experience rather than the classroom formality of instruction and
absorption of facts. Lewin described the initial cycle in his cycle (see Figure 2).







Identifying a general or initial idea 
Reconnaissance or fact finding 
Take first action step – Planning 
Evaluate 
Amended plan 
Take second action step 
Figure 2: The Lewin Cycle
(Lewin 1946, reproduced in 1948, pp. 202-3)

Lewin’s concept of a cycle of development could be described as the birth of
Action Research. There have been critics of the original plan; that it is sequential and
that the initial idea is fixed. Lewin pointed out that individuals are constrained in
their ability to change, by their cultural and social status and by the systems of which
they are a part.
Elliot (1991:71) disagrees with the argument of some researchers that Lewin’s
original concept is flawed. He argues some researchers have misunderstood Lewin.
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His own chart is based on the work of Lewin and also shares many of the features of
Kemmis and McTaggart. The self-reflective spiral according to Kemmis and
McTaggart (2005) needs fluidity, and may change direction, but it will have “a strong
and authentic sense of development and evolution” (Hill, 2012).
Tina Cook (1998) at first questioned this strong and authentic sense of
development. She found that while in the midst of her research and even at the
starting point, her aims were unclear. The bulk of her research seemed to highlight
problems rather than finding solutions. There was a divergence between
interpretations of action experience and Action Research in literature.
In her temporary role as a participant in a focus group of Action Researchers,
Cook began to have doubts as the course progressed. She asked herself whether the
work she did fitted the Action Research design. Cook recognized that the design
allowed for research to start with an inclusive, participatory approach, not with a preconceived plan. The mess that usually develops, she suggests, is the inevitable result
of entering the research with no pre-conceived objectives. In her conclusion she is
critical of formal research, stating that if only the tangible and certain is investigated,
the essence of our professional work remains hidden, which castrates the thinking
process.
Stringer describes the real social world as “a world far different from the
mechanistic, soul-less vision” (2014, p. 7) of formal, official relationships. He speaks
of the failure of systems that express this, and emphasizes that any interpretation of
behaviour has little meaning unless one takes into account the ways in which
participants define and describe their situation. Stringer used a chart throughout his
book Action Research 4 (2014), where he describes the basic Action Research routine
of Look, Think, Act, Look as gathering relevant data, and defining and describing the
situation. Think is analyzing what is happening and interpreting, and explaining how
and why things are as they are. Act is planning, defining a course of action based on
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analysis and interpretation. To implement the plan, evaluate and assess the
effectiveness of actions taken (See Figure 3).
Stringer shows that Action Research has many different models but they all
have basic unmistakable similarities. The concept of democracy runs throughout,
that participants are not subjects but are equals, mutually involved in the inquiry.
There is no Action Research without mutual participation. Carr and Kemmis (1986)
include as underlying principles, participatory character, democratic impulse and
contributions to social change. It is the underlying principle that is important, not the
variation in models.
Waterman et. al. (2001: 4) warn excessive reliance on a certain model, or
following the stages or cycles too rigidly, could affect the flexibility and creativity that
is the signature of Action Research. As Meyer (2000) claims, Action Research focuses
on solutions to practical problems involving other practitioners and participants on
equal terms.
It has been suggested that in the past a chasm had developed in universities
between the real experiences of the classroom, workplace or community, and the
study of ancient intellectuals, particularly Plato and idealists of another era such as
Rousseau (Kohli, 1995). This gulf between abstract studies and external reality
changed with the positivist, scientific knowledge view of research. The hypothesis is
set before inquiry arises; then the hypothesis is tested and proved or disproved.
Carr and Kemmis (1986) claim an approach to education that took a
philosophical, and therefore a questioning approach to fundamental ideas has never
taken place. I would suggest that idealistic post Second World War movements in
England and America promoted ideas of free expression and experimentation,
supported by the teachings of Dewey, Rousseau and Piaget, through the Froebel
Institute and Goldsmiths College in the University of London. For a brief period
education appeared to have been democratized. The UK Government’s Plowden
Report had even legitimized the position of progressive education.
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However, this period was short-lived; the concept of child participation and
long term ends rather than immediate academic results frightening the
establishment. Progressive educational concepts were continued, during the Thatcher
years, hiding in private schools such as Bedales and Summerhill. Yet, the wide gap
Carr and Kemmis (1986) refer to as abstract studies and classroom realities, is now
being filled by Action Research in universities and in many health, education and
social studies projects, where participants’ experience is viewed as central to
information gathering.
At the beginning I jumped from one literary piece to another, without sensing a
response from the group or any constructive achievement from myself. I recognised
that I needed to plan a change and act upon that plan. I particularly needed to observe
the processes, the relationships between residents and between residents and myself.
I analyzed the consequences for those relationships. Having self-reflected on these
processes I replanned, repeated the spiral process of reflecting, sorting through mess
and changing many times.
Over a period of time I realized attitudes in the group and my attitude to the group
developed and changed to a growth of self-confidence, competence and mutual trust.
The method I used in keeping field notes changed as class responses changed. As I
started with each group I carefully recorded what I intended to do in the next session.
Every poem or piece of short prose was analyzed, to identify the issues I wished to
raise. I reflected on what had been successful and what had not, and changed my
preparation for the next session in response to individual reactions to my prepared
plan. I particularly took note of any comment, expression of interest or query, so that
the participants knew their contributions to the sessions were valuable. I was
prepared to throw away my plan, if the conversation took the class in an alternative
direction. The more we felt safe with each other, the less I consciously used a
planning spiral. But the clarity of the upward spiral remained as students brought in
more of their own contributions and started to control the direction in which they
wished to travel.
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I would have liked to produce photographic evidence of the public rooms and the size
of the high care resident private rooms, but I was conscious of my ethical
responsibility. I had guaranteed my creative writing group anonymity, and in this
closely knit community the configuration of the building would have been easily
recognizable, so I hope my description will suffice.
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WHAT IS ACTION RESEARCH?
Identifying initial idea

Reconnaissance (fact-finding and analysis)

General Plan

CYCLE 1

Action steps 1

Implement action steps 1

Action steps 2
Action steps 3

Minor implementation and effects
Revise general idea
‘Reconnaissance ‘
(explain any failure to
implement, and effects)
Amended Plan
Monitor implementation
and effects

Action steps 1

CYCLE 2

Action steps 2
Action steps 3
‘Reconnaissance ‘
(explain any failure
to implement, and
effects)

CYCLE 3

Monitor implementation
and effects

Implement
next action
steps

Revise general idea

Amended Plan
Action steps 1
Action steps 2

‘Reconnaissance ‘
(explain any failure to
implement, and
effects)

Action steps 3

Implement
next action
steps
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Figure 3: Elliot’s Action Research Model

Chapter 4: Attempts to encourage participation
4.1 Group 2, Session 2
For the second session the ladies were seated round the table and I thought, as I
had with Group 1, I would read the poem Harry Stephens. It had the merit of being
Australian. It dealt with an important part of Australian history; it is short, it rhymes and it
uses simple words to express powerful sentiments. Having read it, I asked if the shearers’
strike held any significance for them. Apparently it did not. Linda remained throughout
the session and encouraged participation. I asked about their favourite poetry and
Daffodils was immediately mentioned. Someone started to recite it and others joined in
spontaneously, but there were a few lapses of memory as we attempted to continue. I
was thrilled with this participatory response and I promised to come with copies of the
words the following week.
I handed out copies of Gwen Harwood’s A simple story, and asked for readers, and
Linda read. I asked for their views on the girl’s innocent expectation that her musical
score would be taken seriously by the leader of the orchestra. A conversation ensued
about the increased freedom of girls today, which put them at greater risk. There was
criticism of the girl in the poem, who met a man she did not know well in a private place. I
did not like the sentiments expressed about this insightful poem, but I was delighted that
conversation was occurring at our second meeting. Towards the end of the session, one
resident Barbara said she liked The Highwayman by Alfred Noyes, and still recalled her
outrage at her teacher’s instruction to speed up the second to last verse. She
demonstrated to us how the verse should be rendered, slowly and dramatically:
And still of a winters night they say, when the wind is in the trees
when the moon is a ghostly galleon tossed upon cloudy seas,
when the road is a ribbon of moonlight over the purple moor,
a highwayman comes riding – riding – riding –
a highwayman comes riding, up to the old inn door.
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She was word perfect and I suggested I would bring copies of the words for
everyone next week. I asked her how she would feel about reading it and she assured me
she was word perfect and would be pleased to recite it at the next session. She continued
to talk about the teacher correcting her and her anger, long after the group had left for
afternoon tea and I realised how mental pain and humiliation can cause distress, still felt
70 or more years after the incident.

4.2 Limited participation
The next day, as I considered the events of the previous day, and it was gratifying
there had been some opinions expressed, which had not occurred in Group 1. Patton
(1990) warns of the danger of control by a minority and I knew that only a few people had
joined in. This was a unique situation, which I needed to manage; although only four
people expressed lively opinions, the other six to eight were not able to contribute, either
because of severe memory loss or an inability to speak. I found the four residents tolerant
of, and sympathetic to, the other group members to a high degree. Somehow I must
encourage more participation, as domination of the group by a few participants should be
avoided (Patton, 1990).
When I got home there was an email from Linda, thanking me for holding the
poetry appreciation group and saying she had good feedback from the residents who
were looking forward to the next session. I so much appreciated her words although I was
well aware of my shortcomings and that only four people actually participated in the
content. I vowed to do better next time. Perhaps by the third week my position as a
similarly aged facilitator would have started to inspire confidence, which should help in
encouraging conversation. I knew the sessions must not grow into poetry readings, with
my role being the entertainer. Poetry, rather, is the catalyst to personal involvement and
the growth of creative thought.
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Interjection D: Participation in Action Research
Action Research is a branch of research, which emphasizes the need for
personal involvement and active participation from individuals as members of a
group on equal terms with the researcher. The first of three underlying principles of
Action Research according to Carr and Kemmis (1986, p. 164) is its participatory
nature. No satisfactory bond can be developed between researcher and the
researched without the essential ingredient of trust. Harrison, McGibbon and Morton
(2001) state trust and participation are the basis of group effectiveness. They
emphasize the importance of reciprocity in order to form mutual relationships with a
common purpose.
Larson (1997, p. 459) points out researchers’ theoretical interpretation of
projects rely heavily on the way the researched are conceptualized. While the
relationship is impersonal, preconceptions and prejudicial views can influence their
interpretations and distort the integrity of the project. This is why active
participatory involvement with the researched is important. Engaging with those
whose lives are being studied leads to change, as Larson notes:
Dialogue makes understanding the life world and lived realities of others
possible. When researchers share their seeing, understanding and interpreting
life events with story givers, they surface the fissures between their own life
worlds and those of the people they portray (1997, p. 459).
Freire’s work remains influential with critical pedagogy, despite being informed
by Brazilian educational and economic contexts of the 20th century, as the
philosophical issues raised are globally transformable. As an example of the effect of
non-participation, Freire’s concept of banking and problem posing are as valid for
residents in Tasmanian RACFs as they are for formal education wherever it is
practiced.
The teacher equates with the bank clerk; information is deposited into the class
of students - the depository - who receive and store it.
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There is no easy participation, no two-way exchange of views. The implication is
that the student is ignorant and therefore needs to be fed information; the teacher is
wise and knows what information to feed the student.
This is not a system of past eras. UNESCO (1998) is critical of the educational
trend in first world countries to become industries like mining and construction with
indicators of input, process, output and market conditions. This certainly equates to
those RACFs whose controlling organizational structures dominate the lives of
residents and staff. Non-participatory domination induces feelings in the recipients,
of powerlessness, inadequacy and lack of confidence (Freire, 1968).
Many activities in RACFs come under a non-participatory system of control. In
addition to timed routines for washing, dressing, medicating, eating and sleeping,
residents may be taken to non-participatory activities, such as listening with a large
group of residents to entertainers, or taken on bus trips not communally decided
upon. Bingo is the most common activity in RACFs. It is an ‘ageist’ occupation,
assuming that scanning a grid for single digits, pairs of digits and three digits is
stimulating to the aged brain. These activities are poured into residents and require
no response. In her interview, Emma (the late arrival to Group 2) spoke about the
pleasure she felt when creating poetry and sharing her ideas with Ingrid. I gathered
she had been in other aged care homes because she said, “most nursing homes only
have bingo”.
The activities requiring creative thought or problem posing encourage
socialisation, and discourse. In a changed relationship, what students know will be
valued. Students will teach teachers, students will teach students, and mutuallearning experiences will generate a growth of creativity with new ideas and the
development of reciprocal respect and trust. Freire emphasizes the importance of not
restricting social and critical consciousness. In an egalitarian environment the leader,
teacher or facilitator of a group shares power with the recipients, in a mutual learning
experience. This transfers power to the learner.
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The remarkable writer bell hooks (2003, p. xv) aims to diffuse hierarchy and
create a sense of community:
The classroom should be a place that is life-sustaining and mind
expanding, a place of liberating mutuality where teacher and student
together work in partnership.
bell hooks also refers to power, as Stringer (2014), Freire (1993) and others have
done, when examining the dominating role of teacher, curriculum or establishment
(hooks, 1994). She says: “Think of how both teacher and students can learn together in
a way that no-one acquires the kind of power, to use the classroom as a space of
domination” (hooks, 1994. p. 117).
The room we work in is our classroom; the age of students is irrelevant. When
we first met, I sensed the group was waiting to be told what to do. They were not
surprised that when I asked who would like to share the reading, the diversional
therapist read. When I asked for an opinion on a piece of literature, the diversional
therapist spoke for them. They were treated as sick, old people who needed to be
protected and cared for, and individuality was no longer a part of their lives.
It has been so in society with minorities, where colour, sex, class and age turn
individuals into stereotypes dominated by prejudicial assumptions. These are often
reinforced by the imposition of power-structured regulation and publicized by media
bias. As The Australian broadsheet newspaper headline declared: “An open media
bias is simply an honest point of view” (10/06/13). Participation and segregation
are an unhappy duo. Participation must also be accepting of difference.
Over time, Group 1 met in the semi-privacy of the chapel and the diversional
therapist no longer attended. This physical separation from a figure of authority in
the pyramid of hierarchical power, freed members of Group 1 from the domination of
place, and a new confidence developed. The challenge of self-expression within the
group was validated. My authority was delightfully challenged in Hope’s poem “Write
me some prose or verse, she said …” and their ideas were put forward (see pages 6768). Even the less confident were energized to leave eye-contact-avoidance behind
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and change to occasional involvement and noticeably enjoyable silent participation.
Several members of both groups said that they had got to know people in the Home
better since joining the creative writing sessions. Pamela expressed the view that
through sharing ideas, she now knows people in the group from a different
perspective and has discovered people who think as she does.
In action research participants establish equal relationships, creating
partnerships with researchers and with each other. They also strengthen
relationships with the community, which allows reflection on a different dimension. I
saw how well this would work in a school or hospital, but unfortunately the facilitator
in a RACF is in a solitary situation. However, as I reflected on this, I could visualise
myself with other staff and volunteers involved in different functions benefitting from
sharing what we were doing and developing a more sympathetic understanding of
our over-lapping roles. This could break down boundaries and create mutual trust
and a richer appreciation of our functions; possibly assisting in the reduction of
unconscious ageism. This could work and the suggestion should come from me.

From Participation to Reflection
As I reflected on the ways in which both groups were developing, I found
Mezirow had anticipated my thoughts as I tried to analyze the meaning behind the
changes of which I was a part. Mezirow (1996) identifies three kinds of reflection.
Content Reflection is when individuals reflect on the problem or the content of their
work. Second is Process Reflection, when one thinks about the strategies used to
solve the problem, or the method used to present the content. Third, Premise
Reflection questions the relevance of what one is doing, what beliefs or values one is
presenting and whether they are justified.
Later Mezirow added a fourth way in which learning occurs, to emphasize
transforming points of view. This analytical thinking, Mezirow suggests, can lead to
transformative learning. Although usually reflection does not discriminate, but flows
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naturally between the four issues, I found it helpful to be aware of the difference in
each aspect of reflection and be more conscious of an imbalance in my thinking.
I did not, however, agree with one illustration used by Mezirow, as follows. A
teacher is told by another teacher it is a waste of teacher-time preparing an
interactive game on Powerpoint. Mezirow says the time spent should be weighed
against the time students spend playing the game together, which would make her
time well spent. I believe if students are not involved in the creation of the game with
fellow students and the teacher, there is a dominance of teacher power in the activity.
While they are playing a computer game, which the teacher decided would be socially
beneficial, communication is reduced to the limits imposed by the game itself. I can
see teacher and student time being better spent in a number of alternative interactive
ways.
In critical reflection, people question an existing belief, and may decide to alter
or discard that belief, which may have been held for many years. Merriam, Caffarella
and Baumgartner (2007) suggest that learners must critically reflect on experiences,
and discuss their world views with others to gain the best outcomes and make sound
judgments, and then act on the new perspective. As my group members developed in
confidence I realised how important it was for us to share our thoughts and not
regard criticality as a threat. Often ideas from poetry lead the mind into challenging
paths, along which participants feel free to discover, discuss, express their feelings
and expand their ideas.
After many months some participants were openly expressing not only their
enjoyment, but also their frustrations, fears and pain through poetry. For example I
find the implied staff attitudes, in Ellen’s poem (see pages 91-92) threatening:
I never have visitors at night
I can’t do anything but lie there.
I wake up in the middle of the night
and say, ”Where am I?”
and that’s when I get into trouble…..
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Reading Rodgers (2002) on Defining Reflection, I knew I had more to learn. She
suggests I examine Epstein and Hundert’s definition:
Reflective practice is the habitual and judicious use of communication,
knowledge, technical skills, reasoning, emotions, values, and reflection in daily
practice for the benefit of the individuals and communities being served
(2002, p. 226)
I needed to think more deeply about what reflection really means. Rodgers, in
two powerful metaphors, speaks of reflection being a bridge connecting one
experience to the next, so that they become meaningful. She also describes reflection
as a thread, which creates continuity for the individual and for the group. She then
emphasizes that reflection should be communal:
Reflection is a rigorous, systematic and disciplined way of thinking, with its
roots in scientific inquiry. Reflection needs to happen in community, in
interaction with others. Reflection requires attitudes that value the personal
and intellectual growth of oneself and others (2002, p. 842).
There is a lesson for me in this short piece: had I taken my concerns to the
group after the first session – just a light hearted chat about how they felt, instead of
tormenting myself with unanswered questions - the trust in me might have come
sooner. Cross (1993) suggests reflection is the difference between surface learning
and deeper learning, which needs time.
Cross (1993) makes this important point: learning occurs, not as a result of the
experience itself, but as a result of reflecting on the experience and testing it against
further experience and the experience of others. After self-reflecting, I was also
conscious of a noticeable change in my adaptation to a new situation; for example,
when I reflected on the need to make the poetry and prose personal.
The response from the group resulted in a collection of poems, which revealed
in depth, the person within the person. For example, Kerry used this part of her poem
to express feelings rarely spoken, about her relationship with her parents.
My parents named me Kerry,
They tried so hard to keep me
their first born, alive.
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Reflection is an essential part of a critical process, of planning, putting the plan
into action, observing the response and critically reflecting on faults, failures, and
more constructive developments. It is essential that this experience is shared;
analytical reflection will recognize the need for change and how to change.
Because there is not just one solution, the Action Research spiral allows for
many changes and the need for those changes to be a continuous process. Bass and
Eynon (2009) claim that through reflection, learning will engage beyond the cognitive
dimension, to the role of creativity, emotion and intuition, using expressions of selfidentity and subjectivity. This is beginning to emerge and is what I wish for my
groups and for myself. Language is fundamental to our relationships with each other.
Here is an example of Group 1’s later communal writing:
So much beauty
in a vase of flowers
Their elegant blooms
reach out to us
Yet I feel sad
to see such beauty
cut in their prime.
Is it a last goodbye?
Flowers die
but their memory remains.
The spirit of love
lives on – and grows.
In Action Research, people reflect discursively on their actions with others, so
that an understanding and appreciation of each other and self develops through
language. I watch this happening and value the expanding stimulation and depth of
shared ideas.
The use of language as poetry is an excellent medium for residents in RACFs,
allowing a concise use of language as they formulate their thoughts. At the same time,
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language asserts their opinions on other people’s views and is an outlet for
expressing distress and grievance, as I show in some of Ellen’s poems.
Eighty years after his death, I am amazed at the wisdom and humanity of
Vygotsky (1962, 1986) who writes about happiness and its causes and, above all, he
treasured language. His thinking has become the foundation of social interaction,
through which language develops.
The relation between thought and word is a living process, thought is born
through words: A word devoid of thought is a dead thing:…but thought that
fails to realise itself in words also remains a Stygian shadow” [O.
Mandelstam]. (Vygotsky, 1962/1986, p. 255)
Here he refers to a poem by Osip Mandelstam, who died in one of Stalin’s camps:
The word I forgot
which once I wished to say
and voiceless thought
returns to shadows chambers
My groups’ members have grown in confidence and a recognition of self-worth,
through their shared language, in creating poetry and reflecting on mutual ideas for
improvement and beyond, to bonds of trust, shared pleasure and creative growth.
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Interjection E: Interviews as Method
An important part of the research takes the form of individual, open-ended
interviews. One particular value of this method is that the interviewer can guarantee
confidentiality, as it is recorded under a different name and the RACF is not identified.
I have also used other information gathering techniques, such as the anonymous
survey to obtain national facts; however, this is unsuitable for individual interviews,
as it cannot inform on a personal level. The researcher would usually have personal
interviews with clients and then spend time giving focus group interviews (Billson,
2006). One group in this research is small, usually with about six people (Patton,
1990), and they had become familiar to the researcher when interviewed. The group
dynamics create a secure atmosphere because of this familiarity with each other.
For Group 2, the intellectual range is so vast: four highly intelligent, motivated
residents, one mentally disturbed lady, four ladies with severe memory loss and one
lady who is unable to speak and (I was informed by the diversional therapist) had a
mental age of eight years. This means that individual interviews will be valuable but a
group interview would not be productive, as it could not reflect the views of the
whole group.
In this research, Group 1 is small enough for each member to express a point of
view, so a focus group would be a constructive method. Conflicting opinions may
occur, but will add to the cross section of opinion from the homogeneous group and it
is not necessary to reach a consensus. Patton (1990) advises that one must be
prepared for unexpected diversions when group members are familiar with each
other. It is important to avoid one or two people dominating the interview and also to
ensure that people who find it hard to verbalize have had the opportunity to express
their viewpoint.
This is why I reiterate that a group interview for Group 2 would have no
validity. However, Group 1 members, after the first few weeks, freely expressed their
viewpoints. Differences of opinion are easy to identify and small groups enjoy the
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experience of talking together. In my unusual circumstances, I had ample opportunity
for free conversation every week for ten months, so the Group did not regard our
conversations as group research interviews and, although recorded, nor did I.
This is why I decided to take the unusual step of making the personal interviews
part of the text. It was important to me that the reader discovered, as I did, the real
person behind the façade of formality, before trust builds a different relationship. In
the interviews I did not want answers to a series of questions; but rather, ask how
people felt about meeting together exploring their ideas in poetry and prose? What
were their interests in their previous lives? What did they enjoy doing today?
The interviews gave me, and I believe give the reader, a deeper sense of the real
people who are often hidden in a morass of ailments and medications. I came to the
two RACFs with the simple aim of presenting some interesting poetry and prose to a
group who would discuss it, challenge it, and write their own thoughts and responses,
showing their own personality. Over time I had expected they would take control and
their ideas would excite and delight us as they were shared communally.
Unexpectedly, as the story developed and issues arose from our changing
relationship, I began to feel passionate about the project. The residents appear to
have benefitted from having regular creative experiences; I know that I have learned
an extra-ordinary amount from meeting together and feel fervently that my new
knowledge is important beyond the walls of the two RACFs I have come to know so
well.
Getting to know the participants over a long period of time, nearly a year,
provoked me to further reflection as their stories unfolded. In turn, these reflections
on injustice and helplessness provided the impetus to look wider than the immediate
groups. I found I wanted to champion their cause, and create ways in which their
voices could be heard. Without realizing it, I was being led to more critical forms of
action research.
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Chapter 5: Getting to know the creative writing
groups
5.1 Group 1
I would like to introduce the reader to members of both creative writing groups so
that you will feel the rapport with them that I do. We enjoy each other’s company and
look forward to being together. Group 1 is small enough for each member to express a
point of view at any time. When conflicting opinions occur this adds to the cross section
of opinion from this homogeneous group and it is not necessary to reach a consensus.
Patton (1990) advises that one must be prepared for unexpected diversions when group
members are familiar with each other. We have many diversions but they are usually
followed with enthusiasm and we seem to end up on the same page. Patton warns it is
important to avoid one or two people dominating the sessions and also to ensure that
people who find it hard to verbalize have had the opportunity to express their viewpoint.
I am amazed in Group 1 at the level of tolerance and compassion in such a diverse group.
There have been additions to the group over this period but I will only introduce you to
those who have been together for the majority of that time.
5.1.1 Meet Hope.
Hope thoroughly enjoys the creative writing group to the point where she said, “I
only look forward to Mondays”, which became the title of this project. She speaks of her
five children as being the centre of her life over many years, having given up her career as
a teacher to be at home for them. Delightfully, she laughs through her metaphors and
similes that so often refer to food. This, she said, reflects her concentration of time over
many years with the children’s appetites. She justifies the fact that she rarely sees them
now by saying this is the way of the modern world; however, I sense bitterness when she
interprets her past as being a wasted lifetime. Hope is self-critical, diminishing her
attributes by saying that she despairs of her ignorance. Yet, although she has always read
poetry and prose avidly, she claims she has never written much, “I am no Percy Bysshe”.
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Hope talks about scribbling a little on scraps of paper in an earlier life but I suspect she
wrote more than she acknowledges. The reason for this statement is that she was the
only person to produce her own poetry in the third week of attending the group and she
has continued to produce pieces throughout our sessions. I always have to persuade her
to show me her writing, as she lacks confidence and always states that what she has
written is no good. Her contribution to group poems is invaluable, throwing in
suggestions or lines that are applicable to the piece, but always done so quietly.
Hope shows an exceptional knowledge of literature, and I enjoy listening to her as
she chats away about the works of major poets and writers such as Shakespeare, Omar
Khayyam, Shelley, Keats and Byron. Varied conversations, including the debate on who
wrote Shakespeare’s work, will hold me entranced until we need to rush down the
corridor so that we are not late for lunch, having greedily used up that half an hour
between 11.30 and 12 noon. Hope uses language in a vivid, unusual way. She speaks of
the term Romantics to describe Byron, Keats and Shelley as, “they were realists with
sugar almond coating.”
We have such an easy rapport and Hope talks on fascinating topics without waiting
for leads from me. She has always been a compulsive reader: “I read everything I could
get my hands on including the sauce bottle.” The other day she discussed the gigantic step
taken by early societies with the phenomenon of the individuality of language, the
brilliance of people who first had the concept of the alphabet and the written word.
On one occasion the conversation turned to the high rate of suicide among poets.
Hope considered whether they thought too much or felt too deeply. She described
suicide as gross and self centred, but also as an act of desperation. “It is lacking in love
and a condemnation of society”, she said.
Hope gets very tired and some of her poems clearly indicate she suffers from
depression. She spoke of having wasted too much time on trivia in her life. She used to
watch the news on TV but she now finds it too depressing. Hope is conscious of the need
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to keep the brain active and says the Monday poetry group is the one activity in the week
that she finds stimulating (thus, as I noted, providing me with the thesis title). She does
not write more since joining the group but thinks more and is curious about what other
members of the group are writing. She often rereads the poetry sheets she is given
weekly and enjoys the cross conversation and free sharing of ideas. She refers to lack of
confidence as being self-inflicted, but has felt an increase in confidence since attending
the poetry sessions.
Hope says she is in fear and trepidation of being criticized since entering the facility
and she knows of others who also feel this. She often complains of the lack of quiet
spaces and time, referring to her days as now being so much shorter. She says she is
resigned to it as nothing is going to change. Hope finds it difficult to fit into the regimen of
an institution, saying to me, “Here if you are doing something you must leave it. Dinner is
at 6pm not at 6.01.” She wrote a poem reflecting this:
I remember by Hope
I remember, I remember
days of long ago,
when the world was full of silence
and the pace of life was slow.
Now grating sounds are everywhere,
and rapping noise abounds.
Oh for those days of yesteryear,
of peaceful, whispering sounds.
Hope has always enjoyed research and she misses having a library on the premises
and access to encyclopaedias and dictionaries. She often used to do research in the past,
but this is not possible now. I asked her if she had used a computer and she said that she
used to have one but her son had taken it. When I think about Hope’s life today, these
points arise:
1. Hope finds the writing group the most satisfying activity of the week. She says she
does not write more since joining the group, but she thinks more and is interested
in what the others are doing.
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2. Hope lacks confidence and speaks of her fear of criticism and of doing something
wrong. The control of residents through a tight regimen of time and routine seems
to have caused this lack of confidence and a feeling of insecurity and fear. The
powerlessness of residents must be examined. Later in the thesis I record Dr.Baines’
and others’ emphasis on the importance of choice. Staff attitudes and training may
have an influence on residents’ happiness. A suggestion, which has been introduced
in some progressive Tasmanian RACFs (Baines, 2014), would be more flexible meal
times, for example, breakfast between 7-10am.
3. Hope speaks about the noisiness of the place and needing to have access to a quiet
place. Is the lack of basic facilities such as quiet spaces apart from the bedrooms the
norm in RACF’s? Residents’ rooms are only bedroom size with limited space for
extra furniture apart from an armchair and desk. This is their only private, quiet
space. Yet they are fortunate here, as many RAFCs have shared accommodation
including bathrooms, or have a ward system, so they never have any privacy. So I
must view this place as providing better facilities than many RACFs.
4. There is limited access to books on the premises and Hope says how much she
misses her encyclopaedias for research. The state library asks residents what books
they want to read and if they are available, these are produced every three weeks. I
could not make a choice of books in this system; how can residents do so? I asked
their local public library if there is any reason why residents are not taken weekly to
the library. I was assured they would be welcome either individually or a bus full,
with chairs and walking frames, without prior arrangement. Hope had not heard of
audio- books.
5. Hope frequently comments on the lack of stimulating activities. There is a weekly
program of activities for residents. When analyzing the week of 20/05/2013, there
is Scrabble on Monday; Bingo called by a resident on Wednesday and Friday as well
as men’s card games and men’s mystery bus trip. As 70% of residents are women,
are there sexist issues? A two-piece musical group entertained on Thursday from
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1.30-3.30 pm. There is a residents’ meeting on Thursday mornings. There are many
opportunities for residents to involve themselves in religious services.
6. Computers are an important form of communication for older Australians and
should be part of the provision given in aged care facilities. Computer sessions are
run once a week for people that are able to travel, who are taken to a community
computer room where volunteers help them. Residents have access to one public
computer as they are expected to supply their own. I must explore how many
residents take advantage of this service.
5.1.2 Meet Ellen.
Ellen is almost blind and wheelchair-bound. When she first came to the group she
looked so small in the wheelchair and sat with her eyes closed, that I wondered whether
she understood anything that went on. Now I know her, I value her wit and her ideas for
writing topics. She enjoys coming to the poetry group and makes a great contribution to
the ideas we share. As one example, in one piece she vividly described her childhood
experiences, turning the memory of London’s snow and the dray horses pulling their carts
and slipping near the curb into reality for us.
Ellen finds her physical condition depressing and she often speaks about feeling
demoralized by this. She described her life to me as feeling she is ‘in a mire’. Ellen always
denigrates herself; saying that she is stupid and worthless and uses this quaint phrase
that she is disappointed with herself. Ellen enjoys conversation and I try to arrange time
to talk to her on her own. From remarks Ellen made to me, I have formed the impression
that she is not happy at the Home. Ellen speaks about her fear, particularly at night and
the “grumpy voices” she hears.
Another concern Ellen spoke of, which shocked me, was that when she knew what
she wanted to wear, her wishes were ignored. She said, “I told them I wanted to wear a
skirt today, but they took no notice and put trousers on anyway.” In a place where what
residents eat and when they eat is decided for them, sleeping, medication, showering and
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dressing times are regulated, and participation in activities is minimal because of being
almost blind and confined to a wheelchair, it is particularly cruel to take away the simple
decision making of what she chooses to wear. Is this a question of staff training, lack of
supervision or shortage of staff?
Ellen was distressed because the diversional therapist expected her to recite a
poem, Vespers, in public. Ellen has known the poem from her childhood and it has also
been read and discussed in the creative writing group at Ellen’s request, as she says it is
one of her favourite poems. She remembers most of it, but there are almost repetitive
verses, which cause temporary confusion and make her feel insecure. I made some
memory tag suggestions that we practiced, but this seemed such a good opportunity for
us to work together with Jane; she has not asked me so I had better not interfere.
Ellen spoke of reading constantly as a child, and she regrets that her eyesight has
taken away that pleasure. She had not heard of audio books. Ellen was enthusiastic about
the poetry sessions although she did not recall reading much poetry previously in her life.
She said how much she enjoyed listening to the others and liked to hear the exchange of
views, “and we always have a good laugh”, she said.
Ellen listens intently to the poetry and has some wonderful recollections to share.
She recalled many of the poems, which were familiar in her youth, and provides excellent
input in every session. Her clear recall of entertaining incidents in her past life has
provided an excellent base from which to produce poems or stories. She spoke highly of
the other group members, admiring their work. Her own recollections have led to the
formation of some delightful poems such as The Cat Lady, and a poem Winter, which
vividly describes snowballing and how cold she felt in the London winter. Her poem A
Halfpenny Bun and a Hot Crusty Loaf was communally formed with the main input coming
from Ellen’s rich memories of her childhood experiences. Ellen said she had never written
poetry before this group was formed, but she remembers and recites parts of poems such
as Daffodils, Vespers and Buckingham Palace from her childhood.
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Ellen vehemently denies her own ability to contribute and says is an admirer of the
talents of the rest of the group. She is very sensitive to other people’s needs. When we
read Alden Nolan’s poem He sits down on the floor of a school for the retarded, she was
concerned that his act of putting his arm round the retarded girl might be misunderstood,
and be an encouragement to some, to take advantage of the vulnerable in our society. It
was a good argument, which we pursued.
Ellen expresses her grief even today when she talks about the untimely death of her
mother. She poignantly describes her home with the fender round the hearth, which she
loved to polish every day, engraved with the words Home Sweet Home and having to give
up the piano and her singing when the family moved to the top floor of their tenement.
She was told the air was fresher up there, for her father who was nursed by her mother
for years before he died, because he was gassed in the First World War. Tears come into
her eyes today as she recalls her mother in the general store, asking for a chair, as she felt
faint - and dying on the chair outside the shop. Memories … powerful memories.
I was worried about Ellen’s eyes because she did not appear to be having any
treatment. I asked if she had seen a specialist recently but she said that you have to ask
for an appointment but they are too busy. Ellen’s regular attendance, positivity and
participation in the group indicate the importance of the activity to a lady who is unhappy
with her present life. When I think about Ellen’s life today, these points arise:
1. Ellen enjoys the poetry and the social experience of sharing ideas.
2. The most concerning issue for me, is Ellen’s description of being in her room at
night and her fear of the “grumpy voices” she hears. She clearly describes her
fear as a blind person, being unable to know the time, fearing the unseen angry
voices and wishing to tell them to go away. She feels this so profoundly she has
even written her fears in poetry. Surely the basic reason for being in a RACF
with a disability is to feel safe and cared for, not intimidated. Staff training,
supervision and management policies must be examined.
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3. Apparently seemingly trivial (yet actually a major issue) is that residents’
powerlessness is confirmed by denying their wishes on the few matters where
they can make decisions. To ignore Ellen’s request to wear a skirt indicates
disrespect for residents and the need to retrain staff, possibly including
management. As the Federal Government has taken charge of RACFs, are they
fulfilling their responsibilities when they design accreditation?
4. Ellen’s eyesight has deteriorated since I first came here a year ago. From what
Ellen says, she has not seen an eye specialist for a long time. I asked if she had
spoken to a doctor and she replied that one had to ask the staff for a doctor’s
appointment and they were always too busy. What specific requirements for
RACF’s have been put in place by the Federal Government, to ensure regular
assessments of medical conditions and checks to ensure recommendations
have been carried out?
5. I only realised Jane was taking poetry and song sessions for a concert, when
speaking to Ellen. Lack of co-ordination of programs needs to be examined. Is
this because activities are seen as haphazard, added on items, not as essential,
mainstream requirements to provide creative stimulation within the RACF’s? I
thought how pleasant it would be to have shared expertise and co-operative
learning experiences. This would have reduced Ellen’s anxiety about reciting a
poem and I suggest any action that increases anxiety also increases the risk of
depression. Co-ordination of activities needs to be examined.
6. For an almost blind resident who had previously been an avid reader, not to
have heard of audio books, and not to have been provided with this service
needs investigation.
5.1.3 Meet Richard
Richard is the only member of the group who writes regularly and his writing is all
done on his computer. He is active in the RACF and participates in as many activities as
possible. He produces the Probus Monthly Bulletin that requires considerable
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organisational and writing skills. He told me that whenever he watches the news or reads
the paper, he has a notebook beside him so that he can always write about the latest
events. He regularly attends Probus meetings as family or Veteran Affairs drive him there.
Richard was admitted to the Home following a severe head injury, which seriously
affected his memory. He takes a positive view of his disabilities and consciously works
hard to correct his loss of memory. He is also blind in one eye and has a weakness in the
other, but he says he buys glasses at the chemist shop.
Richard was a talented organist and he and his wife used to play at the local church.
He is now re-teaching himself how to play the organ and has one in his room. He also
finds he has forgotten how to spell even simple words. He finds his computer particularly
useful for improving his spelling. He is interested in Australian history and has written
some fine pieces for the group on a range of topics. His descriptive stories about the First
and Second World Wars have brought those terrible times to life. He had also visited
places on the route of Cobb and Co. in the past and brought in photographs of the pubs,
which still boast an association with that time. Richard has discovered poetry that refers
to that period of Australian history and introduced it to the group. He has also found the
computer useful in assisting him in his historical studies.
Richard reads a lot and relies on his supportive family to take him to the library. His
daughter-in-law always took him until she hurt her leg. He has been unable to go to the
library for over a month. His son takes him to the doctor and he has also taken him to the
optician. He says that Veteran Affairs will always take him but he prefers to go with his
family.
Richard has a large book where he has kept all the poems, stories and information
that has interested him. Friends save pieces of poetry and prose that they think he will
appreciate. He told me he enjoys the poetry group and likes the way everyone shares
their ideas and turns them into stories and poems. At first he was worried that he would
not have time to come to the group as he does so many other things, but he has found
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time to continue and introduces many of his favourite poems and stories. Richard says
the group has increased his appreciation of the people in the group. He is very conscious
of other people’s needs and he commented on how much more involved Ellen is now.
Richard is an extrovert who enjoys performing. In the past he has played a variety of
roles including humorous parts, playing women with a falsetto voice. He is an asset to the
Home and to the diversional therapist as he is always prepared to join in activities. He
usually calls Bingo and organizes card games as well as being prepared to volunteer to
help wherever he is needed.
Richard rarely comes up with ideas in discussion. I know he prefers the medium of
prose rather than poetry, and has relaxed lately and related some good tales that have
been shared with the group. When I think about Richard’s life today, these points arise:
1. Richard finds the poetry group valuable for introducing poetry and for sharing
ideas, which the group members then turn into poems or prose. Richard says
this has been a way to get to know the group better.
2. Richard’s experiences indicate residents’ dependence on relatives and other
external sources for essential treatment and care. Richard sees a doctor and an
optician because his son arranges to take him to his appointments. Is there any
institutional responsibility for these essential visits?
3. Richard has access to the library because his family takes him. RACFs could take
residents to the library.
4. Richard is an extrovert who enjoys activities within and outside the RACF. This
is because he is mobile, has a supportive family and is a veteran. Are these
components the requirements if a resident is to live a relatively normal life
within the institution?
5.1.5 Meet Bronwyn.
Bronwyn never complains about her health but she has multiple sclerosis and is
wheelchair-bound. In addition, her hands have no power or control and it is difficult for
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her to turn a page. She is an avid reader and highly values education. Her friends and the
family bring her books so she does not use the library service that visits the Home every
three weeks.
Bronwyn commented that she wished they would make her bed earlier as the room
(at almost mid-day) still looks so untidy with an unmade bed. Bronwyn mainly lives in her
room apart from meal times and says she does not socialize much but prefers to keep to
herself.
Bronwyn was the youngest of six children. She spent her childhood and much of her
adult life in the country and describes herself as a country girl. She grew up a few miles
from a country town in Tasmania and after attending the local school she worked in a
Coles general store. She loves all aspects of rural life and speaks about one of the
mountains surrounding her home as ‘her mountain’. She is emphatic about the need to
cultivate good manners and sees this as a feature of country life. She speaks about
bringing up her children to help others and always say please and thank you. The
importance of cultivating this respect is paramount in her philosophy of life.
Bronwyn’s mother played the piano and her father the mouth organ, and she
taught herself to play the piano when she was a young child. She was able to play any
tune she heard without tuition or being able to read music. She always hoped her mother
would pay a teacher to have her taught the piano but, thinking back, she has decided her
mother wanted to avoid her being wrapped on the knuckles as piano teachers did in
those days.
Bronwyn enjoys the poetry group. She likes the way ideas are shared and turned
into pieces of writing. She says she likes the poems we do because they make her think: “I
have got a brain and I just need to get it working.” Bronwyn, after a slow start, writes the
most interesting poetry, often using the environment as her topic. She has written
excellent poems on frogs, eagles and the beauty of ‘her mountain’. Bronwyn also loves
singing with Jane, who is a major influence in the lives of residents, particularly those who
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enjoy music. This adds an important extra dimension to their quality of life as residents.
Bronwyn enjoys Ellen’s company and is pleased that Ellen involves herself more since she
has joined the creative writing group. She also sees a lot of Richard as he is in the next
room to her. He gets the papers for residents who want one and takes them round to
their rooms. Bronwyn states that some of the staff are helpful but some of them are not,
particularly the night staff.
Bronwyn has always loved reading and taught her children to read. She prefers
biographies and other non-fiction to novels. She speaks of buying books in the second
hand shop in the country town where there was no library. She used to buy books for her
children when they went on their fortnightly shopping trips, “ if they have been good”.
She tells a delightful tale of hearing her daughter reading out loud when she did not know
her daughter could read. She asked her how long she had been reading like that. Her
daughter replied: “I’ve been reading for a long time but if you found out you would not
keep on reading stories to me.”
Bronwyn described herself as non-political but she has compassion for residents
with disabilities and a strong sense of justice. She is critical of racism and gives as an
example, the rich experience of her friendship with a West Indian neighbour. She angrily
told me the story of a local doctor who visited the home of a wealthy patient at the
weekend, but told a haemorrhaging pregnant woman to come back on Monday. She
deeply values family ties, which she says are more important than having money.
Although she hates war, her mother thought some conflicts were justified and did not
criticize the IRA because they were fighting for independence. When I think about
Bronwyn’s life today, these points arise:
1. Bronwyn enjoys the creative writing sessions and is an active participant; she
expressed the importance of brain stimulation. She also enjoys singing and
musical experiences.
2. Bronwyn speaks about the unpleasantness of staff on night shift, as Ellen does.
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3. Bronwyn is dependent on family for books, and often spends time with them.
4. Because of her disability I suggested she might ask for a recorder for a present,
as they are $60. She said it cost the family so much to keep her in the RACF, she
would not ask for anything else. I must investigate the cost of entering a Home.
Computers and recorders are aids for the disabled that can change the quality
of life and should be available when needed, as much as a crutch or
wheelchair.
5.1.6 Meet Katie.
Katie is much younger than other members of the group and has been in the Home
for five and a half years. She feels hot even when the room is cold and becomes unsettled
after a short time, often leaving a session early for this reason. While present she makes
observant and constructive comments in general discussion, but never reveals her own
thoughts, which could then be developed into her personal piece of writing. In
conversations with me, she keeps her words restrained and correct. Who is inside the
barriers Katie puts up? I asked her: “I wondered how you felt about us getting together on
Mondays”, and she replied that she enjoyed it.
Katie says she likes poetry because it has short sentences and it is easy to
remember, as she forgets things easily now. She can understand poetry more than other
media and has poetry books sent in to her. She once read a lot but does not do so now, as
she gets severe headaches. Katie also used to write in the past but she does not know
what has happened to her work. She is clear about the library system that services the
Home and knows about audio books. She is aware of the lack of book choices on the
shelves of the Home and particularly expressed a wish to have a dictionary and a
thesaurus. She has also asked her family to buy her a recorder. She says, “I might come up
with some better ideas; it is important to hold on to your thoughts”.
Katie says she finds the poetry group useful as a vehicle for putting her ideas
forward. She enjoys the discussions as they help her to see a broader view on issues,
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which arise. She appreciates the varied selection of poetry presented each week and feels
that she knows members of the group better now. She is able to share a common interest
with other participants during the week. She particularly likes Australian poetry, such as
the poems of Banjo Patterson, which bring Australian history to life. Katie likes the group
being small as it is more personal.
Katie complains of being kept busy all the time and having no quiet place in the
Home. She states that when one is listening to or writing poetry it is essential to have a
quiet space, but the chapel where we meet is unsuitable as it is large and has the function
of being for prayer. If the folding doors were kept shut, dividing it into separate rooms
Katie suggests, it would be an excellent venue. She is full of ideas about having a library
and a quiet room. She feels strongly about the lack of privacy and quiet except in their
bedrooms that she says are too small. The staff encourage them to leave their rooms but
she needs a quiet area where she can get engrossed in what she is doing. She said, “It
would be fabulous if my ideas for a quiet place could be built into every Home.” When I
think about Katie’s life today, these points arise:
1. Katie enjoys the varied poetry in the creative writing group. She finds she
talks to members of the group more now as they have a common interest.
She is the only member of the group who has offered very little of herself,
which could be developed into an individual or part of a group piece of
writing. She has a better understanding of the organisation within the Home
than other group members.
2. Katie strongly feels the need for a quiet space. She knows it is important to
hold on to her thoughts and allow them to grow. She expressed the need to
“get caught up in the moment.” There is one central public area which is used
for dining with open kitchens attached which is also the public lounge and
central throughway to residents’ bedrooms.
3. Katie speaks of having no time because she is kept so busy.
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4. Lack of even minimal library resources, such as access to a dictionary or a
thesaurus, is an issue. She had heard of audio books but had not used the
service. Also Katie said she would arrange for her family to buy her a
recorder. She had an excellent idea that the Public Library should donate
some of their older books it would otherwise discard to help develop an
internal library for the Home.
5. Katie expressed the opinion that the group members were extremely tolerant
of, and encouraging to, the other members, and they never dominated if one
of the group members wished to make a contribution, however small.

5.2 Group 2
In Group 2, the number of ten to twelve people in regular attendance, with a wide
spectrum of intellectual and/or memory difference, has been a disadvantage. It has been
inevitable and right that the four highly intelligent women in the group would be the
major contributors, in conversation, ideas and output of creative writing. Patton (1990)
makes the point that one must avoid domination of the sessions by one or two people,
but in these unusual circumstances, the four major contributors were the essence of the
group. As the months progressed, their support of others with severe memory loss or
even an inability to speak, allowed for the blending of toleration and difference. Although
the group, in my opinion, would have benefitted by being two groups of five or six people,
this group remained large and most members returned every week with smiles and
greetings. I like to believe that each person took from our association, what he or she
wanted or what he or she were able to, in the situation that had been provided. Now I
would like to introduce you to those participants in Group 2 who involved themselves
most in the creative writing group.
5.2.1 Meet Ingrid.
Ingrid and I had several conversations about the importance of expressing
ourselves. She obviously finds writing stimulating although her main interests in her
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previous life have been singing and painting. She says she writes much more since she has
attended the poetry group. Some of the staff are very interested in what she does. Her
hands do not work properly now but the staff sometimes type what she describes as her
scribble. It is true her writing is illegible.
When she was young Ingrid says she hated poetry and Shakespeare because she
had to memorise it at school. When Linda asked her if she wanted to join a new poetry
group she said, “No, I don’t like poetry”, but she is now glad she came. Every morning
after she has had breakfast, read the paper and done the crossword, she thinks Haiku.
She already knew the people in the poetry group, but although she has not made new
friends, she feels she knows people in the group so much better now. She said, “We are
getting this sort of relationship with each other. Knowing the way to get them out of a
mood strengthens our relationship”. She often reads her poems to people who did not
attend the session. She spoke about one member whose work has improved and said,
“What helps more than anything is the kind of encouragement you give. It is like a little
arc.”
Ingrid sometimes felt she was being transported in her mind, depending on what
she was writing about (Czikszentmihalyi, 1990). She spoke of how much she wrote on
some days and then would have a fresh idea just as she was going to bed. “Last night I
suddenly thought of a song: What a difference a day makes when a child is born and this
morning I scribbled some more lines.” Ingrid has become dedicated to her writing and has
reached a high level of involvement and creativity.
Ingrid is Tasmanian-born and attended school here, where she always enjoyed
performing and singing. She described herself as backward at school because she did not
want to study. She delighted her mother when, at the age of eight, after performing a
song she took the sides of her skirt and bowed at a church production. She usually won
the eisteddfods.
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After leaving school she sang minor roles in opera, where she met her husband.
They ran a horticultural business together, which explains her intense interest in flowers.
She has particularly used her floricultural knowledge when writing a number of Haiku and
in her flower paintings, which often accompany her poems.
She described an incident when she received a citation for a floral design and a
woman associated with the organisation said, “They hand those out to everyone.” Ingrid
took the citation to the presenter and said she was returning it, as this remark had been
made. An embarrassed presenter asked the president to sign her citation and the
following year all citations had to be signed by three committee members. I like this story,
as it reflects Ingrid’s fighting spirit in the RACF. There were occasions when her approach
was dogmatic, but she always had new writing to share and strong opinions to express.
The Group would have been a duller place without her.
Ingrid talked about many events in her life; nursing her husband with a broken back
for a year; having to leave their retirement home because it went bankrupt; taking up
painting. She described painting Black Caviar, which she presented to the owner. She told
me how much she loved painting until her hands made it impossible for her to continue.
Ingrid thinks outside the square and spoke of her dislike of conventional Christmas
rhymes. She wrote three poems as we approached December 25 th, giving less common
interpretations. She spoke of the need to continually edit one’s work. After her sister had
asked her how often she intended altering her book on floral art she decided it was time
for it to be published. Ingrid said she was not a great reader and expressed contempt for
Mills and Boon, but wishes she had brought more of her books with her. She prefers
biographies of people like Joan Sutherland, and as she can speak French and Italian she
enjoys books, which include these languages.
Ingrid is interested in what other people do and encourages them to write more. I
notice how tolerant she is of their less cultured style, although she is a perfectionist
herself. She was critical of a 75-year-old man who plays the piano one afternoon a week.
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She said he liked to reminisce between tunes and then, “he skips over the sharps and
flats. I clap but I wish he wouldn’t”.
Ingrid has written poetry and prose over many years although she says she used to
dislike it. She spoke about not only writing a book on floral art, but also a song and a book
about a koala. She has always written verse in her Christmas cards and her sister would
remind her to “do her little rhymes”. Now, she said, her sister collects everything she
writes. Ingrid says she writes much more since joining the poetry group. She thinks she
will get an iPad, but she wants nothing that provides simple answers. She never uses a
dictionary when doing a crossword.
Ingrid expresses a strong loyalty to the Home and will not tolerate any criticism of
the establishment. She is a talented lady who is positive about the importance of creative
writing sessions and is glad she joined the group. She has not met more people because
she knew them before, but she has become friendlier with them. She writes much more
than she did before joining the group and now she thinks poetry. She is sometimes
transported in her mind and continually has new ideas. Ingrid sensitively encourages
others less confident about their skills although she is self-critical. Ingrid is dependent on
her sister who is a regular visitor; she saves all her writing and painting, and gets her
books and whatever else she needs. Ingrid regrets the loss of her books, as she does not
have easy access to a choice of literature. She is interested in new technology but is
hesitant to learn new computer skills. When I think about Ingrid’s life today, these points
arise:
1. Ingrid is exceptionally well adapted to life in a RACF. She is a forceful
personality with her family to support her.
2. Her handwriting is illegible. Ingrid would definitely benefit from computer
lessons.
3. She misses the books she left at home. There could be a more extensive library
in all RACFs if new residents were encouraged to bring their books. She also
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repeated Katie’s suggestion that libraries should give their older books to
RACFs.
4. It is interesting that Ingrid feels that relationships have strengthened within the
creative writing group.
5. Family has been all-important to Ingrid in providing her with the support she
needs, both practically and emotionally.
5.2.2 Meet Pamela.
Pamela is a Tasmanian-born resident with a sister living locally. Her father played
the mouth organ and her grandmother was a talented singer who often performed
publicly. Pamela has always loved poetry, and particularly poetry set to music. Her room
was full of family portraits of her husband who died twelve years ago, her children and
grandchildren. Her sister often arrives at 5 pm to help her get ready for bed. She said staff
do it, but she prefers her sister to help her. She spoke about the importance of receiving
comfort particularly when she is feeling ill. She has just wanted someone to hold her
hand.
When I talked to Pamela about whether management were keen on the idea of
continually stimulating the brain, her comment was, “It depends on the intellect of the
person running the Home how much intellectual stimulation is recognised as important
and necessary.” She spoke about how quickly time goes now she is older. She likes the
poetry group because it brings back memories. Pamela then described and named her
teacher in primary school reading Daffodils and how much she liked it … but the boys said
it was a girl’s poem so next day the teacher read Masefield’s I must go down to the sea
again, to the lonely sea and the sky … which she liked just as much. She then named her
high school teacher and how differently he taught but he also loved poetry. She quoted,
“And oft when on my couch I lie, in lonely or in pensive mood” which she described as a
beautiful poem, and memories as wonderful things.
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Pamela often talked about her faith that she described as pretty strong. She attends
church every week, sings in the choir and she describes the chaplain as a lovely lady
whom she feels she can talk to. She now reads the lesson in the chapel, remembering her
teacher in childhood telling her to express herself and make the text sound authentic. She
spoke of a former chaplain trying to start a new choir but he did not have the “get up and
go” so it failed. Pamela reads the Bible and links those stories to her present day
experiences. She told me about a lady working in the kitchen, whose name is Naomi, and
how she explained where her name came from. When her grandson chose a dog from the
pound and called it Samson, Pamela told him the original Samson story from the Bible.
Pamela was offered the opportunity to learn the computer but she said, “I haven’t
got enough up here.” She was disappointed because she was familiar with the keyboard
as she used to type. She spoke about the small library in the RACF where people left their
books when they arrived. If one wanted access to the State Library it was necessary to
walk to the green building where there is a library system. You sign and order books, but
you have to know a title or what genre interests you in a book so that they can select one
for you. She did not know how often they came with the books, as she did not use the
system herself. Her sister brought her all the books she wanted to read.
Pamela has liked the range of poetry introduced in the poetry group and enjoys
rereading poems from her folder, although she finds page turning difficult because of her
arthritis. She mentioned how much she enjoyed The Man from Snowy River and Albert
and the Lion the other day, because they were both old and popular poems. She does not
read as much as she used to and she does not usually get carried away when she writes.
She does not get together more with people now and it has not increased the number of
people she knows, but Pamela says she knows people in a different way. She has found
there are people who think the way she does: “I didn’t know she felt like that; her
thoughts run deep; I could go to her because she feels the same way as me. When you see
people feel as you do and hear them expressing themselves, they feel like another
person.”
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She is pleased the number of people in the group is growing. She admires the
memory of some of the group who can recite all the old poems; whereas she finds the
words sometimes escape her. She said, “It is wonderful that we can share ideas together.”
When I think about Pamela’s life today these points arise
1. Pamela enjoys the poetry group. It enables her to know people from a different
perspective. She likes the variety of topics and re-reads the material during the
week.
2. She values the opportunity for creative stimulation, but speaks of herself as not
being clever enough to learn the computer although she had been a typist.
3. Pamela recognises the power and intellectual capacity of management in
providing stimulating activities or not.
4. Her memories are strong, referring to them as ‘wonderful things’. She can
remember the names of teachers at school and their different approaches to
poetry.
5. Pamela speaks of her sister’s visits, which are of major importance in her life
and of having her hand held. She is not unique in this. What of the number of
residents with no visiting family?
6. She also speaks of needing a quiet space. Pamela did not know people well
although she has lived there for some years. Is it possible that having quiet only
in one’s room, having set places in the dining hall, and having mass, passive
activities can lead to isolation within a group situation? Other members of the
group also spoke of knowing people better because of the creative writing
group.
7. Pamela reads less than she did some years before, but she reads the Bible
more. The church is important in her life. She reads the lesson each week. The
church connects her internally and externally to the RACF.
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8. Pamela feels insecure, and blames her ‘stupidity’ for not mastering the
computer, although she is familiar with the keyboard. This lack of belief in self
worth is a familiar response within the two RACFs from my experience.
5.2.3 Meet Emma
Emma is Tasmanian-born and has only been at this RACF for less than a year. She
has five children, with one son living in Western Australia. She loved it there and did not
want to come back. She is impressed with the activities compared with other RACFs she
has been in. She commented that most of them only have Bingo. She had not read poetry
for years before she came here, but she always liked it at school and remembered the
poetry book she used to have. She often looks through her poetry folder during the week
and re-reads pieces we did together on Mondays. Emma has a delightful sense of humour
and asked for my opinion on her Haiku, which follows:
Christmas is here again,
hang up your stocking for Santa
Stuck in the chimney!
Emma likes knitting and has knitted beautiful covers, shawls and stoles for friends
and residents. Everyone in the group admires her knitting and people place orders for her
shawls, jumpers and cardigans. She is impressed by the quality of writing talent certain
people in the group demonstrate. She liked The Man from Snowy River and some of the
songs we shared. She sometimes remembers hearing a piece of poetry we do together,
when she was a child. Emma likes the way the group shares ideas and she is flexible in her
thinking. When we were talking about the poem Daffodils she thought of the daffodil as a
symbol for life and a way of collecting money to cure cancer. When we talked about D. H.
Lawrence’s poem The Snake she related the words of her father, who talked about snakes
never dying before sunset.
Emma has never liked reading but she used to be a letter writer; now she prefers
the telephone. She is not interested in learning the computer. She likes the poems that
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are chosen and she enjoys reading round the class because it makes her think, “It will be
my turn in a minute so I must watch out.” She knows people much better now she has
joined the poetry group. She had been at this RACF for a while but prior to joining the
poetry group she only knew one lady who used to live in her area.
I will end with the words Emma spoke to me the other day when we were
discussing poetry. How fortunate I had the recorder on:
I find when I am thinking of poetry and trying to write poetry the time goes
and it is as though my mind is in a different place. It is the same as listening to
music. I never wrote before and I am glad I have started. I never did anything
like this before. I have ideas in my head and I have to find a way of pulling
them out. I’m happy with everything we do in the poetry group.

When I think about Emma’s life today, these points arise:
1. Emma responded to the sessions and appeared to benefit almost immediately.
Also the group benefitted from her humour and inclusive attitude. Everyone
looked forward to her stories and I know she often consulted Ingrid.
2. Personality seems to be a major factor in how well people adjust to
institutional life. Emma appreciated the fact that this RACF had a much broader
program of activities compared with other institutions she had lived in.
5.2.4 Meet Beatrice
Beatrice joined us less than a year ago and was delighted with what she found when
she arrived. She said when she first saw her room with a large window and the sun
shining in, she was so pleased. She wanted to talk about all the activities at the RACF.
Linda runs an art group where Beatrice makes pictures out of doodles. Beatrice has made
a butterfly, a gecko, a hayseed, and a rabbit. This class used to run once a week, but is
discontinued.
Beatrice is enthusiastic about activities and believes that Linda has too much to do,
which prevents her from carrying out her plans. Linda used to run a birthday event once a
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month and they had afternoon tea for the people who had birthdays that month, but she
has been too busy the last two months. When the AFL grand final was on, they all
watched it on TV and Linda made Saveloys and homemade bread. Dennis gives exercises
for arthritis. And then there is Bingo. Beatrice was telling me about the hairdresser and
that it was not the service it claimed to be. She likes to have her hair done and the
hairdresser comes twice a week, but there are 41 people in her area. Then, she explained,
there is a very large special needs section and another part where people cannot get out
of bed. You can never rely on getting an appointment. Beatrice put her name down to
learn the computer and she must chase that up, as she had heard no more about it. She
cannot use her mobile phone now because of her arthritis and the pay phone in the
passage has been out of action for five weeks. She put in $1.50 and lost it trying to order a
taxi.
Beatrice said she has always liked reading and now she likes to read the large print
books. Her niece used to bring her books; she likes mysteries, horror and exciting stories.
She knows people in the group better now; they are the same ones at all the concerts and
they laugh and joke with the carers.
Beatrice likes the poetry group very much as it stimulates her mind. She has made
some good friends and people have helped her and have a joke. She has always written
letters and makes her own Christmas cards; because nothing happens on a Sunday she
usually does it then. She always liked poetry and says she is stimulating her brain by the
writing she does here. The group are all nice people. Some of them get funny sometimes
but she takes no notice of that. She likes listening to what other people say although she
does not always agree with them. She likes some of the poems more than others, but she
sees more sense in a poem after they have all discussed it. She particularly liked Hiawatha
and she laughed at the group’s version of Goldilocks. She tries to keep her folder in order
and, in her own words: “I definitely write more now and I am always thinking of the next
week. I feel I’ve learned something and now I believe I can write.” When I think about
Beatrice’s life today these points arise:
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1. In chatting to Beatrice over a period of time, I developed a greater
understanding of her. It was clear that a dedicated diversional therapist was
trying to run a series of activities, which kept residents in touch with the
interests of the outside world. She was unable to do this satisfactorily because
of the pressure of time. More staff or a reprogramming of diversional therapist
duties is required.
2. It was clear that most residents were not able to have their hair done weekly
although this is a service advertised in their brochure. Hair care is not only a
health necessity but also a ‘morale necessity’ for most women.
3. Beatrice had a positive attitude about the RACF. It is important that the
institution is provided with enough staff and finances to be able to run
computer classes on a regular basis and to repair telephones and any other
essential communication tools.
5.2.5 Meet Elspeth
I like to talk to Elspeth but we have to find a quiet moment at the end of the
sessions. She obviously suffers from short-term memory loss but her long-term memory is
remarkable. She will recite the whole of The Wreck of the Hesperus and be word perfect,
with no hesitation. She also knows many more of the classics and says how much she has
loved poetry since she was a young child. Elspeth says she enjoys the creative writing
sessions and she has attended every one. As her hearing is poor I sit her next to me and I
don’t believe any sounds are missed, but as Elspeth herself says, “My memory is terrible
now; it’s a nuisance”.
She loves reading and has always read a lot, even today, when she says she still
reads as much as she can, particularly historical novels. Unfortunately Elspeth says that
having read a passage she then forgets what she has read. She has never read or heard of
audio books.
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She remembers that she went to school in Sydney and used to contribute to the
school magazine. After leaving school Elspeth worked in a bank. She remembers enjoying
painting although she doubts if she was much good at it. Elspeth says she has lots of time
to spare now. She feels she is staying alert by going to the poetry classes. When I think
about Elspeth’s life today, these points arise:
1. I am sure Elspeth would have benefited from being in a smaller group when
she could have thought and expressed herself in her own time. Her amazing
memory of poems from school days is not indicated by talking to her; she is
inclined to respond in short sentences to direct questions.
2. It is interesting that she clearly knows she likes poetry and painting.
Czikszentmihalyi (1990) questioned the sense of school programs, which
pressure children to learn what did not interest them; he achieved impressive
results when children had what he described as optimal experience when
following their interests. The same logic applies with every age. I would like to
work with Elspeth and find out what new ideas will emerge from her original
memories as she had such a particular love of poetry and painting. One day a
week is not often enough to be beneficial. This activity should be a daily, small
group experience.
There are five other people in Group 2 that come under the category of ‘severe
memory loss’. I have needed to examine studies from experts working with dementia
patients, as there is little information on creative stimuli for the frail aged.

5.3 Ways to help memory
John Killick has achieved remarkable results in the field of dementia, and in his
Dementia Diary of Poems and Prose (2008, p. 28) describes how he has encouraged
people with dementia to write poetry for over 15 years. This is one example from
Dementia Diary of Poems and Prose:
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I’m Here
I’m not bad at answering questions.
I don’t try to be cheeky,
and I don’t try to be smart.
This is how to go:
just follow your hand round gently
and see where it points to.
I’ve lived here a long time.
It’s not what I like best,
it’s what I have to do.
Sit and be at peace,
if that’s all you can do today.
You’re like this: SNIP,
SNIP, SNIP, picking up every little bit
That’s dropped from the lips.
Don’t be leaving it around.
I very seldom put my foot in it.
And I’m not just kidding.
You know where you are with me - I’m here!
It is important for residents to express themselves as freely as they are able. My
experience with both groups indicates the size of the group is central to success. With
time and encouragement, inhibitions fade and ideas flow freely in a small group. As the
size increases, so the relationships become less personal; the nature of the association
between group and facilitator risks becoming instructional, and the format of the sessions
imposed rather than being mutually designed.
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Chapter 6: The Sessions Continue
6. 1 Group 1
I prepared for session three. To reinforce the idea that people write at any age, I
decided to read another short piece from May Sarton’s When I am 82. Then I must
change my approach; I would have a whole session presenting and hopefully, persuading
the group members to read and analyze my choice of humorous poetry. First, I would talk
about the difference between doggerel and good humorous poetry. I brought in examples
of doggerel on birthday cards. I also planned to relate the tragi/amusing lines penned by
the U.K. poet laureate, Alfred Austin, who wrote in 1896, on the occasion of King Edward
VII’s illness with typhoid:
Across the wires the electric message came,
he is no better, he is much the same.
I would introduce Pam Ayres’ I wish I’d looked after my teeth, and The Parrot. And
in the briefcase was much more … from Ogden Nash to Lewis Carroll. But nothing goes
according to plan. As we squeezed round the table I was now starting to recognize
familiar faces. Hope, Richard, Kathleen and Bronwyn had come each week. Two or three
others had explored the event on one or two occasions. This was the first occasion Jane
had not attended. With a voice, which I suspect, reflected my lack of expectation I asked
if anyone had something to share. Hope was toying with her writing pad: “Hope, you have
something to read to us?” She demurred, saying it was too cheeky and I assured her that
we would all enjoy some cheek. This was our first piece of writing, a poem full of humour:
“Write me some prose or verse”, she said.
Our leader must be off her head.
Brainless am I with nought to say,
no prose or verse has come my way.
My nails are bitten to the quick,
I’ve thought so much my brain is sick.
Odd words float just above my head,
solid as rock, heavy as lead.
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“Have pity” is my anguished cry,
“All words are dying – let them die!”
Hope and I laughed and she said, “I wondered how you would take my cheek, and I
see you can.” The barriers were beginning to come down.
Richard had brought a large folder and I was amazed at the contents. It looked as
though he had kept every poem, picture and article that interested him over a
considerable period. This was the typical scrapbook of my childhood memories, when my
parents saved those inimitable speeches, words of wisdom, every written word and every
photograph that was special to them. He had brought it to show me poems by Banjo
Patterson but much more than that. Next to Clancy of the Overflow was a poem by
Christina Hindhaugh, Nancy of the Overtime, and next to McKellar’s I love a sunburned
country he also had I love a sunburned torso, two superb parodies by this Australian poet.
He had provided such a rich experience for us all to enjoy. I asked Richard to read part of
Clancy, which he did. Hope read the other half and I read the parody, Nancy of the
Overtime. He lent me the poems, which I copied so that we could look at the four poems
in more depth the following week. I ended the session with Pam Ayres’ The Parrot, which
was a resounding success and was applauded.
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Interjection F: Perspective Transformation -

Change through Action Research
Action Research is a process of learning within a group, which, because of its
participatory nature, brings about change. Kemmis and McTaggart (2007) describe
the change as a deliberate social process designed to help collaborating groups of
people to transform their world.
Carr and Kemmis (1986) promote Action Research as a means of social change.
Although writing mainly on education, their ideas are intended to extend to other
groups and are easily adapted to our creative writing groups. The authors identify
change as a major result of Action Research methodology. They claim it is
emancipatory, causing an understanding within the group and with the group and
facilitator, which can be empowering.
McNiff (1988) states Action Research begins with the individual and asks the
question, how can the individual improve his/her work? When this question is shared
with others, the question becomes, “How do we improve our work?” It is this
collaborative question that gives strength to the group and brings about change.
Lewin’s Change or Field Theory (Lewin 1948) states an individual’s behaviour is
connected to their personal characteristics and to their social situation. His three-fold
model of unfreeze - change - refreeze illustrates the need to reject or unfreeze prior
learning before it can be replaced by new ideas which can take one forward to a new
stage of development. He saw behaviour as a dynamic balance of forces working in
opposing directions. Driving forces facilitate change because they push the individual
in a new direction. It is then necessary to refreeze so that the old ideas do not
overwhelm the new thinking again. My groups had grown accustomed to having a
passive, non-participatory role within the establishment, and being entertained
without providing input. This needed to change and new ideas refrozen.
It has been suggested that when Lewin wrote of change within a minority group,
he was thinking of the Jewish minority in 1939; this has been contradicted by others
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(for example, Brown, [1995]), who see the relevance of his thinking to all
disadvantaged minorities.
In Australia, people over 85 years are only 1.9% of the population (Australian
Institute of Health and Welfare, 2012) and most Australians are unaware of the
disadvantages under which many who are residents in RACFs live. Lewin (1948)
referred to groups being interdependent through fate or through task, and
interdependence through the aims of the group can be powerful and uniting.
Mezirow (2000) claims that transformation often follows a disorientating dilemma.
Certainly most residents have experienced trauma, when through illness or
incapacity they are forced to leave their homes.
This massive disruption to their lives, Mezirow suggests, can result in feelings of
shame and insecurity, as the ego is central to a person’s perception of self. This may
partially explain the silent non-participatory response of residents in our first few
meetings. It also makes sense of the frequently made remark of many residents that
they are stupid. Hope said she was in constant fear of doing something wrong.
Mezirow (2000) refers to perspective transformation as a more profound level of
reflection. He identifies three dimensions in perspective transformation:
1) Changes in understanding self.
2) Revision of one’s belief systems
3) Changes in lifestyle.
When working in a shared space, participants become engaged in
transformative dialogue with the recognition that the process of transformation is
shared with other members of the group. If prior assumptions are critically examined
Mezirow believes a perspective transformation will be achieved. Over time, members
of my groups were able to examine self, and allow fears and injustices to be spoken
about, and sometimes shared in the poetic form, which I believe made it easier for
them to expose the anxieties of self.
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Studies dealing with change through using Action Research came from other
sources, many having differences of opinion with Mezirow’s stance. Boyd and Myers
(1988) use a framework that moves beyond the ego to the whole person including the
ego and the collective unconscious in the transformative process.
O’Sullivan (2003) sees a shift in consciousness that stretches beyond the
personal and irreversibly alters our understanding of self, and our understanding of
relationships with familiar groups, and with the natural world. Scott (1991) sees
collective needs transcending the ego, as a stronger force and Wilbur (1986) claims
the individual perspective develops a greater interdependence with and sympathy for
the group or community, leading to a transformation.
I found in my groups little shared connection at the beginning; the ego was
being threatened yet again in their insecure environment, thrown together by fate.
But over time interest in, and concern for each other developed. I was surprised to
hear from most residents in the groups that although they had been residents for
several months (and one for five years) they were getting to know other members of
the group for the first time. They were mutually sharing their pleasure in playing with
words, and as they together, created new poetic pieces and shared ideas, a strong
communal bond developed. They expressed their caring and appreciation of each
other’s talents.
In Lewin’s Change Theory (1947), a person must disconfirm a former belief
system. Motivation for change must occur before change can take place. One must reexamine many assumptions about self, and about relations with others. There are
those who say Lewin is redundant, but his contribution to all aspects of Action
Research continues to have a profound impact on social psychology and experiential
learning. His ideas influence present thinking and are expounded today, not only in
schools, but also in training hospitals and social work research, as well as in industry.
There is clearly a range of interpretations but despite these differences, which
one would expect in a philosophy whose basic tenets are enquiry, analysis and
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change, the same inclusive principles are established. I must give deeper thought to
my creative writing groups. It seems possible the trauma of moving to an RACF has
caused the disconfirmation of their former belief systems. I hope the stimulus from
sharing in the creative experience will be the catalyst for change.
I also believe that creative thinking provides the inducement to bring about
change in the newly formed poetry groups, but I am simplifying the situation too
much. I must allow time for individual needs to blend with trust so that group
participation in our communal interest in literature can develop. Previous links in
their relationships and concepts of home, I believe, have already been disrupted.
Freire (1995) immersed himself in the ways his subjects lived and thought. He
saw literacy as a way to reclaim control of one’s life, to engage in transformation and
promote social justice. He emphasized dialogue brought respect. My groups are
beginning to enjoy the moment. They experience each other's delight as poetry and
prose are formed, and justly take pride in their literary accomplishments.
Critical Participatory Action is emancipatory (Denzin and Lincoln, 2007). By
understanding one’s worth and capabilities, it releases the disadvantaged from the
constraints of unsatisfactory social structures, which restrict their self-development.
I believe the prolonged period of withdrawn behaviour, when I first met the
members of Groups 1 and 2, and the repetitive remarks over months about being
‘stupid’, indicate an acceptance of the role society’s social structure has assigned
them. Now I see that, with an enriched understanding of their worth in a social
setting, they are analyzing how best to live within and round the existing social
system.
The cycle of Kemmis and McTaggart influenced my planning throughout the
program, which is why the design was fluid and changed as members of the group
became more confident in their creativity. Over time, as individuals in the groups
made suggestions, I adapted by discarding my plan and allowing the group to take
over. As I introduced new work, I observed the reactions of individuals in the group. I
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reflected on the need to continually adapt, but this need often meant treating each
member of the group differently. Instead of preparing a number of poetry worksheets
to present to the group, my approach changed as I encouraged members of the group
to introduce their ideas. My home tasks, having listened to every comment made
during the session, was to prepare information on topics whenever individual
interest was expressed. Hope and Bronwyn often queried certain aspects of poems or
wanted to know more about the life story of writers previously unknown to them.
Ellen liked the familiar poems of her childhood, but as confidence grew she
powerfully expressed her fears of the dark, and the vulnerability felt, because of her
blindness. Bob was particularly interested in Australian history and the lives of
settlers in the outback. Sometimes I spent a few minutes discussing why I had
brought in the new information, and I always carried extra copies in case other group
members then expressed their interest in the topic. So the general format as
expressed by Kemmis and McTaggart (see diagram page 8) plan, act, observe, reflect,
revise plan, did not change. Yet the result of following this plan was that the group
changed so much from when I started to one year later that it would have been
unrecognisable. They had moved from super-dependency to taking shared ownership
of the group. Change had occurred because action research is designed to encourage
change.
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Chapter 7: Developing Relationships
7.1 Introduction
Appreciation for successfully entertaining a group is what I wanted to avoid, but this
seemed different, and perhaps I was expecting too much in a short time. At least some
members of the groups had become involved. I was beginning to realise what a big step I
was asking people to take … from the security of routine and non-participation, possibly
over a period of time … to expressing a point of view publicly, and even writing down
ideas to share with others.

7.2 Group 2
I was looking forward to the third session with Group 2 and hearing Barbara recite
The Highwayman, and perhaps there would be volunteers to read Daffodils. I prepared
copies of When I am old I will wear purple, wondering if I might get a similar response to
Gwen Harwood’s A Simple Story, that if one does not conform to community expectations
one must expect consequences; but we all need our pretensions to be challenged. My
briefcase was full of poems to use if the occasion arose and I brought along a lady’s broad
brimmed straw hat. Should the moment be right, I would fling this on the table and find
out to whom it might belong.
All was prepared and on the following Monday everyone arrived – except Barbara.
Linda was surprised she was not present, as apparently she had been talking about
reciting The Highwayman all that week. I was concerned; my intention had been to value
her knowledge and provide the opportunity for her to use her talent. She came into the
room, five minutes after everyone was settled. She was crying and protested loudly that
she had lost her poetry book and could not recite. What had I done? How could I
unconsciously have put such pressure on her? I assured her I had a copy of the poem and
she began to calm down. The rest of the group was getting restless and there were some
unsympathetic sotto voce remarks. Suddenly she stood up and performed. She was word
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perfect without needing prompts, with all the boldness of a performance poet. She sped
up the words as he was riding and slowed down at the dramatic death. Quite
spontaneously, she received an ovation at the end.
The session continued with the same four residents participating. For six group
members, personal involvement was only sitting in silence or some occasionally recited
poetry, memorised over 70 years ago. They did not express ideas, produce individual
work or become involved in communal discussions over the ten months we were
together. When asked to express any point of view, similar negative comments to Group
1 were made such as, “I am too stupid to do this” and “I don’t want to look foolish by
getting it wrong”. I realised the importance of building confidence through familiarity and
trust. When I grew to know the people in the group, their interests and their insecurities,
the sensitive areas to avoid and what made them laugh, I might be better equipped to
provide suitable material. I thought again of Patton’s suggestion that to have networking
with other fields dealing with the same resident would have been beneficial. I wanted to
encourage participation as soon as possible.
I was fortunate in this group to have the small core of ladies who joined in
discussions and were not afraid to express their point of view on what poetry they liked
or disliked. My learning curve developed as I discovered which materials or ideas for
group activities were likely to succeed. I was keen to have the two groups develop
independently, but I would use any successful material with both groups. Four members
of this group were in no doubt about what poetry they liked and I hoped that ideas would
come from more of the group, not necessarily on poetry but an expression of any
interest. One resident, Ingrid, had been a singer and a painter; she spoke about the merit
of creative activities and the importance of not losing one’s skills. She tried,
unsuccessfully at first to inspire the others, and eventually a minority expressed opinions.
Ingrid wrote a superb piece of poetry accompanied by a felt pen drawing of a vase of
flowers. This dramatic picture, by a communal decision, became the cover of their
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creative writing book. This is part of Ingrid’s poem, explaining the frustrations, which
people have to cope with, as their bodies deteriorate:
Rekindling One’s Skills
We’ve formed a group for poems,
stories, anything, books,
But why oh why did I mine stash
With someone, somewhere, oh how rash.
But never mind. I’ll try again
My prosey words; where is my pen?
I used to paint long, long ago
Perhaps again should give it a go
But the years gone are many
And now do not paint any.
The paint brush won’t behave itself
Truly I do need some help.
My fingers alas are bent,
Not now so heaven sent.
But try I must
with much august
Again there’s work to do.
As the sessions continued confidence grew and ideas started to be shared.
Constructive suggestions came early from the four ladies and I had less planning to do.
Appreciation for successfully entertaining the group is what I wanted to avoid, but this
seemed different and perhaps I was expecting too much in a short time. At least some
members of the groups had become involved. I was beginning to realise what a big step I
was asking people to take – from the security of routine and non-participation, possibly
over a period of time, to expressing a point of view publicly, and even writing down ideas
to share with others. The straw hat has not yet been tossed on the table.
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7.3 Group 1: Getting involved
Session Four needed less preparation. I still had many copies of poems I had not yet
presented as a fallback if the impetus flagged. After my immediate optimism about group
involvement I knew I must be realistic. Hope was quiet and unassuming; she needed
encouragement to express herself. Richard was an outgoing personality but he avoided
discussion. Although he enthusiastically shared his Australian poetry with us, I sensed he
preferred prose as a medium and I must encourage him to use it. Perhaps we have been
identified too strongly as a poetry group. I must consider other aspects of the use of
words, such as speeches and songs. I was conscious of my own inadequacy in the ability
to sing, as well as in the choice of content, which could be introduced. This needed
serious thought and planning, but fortunately we have access to recording devices today,
and I do not need to be a singer myself. The rest of the group was as silent as they had
been in the first session. It was becoming important for me to reflect on every session.
The group had enjoyed Clancy of the Overflow and My Country so I brought in a recording
of well known Australian songs
This session went better than the previous three, because of the familiarity of the
two poems, Clancy of the overflow and My Country. I gave a brief biography of Paterson
and his idealistic view of rural life and then shared the reading with any willing
volunteers. Now that Jane was not present, most of the group was prepared to read at
least a few lines. The Paterson poems obviously gave pleasure to the audience. On the
other hand Christina Hindhaugh’s parodies were not so well received. Although I could
not incite discussion on parodies and the value of this medium in literature, there were a
few comments about not liking Hindhaugh’s work.
There seemed to be an almost sacred quality about Clancy of the Overflow and
there was an undercurrent of anger that Australian sentiments were being mocked. Were
their criticisms expressing a view that the familiarity and validity of earlier memories were
under attack? This had also seemed a good moment to re-read Harry Stephens. Perhaps
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the group would feel more rapport with the sentiments expressed by this Australian,
introducing a different viewpoint, on a second reading. But this was not so, and the wall
of disapproving silence sent me scurrying to Albert and the lion, which delighted, and
Lewis Carroll’s The Jabberwocky, which did not.

7.4 Changing and growing
A major change in my thinking came about because, once residents began to feel
that they had control of their group, a few started to push our activities in different
directions. I realised that running a poetry group was too narrow a concept of creativity
for people who had limited mobility. I must broaden my thinking to include music, as this
is where some fine poems, religious songs and other uses of language are to be found.
Spurred on by Richard’s appreciation of Australian ballads, and in Group 2, through
Ingrid’s inspiration, by both producing paintings in felt pen and suggesting musical pieces,
over the next few sessions I also introduced a variety of songs and speeches. I played Lazy
Harry’s recording of well-loved Australian songs after Richard introduced The Man from
Snowy River. Still thinking Australian history, we listened to the story of Ned Kelly which
led to a more robust discussion than had previously been achieved. The Tasmanian
Grassroots choir produced a gripping interpretation of the story of the Tolpuddle Martyrs,
and I followed this the next week with the dramatic story of Matthew Brady. The natural
sympathy with criminals of that era, because of their special circumstances, led to
interesting opinions being expressed. The fear of presenting a viewpoint was lessening,
and we were interested in what everybody had to say. The discovery on the part of the
group that there was no right or wrong, and that every expression of a point of view was
valid, freed up thoughts, which had previously been held back.
A new member was introduced to the group, Ellen, who was wheelchair bound and
almost blind. She seemed so small in her wheelchair and appeared to be asleep. I knew so
little about everyone and it would not be right to pry into his or her private lives. We
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would gradually discover that part of each other we chose to expose, as the sessions
proceeded, but I wanted to know their interests in order to provide relevant material.

7.5 Group 2: Bonding and sharing
During the ten months we were together I adapted the general purpose of my
presence to one of quiet encouragement, with a stack of poetry, prose, speeches and
songs in case I found myself unwillingly being the leader of the group. This was an
opportunity to play a broad selection of music including the same CDs I had played to
Group 1. Ingrid in particular had excellent ideas for poems, which had been put to music
and introduced us to The Trout by Schubert. I provided the words and we listened to the
musical rendering of the poem. The words were fully appreciated by the four ladies and
the music by everyone. Barbara suggested we read Ode on a Grecian Urn by John Keats. I
spent a brief time discussing the classical ode as a choric song and gave a brief biography
of Keats’ life. I thought Barbara was steering the group towards cultural levels, which may
not be understood, but I was wrong. Most of the silent group members recalled the poem
and enjoyed it more than I had expected. Some of the group repeated the words they had
learned so long ago. Then Barbara suggested Mort d’Arthur. I was eager to enable all the
ideas put forward, but this was too long to do it justice in our short sessions. I
compromised by telling the story and selecting parts of the poem for our pleasure. Many
of these ladies had a classical background, and those who could only recall youthful
memories, knew the works of Keats and Tennyson.
Rachel, who had been quiet up to this point, arrived at the session, pushing a
crumpled piece of paper into my hand. This is the poem on that piece of paper:
Little Cottage in the Bush by the Sea By Rachel
If I caught it unawares
does it have a personality
of its own, or is it
just an empty shell?
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What do you do small house
when we are not there?
Dreaming by the sea, spray in your hair
Windows with sun ablink?
Do you notice how the tide each day
Spring cleans the sand
Washing our footsteps away
Leaving dry land?
Do you love the quiet nights
When possums and wombats play?
Though the bush is not quiet
But full of little rustlings
Small creatures go about their business
Spiny anteater snuffles along the ground,
The wide eyed owl swoops down
Making no sound
Or do you like the holidays
When the rowdy crowd comes shouting in?
All the happy girls and boys
Laughing and free,
Bursting your sides with noise
And camaraderie.
There was spontaneous applause and an interesting discussion followed on native
wild life and how children enjoyed the freedom of open spaces. I was thrilled with this
development. Spontaneous writing was being shared with, and valued by the group,
which led to thoughts, which were inspired by and extended beyond the poem. This I felt
was our most successful session together and I looked forward to what might be
produced the following week. Key features of Participatory Action, I felt sure, were
beginning to emerge as Kemmis and McTaggart (1999) describe, with a spiral of
reflection, re-planning, acting and observing and again reflecting, changing and always
being directed by individual expressions of interest and silent indications of pleasure. But
Rachel did not return to the class. Linda assured me she was feeling unwell, and I did not
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see her again. She continued to feel unwell until I left and Linda took over the class, when
she again attended regularly. As I analyzed the situation, I realised I was becoming
involved in the mess so aptly described by Tina Cook (2009), just when it seemed I was
dragging myself out of the confusion. To give these insecure residents a stage on which to
present their thoughts should have been a constructive move, but when Rachel did not
attend any more sessions I suspected a connection between the delightful presentation
of her poem and her absence. One can be in denial about one’s talents if feelings of
insecurity and inadequacy dominate. Even success can be a divergence to fear. I was glad
to hear she had returned to the group after Linda facilitated it the following January.
Barbara asked what a poem was, as she liked the rhyming formality of earlier poetry
so this was discussed and became the topic for the following week. Checking the Oxford
Dictionary, one definition included: “Any of the 150 sacred songs, lyric poems and prayers
which constitute the Book of Psalms.” This directed me to a selection of psalms, which I
pointed out, did not rhyme or have a formal structure but were unquestionably songs or
poems. I started with the familiar 23rd psalm, which everyone spontaneously joined in,
followed by three less well known ones. This was a successful session if I assessed it by
the level of communal involvement. I was presenting topics to be enjoyed through shared
reading, and I knew many of these residents were regular churchgoers. There was
minimal analysis and the same four people who were possibly reaching another plane of
creativity, did so in the privacy of their rooms.
I was sad that Rachel felt unable to return, but the rest of the group continued to
come back every week and new members joined, particularly enjoying the familiar pieces.
Between ten and twelve ladies came regularly and I suppose there is value in that. I felt
sure the sessions could have given them so much more satisfaction if the group was half
the size. From the facilitation point of view Group 2 was possibly an easier option, but
that was not my purpose. I was concerned about five people who recited quantities of
poetry learned in their childhood, but who now did not communicate at all. If the brain
could retain such an extraordinary amount of memory, perhaps in a personalised, quiet
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atmosphere it could feel the challenge of an extension of thought. I was never able to
follow up on this theory, and I regretted it. Impressive work in this field is being initiated
with successful results. This is discussed later in Interjection L.

7.6 Groups 1 and 2: Learning to love words
I had been looking forward to introducing both groups to the remarkable Welsh
poet Dylan Thomas. On the tenth week I introduced the first few pages of Under
Milkwood:
To begin at the beginning
it is spring, moonless night
in the small town,
starless and bible black …
The CD was playing and the groups were each given printed copies of the words.
Dylan Thomas’ use of words makes him a major poet of the twentieth century, and the
rich Welsh inflection of Richard Burton’s voice made this a superb presentation of the
poem (ABC Audiobook, 2001). This is how Thomas describes his love of words:
I am still at the mercy of words, though sometimes now, knowing a little of their
behaviour very well, I think I can influence them; I have even learned to beat
them now and then, which they appear to enjoy. When I began to read nursery
rhymes for myself, and later to read other verses and ballads I knew I had
discovered the most important things, to me, that could be ever.
I particularly wanted to introduce to both groups examples of Dylan Thomas’
human cameos, which depict with such vivid imagery, the simple lives of ordinary people,
and turn the ordinary into the extraordinary. However, the response from the creative
writing groups was less enthusiastic than I had expected. Influenced by Thomas Hardy
and James Joyce, his remarkable use of language made Dylan Thomas acknowledged in
America even more than he was in England. He has gained worldwide recognition and
fame, but possibly not quite the respectability of other 20th century poets. Some
biographers remember him for his drinking equally as his brilliant poetry and prose. His
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biographer Seamus Heaney notes, “Dylan Thomas is now as much a case history as a
chapter in the history of poetry” (Heaney, 1993, p.66).
I sensed the ladies in Group 2 knew his story and would prefer a poet less complex,
and with more sobriety. Group 1, being smaller, gave the poem more attention, and I was
able to stop the recording at times which I sensed was convenient to most people. There
was strong appreciation of his metaphors, but apart from Hope who pondered over it and
took my complete copy back to her room, I believe the others were pleased to continue
with our next challenge.

7.7 Group 2: My favourite poem
I decided it was time to introduce my favourite poem to Group 2, Alden Nowlan’s I
sat down on the floor of the school for the retarded (Nowlan, 1982). I was excited about
sharing Nowlan’s humanity and how we should not be afraid to physically express the
emotions we feel. Nowlan was born in Canada to a poor and uneducated family; he said
about his father, “He would as soon have seen me wearing a dress than have caught me
reading a book.” Although having only four years of schooling, he was self-educated and
is recognised as a notable 20th century poet.
I was dismayed by the response. They dismissed the poem out of hand and did not
wish to discuss it. They were unable to see beyond the surface information that a young
reporter put his arms round a retarded woman when she asked him to. This allegory had
been used by Nowlan to illustrate the need we all have to be held, for an act of love that
is not sexual; it is what has made us human since the beginning of man’s existence. Does
this group come from a narrow, conventional background? Or is it the size of the group
that is only suitable for recitations, not entering into a thought process and a depth of
discussion, to analyze the philosophy being expressed? This group firmly upholds the
status quo and is nervous if they sense it may be under threat. I must explore their shared
reaction to poetry – have they brought their opinions from a past life, or do they reflect at
least partially, the formality of their daily lives? Are they protecting themselves by putting
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a safety guard around them? I resolved to re-introduce the poem I sat down on the floor
of the school for the retarded at a later date.
7.6.1 Invitation to tea
I wanted to know people better and was delighted to be invited to join the ladies
for tea at the end of this session. What a wonderful opportunity for an extension of our
conversations in a more casual and relaxed environment. But no! When I arrived in the
dining room I saw that everyone sat in their assigned seats with their names by their
places. I sat in a vacant seat with three people I had never met before; nobody spoke and
they looked uncomfortable at my inadequate efforts to make conversation. I knew I was
an intruder. I thought the group understood it was their company, not a cup of tea I
sought. I was asked on a few future occasions but excused myself. I knew I would not
form any stronger relationships in that environment.
7.6.2 Group 1: Sentiment and rationality
The next session with Group 1 was now planned with some trepidation. Why had I
assumed Group 2 would love my favourite poem, “He sat down on the floor of the home
for the retarded” as I did? I felt shocked at their strong reaction, but I had to share the
poem with Group 1. I hoped they would feel as I did about it. I gave Hope a copy of Louisa
and Henry Lawson’s life, as she expressed a wish to know more about them and the
important feminist work Louisa did for women’s suffrage. I thanked Richard for
introducing us to the new poetry of Christina Hindhaugh. I was hopeful the smaller group
would have a different reaction to my favourite poem. This man had such an amazing way
of expressing the importance of being collectively human, and the need to show our
caring for others. I hoped I could read it through as I was always close to tears towards
the end:
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It’s what we all want in the end,
to be held, merely to be held,
to be kissed, not necessarily with the lips,
for every touching is a kind of kiss.
She hugs me now, this retarded woman, and I hug her.
We are brother and sister, father and daughter,
mother and son, husband and wife.
We are lovers. We are two human beings
huddled together for a little while by the fire
in the Ice Age two hundred thousand years ago.
There was silence. Hope was reading it again. Richard looked uncomfortable. Katie
said she did not like it. Bronwyn wanted to read it again and think about it. Ellen seemed
to sleep but I was sure she was listening. I asked her what she thought and she said that
retarded people were in a vulnerable position. “That’s what worries me about the poem.”
That was the first remark Ellen had made, and it was so astute. I agreed with her and
asked for other opinions. Hope wanted more time to think and when there were no more
contributions I suggested we give it some more thought until next week.
I switched to another moving First World War poem from the idealist Rupert Brook,
his The Great Lover (Penguin, 1998). I had printed copies of a key section:
These I have loved;
White plates and cups clean-gleaming
Ringed with blue lines; and feathery faery dust;
Wet roofs beneath the lamp light;
The strong crust of friendly bread ….
My idea was to show how making a list and then deciding how to use it could form a
poem. I asked for ideas about things they particularly liked or disliked. I hoped this would
be the foundation for a communal poem; there was minimal response but I was
beginning to get body language and monosyllables directing me to likes and dislikes. Was
it my optimism, or were members of the group thinking this through? Were they
beginning to respond to the sessions? Jane came in and said she had made arrangements
for us to meet in the chapel from next week. The room was enormous and obviously for
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religious purposes, but at least we would be able to see and listen to each other easily,
with ample access to seating and hopefully more privacy. I looked forward to escaping
from the cramped meeting room.
I analyzed the stage creative writing Group 1 had reached after five sessions of
being together:


The same six people kept coming, so I could assume they gained some satisfaction
from the activity.



Australian poetry gained most response. I must consider comfort zones and the
need to start with the familiar.



Appreciation of the rather raucous humour of I wish I’d looked after my teeth and
Albert and the lion indicated sure fire winners, but the real value of introducing
them is that humour is always challenging. Some of the most important humorous
writing in history has challenged the status quo. Dr. Seuss said that he liked
nonsense; it wakes up the brain cells (Fenkl, 2001). Humour can release and
disentangle thinking; it links ideas, asks questions and engages in conversation.



I was only slightly nearer my goal of involving people and getting individual, creative
responses. Hope wrote a poem personal to her and directed at me. Richard
presented the group with poems that had a special significance for him and allowed
them to be significant for us. I continued to question what I was doing each session.
I listened to what individuals within the group were really saying and tried to
respond to it. In my next session I must consider their secure and pleasurable areas
as a starting point and the motivation must be much more personal.
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7.6.3 Group 1: Reflecting on my aims
In reflecting on the last five sessions, and reconsidering my aims, I realised the
importance of respecting individuality within a group (Schon, 1983). In Session Six we
spread out in the relative comfort of the chapel, and I went back to basics. I had tried to
analyze the responses of the group to this point and decided to try a different approach.
Nothing is more familiar than our selves. We are all interested in ‘me’ and this is where I
would start. I brought in a book on the etymology of first names and there was
considerable interest in exploring the origin of our names. I also brought in a small
recorder, which I explained meant I did not have to write down their words. It was only
used between us, to record what we all said in sessions. I would write down their words
unaltered and they could change, keep them or discard them as they chose. Ideas came
freely and often what was said signified more than the name itself. For the first time
Bronwyn became involved and what she expressed contained so much more than the few
words on a page. She said:
My mother named me Bronwyn,
I wondered why.
Last of six children
I thought she drew straws
but they say
Bronwyn means beautiful.
Meaningful ideas were being expressed in simple sentences. Hope knew she found
it difficult to be a dominant person. Ellen knew how much the stress of war affected her
family and the contrast between her father’s death and his positive hopes for his
daughter, his shining light. Every member of the group spoke a few lines, each disclosing
more of themselves than they had felt able to previously. Several examples follow.
Hope said:
I wanted to be Agnes
A raw basic name.
A slap in the face I thought
Can’t be ignored.
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Ellen said:
When I was born
My father was in the war
a place of death.
He chose my name
Ellen – shining light
The first day of my life
Richard wrote:
My mother called me Dick
never Richard
My name means bright with glory;
perhaps she thought of my father,
killed before I was born.
It was sensitive writing and an exciting turn in the group’s development. When I
speak of writing, most of the group could not write legibly. Ellen is wheelchair bound and
almost blind with crippled hands; Bronwyn has multiple sclerosis and is unable to write.
Hope writes with difficulty through arthritic hands. Katie always finds an excuse to avoid
writing. Only Cedrick, who recently joined the group, can write easily and Richard always
uses a computer. Everyone expressed an idea and everyone listened to each other with
interest. This was an important step forward in self-confidence and confidence in each
other, that one’s ideas would be respected.
We felt so close. I hoped I was right in thinking this was the time to produce the
sequined cap I found in a second-hand shop. We talked about who owned it, who made
it, and where it ended up. One of the group members had to have the ‘game’ explained;
there was no right or wrong, we decided what was so. There was considerable discussion
on the place of origin, before Katie suggested we use the less specific term of Asia. There
was a general opinion the owner would have been a nobleman or a prince, and the size of
the cap led to the view that he would have been quite young, possibly a teenager. Then
Bronwyn talked about the working conditions of the person who made the cap and there
was a lively discussion on sweatshops. After this detailed and quite unconscious analysis
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of the cap’s history, a piece of communal writing was developing. By the following week
everyone had a copy of what everyone said. Alterations were made; sentences were
altered or put in a different order. I read out their alterations from time to time, so that
they had a sense of how the poem sounded. This sensitive poem is the result:
The Cap
I was attracted by a cap that dimly glinted
As a ray of light escaped through shades
In a dusty corner of an Asian market stall.
Behind brash gifts for tourist eyes
Glittering their exotic vulgar charm,
This gift, crafted for a prince
Was cast out by noble hands
Preferring an American fedora.
Made by tired hands, tired eyes,
For the pleasure of a youthful prince
In an exotic land with changing values,
It hides ashamed in shadows.
In the next few weeks we gradually learned to know each other better and as a
group of friends to trust each other and enjoy our short time together. Deeper feelings
and fears were beginning to be expressed. Here is a communal poem called Time:
Time frightens me
We always seem to be in a hurry.
There is no time They have no time.
Time flies and friends have gone
Time waits for no-one
Switch on, switch off!
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Time by Hope
I remember, I remember
days of long ago
when the world was full of silence
and the pace of life was slow.
Now grating sounds are everywhere
and rapping noise abounds
Oh for those days of yester year
of peaceful, whispering sounds.
Hope’s understanding of poetry from Shakespeare onwards, with a particular
interest in the Romantics, is exceptional. I wish I had a fraction of her knowledge of
poetry and her wisdom. The three months extended and the poetry group has continued
to run. Hope is central to our analytical discussions on the poems we write communally. It
seems extraordinary to me that when I first met her, Hope was being transferred from
the high care dementia unit (to which I assume she had been medically referred) to this
frail aged high care unit, where she is now. I expressed my surprise to the diversional
therapist who was positive Hope had dementia. “You should have seen her on the bus last
week; she kicked up such a fuss we had to take her off. She was shouting, ‘Why am I on
this bus? Where are you taking me? I want to get off.”
I knew from our few weeks together at the time of this conversation that Hope
disliked crowds. She expressed this strongly in her response to the poem Daffodils – how
beautiful the daffodils would have looked if one came across the scene in solitude, and
how it would have been unimpressive if one saw it with a crowd of visitors. Jane was
present at that session. Given Hope’s past experience of being moved from her own
home into a dementia unit, and then moved again to her present high care
accommodation, I was not surprised to hear about her reaction. She was placed on a
mystery bus tour with no knowledge of where it was going, to be taken to a place not of
her choosing, away from her recently found security in a normal aged care section of the
facility. I felt presumptuous, well aware of my medical ignorance, but I was bewildered
that such a consistently objective and knowledgeable person could have been labeled,
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and been unable to lose the label dementia patient. I must investigate medical
assessments and Government requirements for RACF’s.
As her confidence grew, Hope was able to disclose her depression by reading poems
she had written, for example:
Death of Love by Hope
A voice croaked
from solid blackness
love is dying
like fire’s last hope.
A glimmer of human light
a staggering flicker
of past glories.
Now no sound
no murmur
only a whisper
of a last good-bye.
I was most concerned about Ellen. Once she decided to participate in the group, her
desperation was painful to observe and her poems were a sad reminder of her condition
in this RACF. Ellen is the only member of the group who persistently continues to deny
her ability and speaks about her stupidity. She frequently uses an unusual phrase, saying
how disappointed she is with herself. I understand how difficult it must be to live, almost
blind and wheelchair bound and her poems indicate a lack of sympathy from the staff.
When Ellen puts her distress into the poetic form she has a powerful voice. She
talks about how she dreads the night in the following poem:
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Night Time by Ellen
I never have visitors at night
I can’t do anything but lie there.
I wake up in the middle of the night
and say,” Where am I?”
And that’s when I get into trouble.
I can’t see a clock,
I wish I could get up,
I don’t see real daylight
It stays dark for hours.
I knew I could not interfere with the system of care in the RACF and I wanted to
believe that action had been taken to try to retain some eyesight. Having had my own
macular degeneration stabilised by treatment I asked Ellen when she had last seen an eye
specialist. She replied, “You have to ask to see a doctor but they are always too busy.” She
may have forgotten when she last had eye specialist expertise, but I knew I must follow
up on Government requirements and supervision of suitable medical attention for the
frail aged in RACF’s.
Feelings of insecurity within the group were beginning to fade and after 12 weeks
we all relaxed. Remarkable poetry and prose started to appear and was eagerly shared
with others. Everyone over time participated and produced delightful cameos of early
memories. I felt strongly that older writers should not be seen just as witnesses for the
past, but they all had fascinating stories to tell and this was a starting point. Here I
provide three examples of the range of topics and the perception of these writers.
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A Country Walk by Bronwyn and the group
To be alone is not lonely.
When I walk mountain tracks
I feel rain fresh on my face,
breathe in the smell of bush,
stroke the bark of trees.
I love the noisy silence –
blackbirds warn of strangers,
swallows swoop low over water,
honey eaters flash through trees
where it is not lonely to be alone.
School by Hope
A frost cold square
they call play ground
locks me in with railings.
Am I a prisoner here?
If I try to escape
will it trap my arms?
Will it ever let me go?
But if I dare to run
back to my safe space
The Kid-Catcher will catch me!
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School Days by Richard
A country boy, I remember
the slither of snakes
beneath the house
on hot summer nights.
Love and hardship
were partners in my life
when Dad died.
School was the place
where the cane replaced love.
Constantly in use
it threatened children
even when idle,
when it lay conspicuous
across the master’s desk.
Then a new teacher
taught me how to swim,
planned running races,
and I read books
with no fear of the cane.
Still a child,
work taught me to miss
those happy days at school.
Over the next few weeks, in addition to poetry and prose, I used the CD player for
songs, speeches by Churchill, some of the Australian prime ministers such as Keating and
famous Americans such as Martin Luther King. I played part of Dylan Thomas’ Under
Milkwood, which intrigued Hope and Bronwyn. The others listened quietly but there were
no comments so the next week I had copies of the words and we listened again. This time
there was more to discuss, particularly how simple stories can provide a vivid picture of
aspects in an individual’s life.
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Interjection G: The Nature of Outcomes in
Research
In order to critically examine the nature of outcomes in my use of Action
Research I need to specify those aspects, which are of particular importance to the
group and have emerged during this project:
1) The participatory nature is intrinsic to my thinking, yet I needed to continually
remind myself that as a facilitator, I was not in a position of power.
2) Although at the beginning of our relationship I needed to organise prose and
poetry, which I hoped would interest members of the groups, my aim was to
stimulate responses that would enable me to transfer power to them. This
outcome I hoped occurred through our communal sharing of thoughts; their
ideas, their future expectations became the foundation and the progression in
each session. For Group 1 and for some in Group 2 there was much shared
enthusiasm. A facilitator is a tool for people to use (Reason and Bradbury,
2008), and this occurred.

Responding

Listening
Listening

Responding

Changed
Planning

Presenting

Presenting

Changed
Planning

Preparation

Figure 4: Learning from the cyclical process
Learn, Reflect, Develop, Change
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3) The inclusive nature of Action Research is why so much excellent writing
developed (Kemmis, 2001). Participants with a variety of different disabilities
looked forward to being together and had a remarkable level of compassion for
each other’s disadvantage and admiration for their achievements.
4) The reflective nature of Action Research, (Kember, 2001), (Freire, 1972),
integrates yet challenges participants and brings about change as they
individually and communally tussle with attempts to perfect their work.
5) The spiral of planning, action, reflection, evaluation and change unites,
acknowledging and learning from what is not successful and enjoying and
building on what is (see Figure 4). Sharing the delight of playing with words and
ideas together builds bonds of trust and feelings of self-worth.
Here is an example of their shared poetry as they grew in confidence and
inspiration:
Water
We are water
born in water
our world is water
the essence of life
sun on sea rises
radiant in the east
beauty blushes
a sunset over water
God’s promise
is a rainbow after rain
I look for rainbow’s end
beside the water
as seagulls hover
over a silver sea
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I reflected on the two rather different establishments where I was part of our shared
creative experience. Group 1 lived in a place that was smaller and newer than Group 2, and
the economy of space was noticeable in the high care section. This is older than the low
care section, which I have not seen.
A central, communal, multi-purpose space had armchairs, a piano and a small book
case to the left side of the room, the only clues which suggested this area might be used as
the main lounge, as it also operated as a leisure entertainment centre and dining room for
all meals, with an open kitchen hatch. Leading directly off it were passageways to residents’
rooms, including the dementia ward with locked doors.
For the first few weeks we met in the small, chilly meeting room, which we reached
by walking along two passages. The new arrangement delighted me as we shared a
relatively quiet space; however, it was part of the chapel, which was vast, with the religious
ornamentation one would expect. Unfortunately, after a few meetings Katie was lost to the
group for part of each session, as she became uncomfortably hot and needed to leave.
In her interview Katie said it was an unsuitable room for our meetings, as of course it
was. For myself (and I believe all the others) it was a joy to be able to relax in our own
private space, and share creative thoughts together, with few interruptions. But I digress;
there was a continual flow of traffic through the central area from staff, residents and
visitors, both professional and social. I am not surprised many in the group complained of
noise and Hope wrote a poem about the continual clanging noises. Their communal poem
about space and time indicated a general need for quiet.
Group 2 members were classified as low care so I cannot make a fair comparison with
the different areas in each establishment. The bedrooms were small, about the same size as
Group 1. The building was much older and we met in the TV lounge. The carpeted area we
occupied was sunny, warm and spacious and we were rarely interrupted when we were
having a session. Only nurses giving medication to some of the group came in – and some
residents who quietly looked on. However, it was also the TV room and there were a few
disgruntled residents who were asked to keep the sound down on the television while we
were there. Separate from this was a smaller, sunny lounge (open to the passage) that
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provided for people who wanted to read, write or sit quietly, and a station in the passage
where one could make a cup of tea or coffee.
I thought this was an excellent idea, but on the only occasion I wanted to use it, no
milk, cups or coffee had been provided. A third space, a large activity area displaying
residents craft and artistic work in cabinets, was usually busy with musical and other
entertainment, when I arrived on Monday afternoons. There were also regular physical
activities to improve well-being in care. A staff room off the entrance meant that someone
could be approached if assistance was required. There seemed to be two spacious dining
rooms, although only one was in use for afternoon tea. Along one of the wide passages on
the way, I passed a nurses’ station in a prominent position. The whole place was warm and
light, and although there was usually the distant sound of music or other activities from the
larger lounge area, the general atmosphere was relaxed with a pervading aura of calm. The
only similarities which reminded me that they were both RACFs, were the place names on
tables, the urgency of arriving and ordering on time so that staff could hand out the
refreshments without delay, and the need to move out again within a limited time so that
the room could be returned to its clean emptiness.
The Group 2 home was much older than Group 1, but this was an advantage, in having
more choice of resident space. I do not know if this is because the whole area is for low care
residents. Hampson (2012) recommends reform in the design of RACFs, with bedrooms
large enough to hold some of residents’ own furniture and room for visitors, with a fridge
and tea making facilities.
In his plans Hampson also includes a café, gardens with easy access, leisure areas
private enough to entertain visitors, computer rooms, art and craft rooms, and he
emphasized the need to include quiet areas. He was surprised residents and potentially
future residents were rarely consulted on what they would like to have in the place that
was, or was likely to become their home. It is exciting to know that designs meeting the
needs of residents are already being planned.
I was delighted when Ingrid suggested reading the poem written by Christian
Schubart, and playing the music of The Trout, composed by Franz Schubert. I then
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introduced familiar Australian ballads, and some modern poetry which had been put to
music, written to emphasize a political or social point. I knew the importance of using
music in nursing homes, and I regretted that some RACF’s interpretation of musical
sessions, was to put large numbers of people in a room once a week for a sing-along of old
familiar songs. A few residents appeared to enjoy the activity, but most used the time to
have an afternoon nap.
Enjoyable as the introduction of music was, I realised that I could not successfully
widen the scope of our creative sessions in the short time we had together. However I
watched the progress of newly introduced musical ideas, and was impressed by their
success. In RACF1 the diversional therapist held singing sessions with a small choir,
preparing individual residents for the Home’s annual public performance; Ellen and
Bronwyn expressed their pleasure at this activity.
Research on the value of music as a memory enhancer to patients with dementia has
occurred for over twenty years. One example of this interesting and important research
came from Simmons-Stern, Budson and Ally in 2010, who recognised that music increased
the focus of patients with AD, but had no effect on healthy older adults. This, as in so much
research, did not explore the needs of the frail aged.
It is therefore exciting to hear about the work of Dan Cohen, a New York social
worker, who introduced a personalised music program for residents in aged care homes in
America in 2008 (Hague, 2015). Residents and people preparing to enter aged care
facilities selected their personal choice of music which was put onto an ipod. Using
earphones, residents were able to listen to a wide variety of their favourite music
whenever they wished. The Australian Music Therapy Association (AMTA) has played an
important role in arranging similar individualised music programs for the elderly in aged
care. Hammond Care have introduced 750 ipods into their aged care homes in New South
Wales (Australian Journal of Dementia Care, 27/01/2016). The results have been
impressive, with previously unresponsive residents communicating and some with
physical disabilities becoming more mobile. The effect on dementia patients is claimed to
be startling, affecting their moods and in some cases causing a reversal of their condition.
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Without the introduction of computers with access to Skype, ipods with earphones
and even audio books in aged care facilities, there is limited recognition of the essential
need to stimulate the mind equally with caring for the body. Resident access to these
facilities should come from government directives, possibly added to the conditions
demanded by the Quality Agency. There needs to be stipulations that staff are trained to
understand the principles involved and that, whatever the disability, the resident has
access to the equipment. This is not only fulfilling an emotional, intellectual and humane
need, but it is also economically sound, saving on the cost of daily drug dispensing. An
American survey by the National Institute of Health, Kaiser Foundation Hospital, Santa
Clara, USA found that patients receiving music therapy cost proportionately less, $10659,
compared to $13, 643 for standard care patients, yielding a cost benefit ratio of 0.95 per
patient day.
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Chapter 8: Confronting Ageism
Butler (1965) described ageism as another form of bigotry against old people. It is
suggested, however, by Minichiello, Browne and Kendig (2000) that few people
experience overt or brutal ageism, but negative treatment is widespread throughout
society. This can be seen in inadequate services, low incomes and unsatisfactory nursing
home care. It is deeply concerning that health professionals are also claimed to be a
major source of ageism.
If the recipients of ageism are the frail aged in high care nursing homes, their
physical disabilities make the normal channels of protest against injustice impractical.
Writing letters, protesting to one’s MP, and if the topic is sufficiently important, gathering
at mass rallies can be effective in bringing an issue to public attention as well as alerting
the government of the day that there is public dissatisfaction with a policy. The only
outlet for the frail aged is putting in a complaint within the establishment. I was conscious
when residents spoke to me, that I could only act on their behalf if they wished me to.
The message strongly expressed by both groups was not to interfere with the status quo.
Hope directed me to take no action, after writing a dramatic poem (see page 43) when
she was upset at the noisiness of her room in the nursing home. She had a justified
complaint as it was next to the dementia ward with a self-closing door which was
constantly banging as it was locked and unlocked. It was at the end of a passage where
staff also seemed to meet for conversations. As I indignantly wanted to complain, Hope
told me not to say anything as life was easier if one went along with the system rather
than opposing it. I saw how easy it would be for bullying staff to punish a resident for
complaining. I had no reason to think that this happened at either establishments with
which I was familiar, but her reaction exactly reflected the view of Minchiello, Browne
and Kendig (2000) that many residents prefer to accommodate ageism, which makes
them powerless in their situation and perceived as powerless by the establishment.
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I had the same response from Bronwyn who told me to say nothing about her bed
which was not made until the afternoon. She was so meticulous in the way she kept her
room, and her poetry folder, it must have been distressing to be physically incapable of
doing the task herself, yet so conscious of how neglected the room looked with the
unmade bed which dominated the small room.
Most concerning to me were Ellen’s dramatic poems about her fear of night
sessions and the angry voices of night staff (page 101). There were comments in both
groups about how much less pleasant the night staff were. This was an area where I could
raise the issue with management because the remarks were generalised. When I met the
manager of group1, she was an idealistic woman who immediately after I had introduced
myself, went into a flow of her philosophy within the RACF. She said that every new
arrival should feel that this place was their new home, and that nothing had changed for
them except their address. I knew I could not discuss the matter with her.

8.1 A sad example of ageism
Ellen was beginning to join in and I introduced a variety of musical numbers as well
as poems and speeches. She obviously enjoyed music and singing. On this occasion, when
it was time to leave, conversation turned to the old songs and I started singing Alice blue
gown. Ellen joined in; her voice was a little thinner now with age but she must have had a
superb voice when younger, because she still had a beautiful tone and she knew all the
words. I stopped my guttural sounds and listened in delight as Ellen smiled, beat time
with her hands and sang:
In my sweet little Alice blue gown
When I first wandered down into town
I was both proud and shy
As I felt every eye
And in every shop window
I’d primp, passing by …
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As the carer came to wheel her out to lunch I had never seen her happier. Two
young women on the staff came in, looked at Ellen singing and started giggling. As though
she had been switched off, Ellen was immediately silent in the middle of a line; her eyes
closed and her head hung down, as she was wheeled down the passage. What a sad
illustration of ageism and the inadequacy of staff training or the suitability of staff
selection, and an example of hegemony and the misuse of power within institutions. I
wondered if I would ever have the pleasure of hearing Ellen spontaneously sing again.
Ageism is to be found throughout institutions and the community. This may be led
in the pyramid of economic power by governments. For example, the then Treasurer
Wayne Swan, in the Executive Summary of the Treasury Intergenerational Report (2010),
spoke of the economic challenges and fiscal implications of an ageing population. He
stated the ageing of the population was the major factor driving the slowing of the
economy.
Ageism is described by Butler (1969) as the process of systematic stereotyping and
discrimination against people because they are old. The Australian Human Rights
Commissioner Susan Ryan AO (2012) said that age discrimination is widespread in our
community. “It comes from negative stereotyping. It damages individuals and demeans
our society.” As the government report (2012) states three quarters of RACFs reported
skill shortages, 72% of personal care attendants are employed part-time and 12% have no
formal training, it is not surprising that some staff should evince inappropriate behaviour.
Yet to residents, all staff would seem to be part of the hegemony of power, which is the
dominant force controlling their lives. As the story of Ellen singing indicates, showing
respect for individuals and accepting difference is sadly lacking in broad areas of our
society.

8.2 Deepening creative experience
There are two excellent CD’s produced by the Hobart Grass Roots Choir, telling the
story of George Loveless and the Tolpuddle Martyrs, and the story of Matthew Brady. This
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history is so relevant to Tasmanians today. The stories have been put to music and are
told with bawdy energy. Both groups discussed the historical origins of the ballad and I
played the ballad Tenterfield Sadler. The group talked about the changes in society since
their grandfathers’ day. On another occasion I played The Dixie Chicks rendering of Earl,
which amused the ladies and Richard and Cedrick did not appear to feel threatened by its
feminist slant. I also used the CD player for recordings of speeches such as Churchill and
Martin Luther King Jnr. There is no better way to illustrate the use of emotive language.
The most exciting change had been when Hope produced her satirical poem,
mocking my role as facilitator, and Richard presented his book with entertaining new
Australian poetry, parodying Banjo Patterson’s best known poems. These were gifts of
reciprocity and trust, which in a moment broke down those barriers of doubt and unease.
Gradually I was able to involve all Group 1 and some participants in Group 2 at a
deductive level in our mutual reflection on the sessions. We analyzed what we had done
together and they communally suggested changes and additions to their writing. Over
time they put forward ideas for what we could do the following week and beyond. The list
of suggestions grew and we often only completed a few of them. My weekly planning
diary reduced in content because I had handed over control.

8.3 A different sort of poetry
I began to get moving, personal poems, some sad some humorous. Here is one from
Patrick who joined the group shortly after Cedrick. We were laughing about our failing
memories:
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To the Shops by Patrick
Off to the shop
take my trolley to the counter,
Forgot the shopping bags.
Off to the shop
Remember the shopping list
still on the kitchen table.
Off to the shop,
buy from the list in my pocket Last week’s shopping list.
How good it is to laugh together. Much more worrying was the poetry from Ellen, whose
growing confidence enabled her to produce a variety of poems about her blindness within
the institution. Here is one of them:
I Don’t Know What To Do
Last night I called out,
“Where am I? What is the time?
Is anyone there?”
A grumpy voice said
“Don’t be so silly,
you’ve only been in bed an hour.”
Fancy me wanting
some-one to help me
when I’ve only been in bed an hour
I wonder where I am,
I wish I could get up;
I am useless to everyone
and I don’t know what to do”.
It is a simple story of blindness, helplessness and the power of faceless authority
figures. They possibly do not realise that to call a woman, mother, grandmother, with a
lifetime of experience silly, because she cannot see, is a cruel abuse of power. De la Rue
(2003) recommends students should have to pass an assessment of student competency
in aged care in the final year of Enrolled Nurse training, in order to correct ageist
behaviour in aged care facilities. She also extended this to emphasize the need to include
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education that focuses on reducing misconceptions and stereotypes about ageing, for all
health professionals.

8.4 The book and the incident
After nine months I realised the group had produced enough prose and poetry to
comprise a small book. When I first suggested the idea the members of the group were all
tentative. Hope again made the remark that she did not want to be laughed at. I had
collected several of their pieces of prose and poetry, and I asked them to listen as I read. I
think they began to appreciate the quality of their work because there was no more
hesitation. They entered into the spirit of the production with enthusiasm, and we started
to plan. When I asked for a title, Hope suggested, with her usual wit, “Who needs
Shakespeare?” and after general laughter, that was agreed to. Decisions were made on
which pieces of work to include and in which order, and we needed an eye-catching
cover.
I asked who could paint or draw and nobody volunteered. Eventually Katie, who
always participated less than the others, shyly said that she used to paint and that two of
her pictures were hanging in the lounge area. At the end of the session she showed me
her paintings; they were both flower arrangements and blazed with brazen iridescence.
How modest the residents I had met were about their talents. I felt privileged that
she gave the group permission to use them. Katie and I brought the pictures to the next
session and the group selected one, called Roses, which everyone agreed was an excellent
choice for our book cover. Planning continued; the transcripts were at the printers, a
politician agreed to launch the book and a date had been fixed. I asked the group to invite
everyone they knew to attend the launch. As I only had contact with my small group I was
not confident the diversional therapist had spread the word widely enough. Having
started on this venture I did not want the group embarrassed by having only a handful of
residents present at the launch. To my delight Katie suggested we should design a flyer,
which she could distribute to all the residents, as she had a morning task that took her
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into all areas of the RACF. She had never shown such initiative before and it was
infectious; we were all caught in the enthusiasm of the moment. They designed a flyer
and Katie said the office would make copies. I had never asked them to provide a copying
service before and I questioned whether it was appropriate, but Richard said they printed
his Probus pamphlets and Katie was now in control and had no doubts; she left the room
to arrange it immediately.
As I was leaving at the end of the session, a woman I had not met before, who
apparently had a supervisory role over the diversional therapists, approached me. She
peremptorily told me to follow her to her office. Jane was sitting there looking
embarrassed. This was the conversation:
Her: What do you think you are doing, ordering flyers from the office?
Me: If it is inconvenient I could pay to have them done elsewhere, but time is short.
I am concerned that we will not have a large enough audience for the book launch.
Her: The office has more important things to do than be troubled with your flyers.
Me: It is good to see Katie getting involved and wanting to distribute the flyers.
Her: She is not reliable. She never does her jobs properly.
Me: I don’t want to discourage her initiative.
Her: We have ways to encourage Katie. That is our job not yours.
My tolerance was at breaking point. I replied that I had worked there for almost a
year without asking for recompense while involving myself in considerable expense to run
the course. Publicity for this event, which would bring credit to the establishment, did not
appear to be forthcoming, and as a few flyers presented so much inconvenience she must
deal with that as she chose. I walked out of the building, shaking with rage for Katie,
whose efforts were being trivialised and undermined.
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I received a phone call from Jane that night apologising for the behaviour of the
diversional therapists’ supervisor. She said she was prepared to come to my defence but
discovered that I did not need defending. I told her not to worry, but would she make
sure that Katie was not upset and that there would be a good audience for our launch.
Jane was a caring person, distressed by the incident, who had to work in the atmosphere
created by her superior. I was shocked by the lack of respect shown to Katie, who was in a
powerless position. This was another example of the misuse of power in lower
management, which could demoralise, a resident, cause distress to the diversional
therapist and discourage volunteers.

8.5 Ageism in the community
Due to my inability to drive longer distances I had the support of a volunteer car,
which drove me to the RACF each week and drove me home again. I always had my
briefcase, and often the CD player with me. The volunteer driver took an interest in what I
was doing. This is a fine group of people who give up many hours of their time every week
to drive elderly and disabled people. On one occasion, when I was being driven from a
creative writing session, this lady turned to me and said, “And how were the poor old
dears today?” It was as brutal as a slap round the face. Residents had given up their right
to be people who are living their lives, looking forward to tomorrow. I could not express
my anger; the remark had been intended as an interested inquiry. Now my role had been
identified as a do-gooder to a group of inferiors. I realised my briefcase kept me over that
fragile line between being classified as either doing a good deed or being the good deed.
How ingrained ageism is in our society, when the very people who offer their services to
help the frail aged, have no respect for them and who they are. The kindest, most
dedicated people in the community see frailty only in prejudicial terms. When the frail
aged are surrounded by prejudice, do they feel afraid, as Hope said, to say the wrong
thing? Does their lack of confidence start from attitudes outside as well as inside RACF’s?
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Interjection H: Emancipation - from Participation
to Critical Action Research
Critical Action Research (PAR) differs from other forms of social inquiry. It is
committed to social analysis, self-reflection and collective study of practice. PAR involves
actual practice not abstractions separate from practice.
Gildersleeve (2010) points out that although his research involved immigrant youth,
it is applicable to all marginalised peoples. Social narratives are important in making the
present real to the researcher and should assist future researchers as they confront
oppression and marginalisation anywhere. In Groups 1 and 2, as our time together closed
the gap of unfamiliarity and mistrust, the narrators writing and conversation often
surprised me as it grew in intimacy and became deeply personal. When grief and pain are
voluntarily shared, emancipation has begun.
Critical PAR researchers explore the unknown. They are not under the delusion it is
possible to find true answers in abstract propositions (Kemmis & McTaggart, 2007).
Critical PAR is a learning process of material change.
Kincheloe, McLaren and Steinberg (2012) state people must be studied subjectively
and individually. They need to break free from the expectations of those in authority. In my
view, the issue in aged care is more problematic than in other oppressed groups in two
generalised ways. Most residents are physically, and some mentally, unable to organise a
visible, effective protest against an injustice; it is not possible for them to break away from
the expectations of authority, to break away from the fragile security, which is all they have
left. Second (and this may well apply to other disempowered groups) they are less able to
withstand being intimidated and punished for their exposure of conditions, in ways that
would be hard to detect.
The oppression of class, race, colour and sex are recognised in literature and in the
community – if not supported, but the inequalities and injustices occurring to residents in
some nursing homes are less often mentioned in research documents. Darder and Torres
(2004) state the various oppressions should all receive equal attention in understanding
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the social order, the institutions and ideologies that constitute it. Habermas (cited in White,
1998) equates welfare organisations to colonisation, with all the administrative apparatus
and the problems of oppression. Habermas describes these organisations in countries with
welfare states as a particular manifestation of power and money. White notes the
… media of money and power increasingly infiltrates spheres of social life in
which traditions and knowledge are transferred, in which normative bonds are
intersubjectively established and responsible persons are formed (1998, p.
112).
Kovel (2002) claims all inequalities are linked to the class society. This statement
did not seem applicable to aged care at first and I dismissed the concept; then I realised
that if I equate class with wealth or poverty, power or impotence, then this is true of a not
insignificant proportion of the frail aged. The chairman of the Australian Medical
Association’s Council of General Practice (2014) claims only 20% of residents in RACFs
have access to a visiting doctor; but the wealthy frail aged can pay for the services of a
doctor to be available on call and their own personal, well qualified nurses 24 hours a day.
If the wealthy choose to enter an aged care facility they will be unaware of the
shortage of staff, and other grievances which have been central to documents by reputable,
concerned organisations, such as the Australian Nursing and Midwifery Federation (2013)
and Alzheimer’s Australia (12/11/2013), and media such as ABC Lateline, (14/08/2013).
From 1st July 2014, an Australian Government initiative has operated, which enables
residents to enjoy ‘Extra Service Status’, which will provide a significantly higher than
average standard of services for an additional payment. These services include
accommodation, a range and superior quality of food, and non-care services such as
recreational and personal interest activities.
These services occur alongside existing services. The Dietitians Association of
Australia (2013-2014) has already protested 40-70% of residents in RACFs suffer from
malnutrition. Yet, the introduction of more varied and tempting diets for those who can
afford to pay extra may exacerbate rather than improve this serious health issue.
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At a time when creative activities are being recommended for depression and
dementia in RACFs, by Killick (2014), and many other organisations (see Interjection L),
as well as prominent psychologists such as Ames (1990), are recommending creativity as
an essential stimulus for the frail aged, there is a risk this concept will be buried as a luxury
for sale to wealthier residents only.
Critical Theory confronts the injustices of a public sphere within society. The
Attorney General introduced the Federal Government’s Critical Infrastructure Approach in
2010. This states that most of Australia’s national critical infrastructure, which includes
finance and the banking system, is privately owned. The Government aims to strengthen
the effective business/government partnership, which the document states is the
cornerstone of critical infrastructure resilience. Most of us do not examine these
statements of political aims and ideological convictions.
We assume that governments, financiers, bankers and other privately controlled
structures operate in the interests of the majority, while caring for minorities, as we are a
democracy; but this puts an enormous moral responsibility on the private sector whose
duty lies with the protection of, and benefits to their shareholders. Milton Friedman writes,
“the social responsibility of business is to increase its profits” (1970, p. 1), and the starkness
of this statement has brought criticism from more progressive economists, who include
stakeholders in their rationale (for example, Schaefer, 2008). However, this may be
interpreted as a gentler statement of the fact that most shareholders buy shares that are
expected to reap the greatest rewards.
There are structures in our society, which we take for granted, and do not question
but social structures can be oppressive mechanisms that are legitimated by the dominant
ideology. These need to be deconstructed. Critical analysis deconstructs the abstract
concept in order to find the truth in concrete reality (Harvey 2011).
The smaller social structures, for example RACFs, need to be explored in the wider
context of Government/business/industry and to examine the nature of the social
structure. The challenge is moving these ideas from theory into practical outcomes in the
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context of the frail aged who do not have the physical capacity to develop a strong voice,
the financial capacity to influence the market, or the political capacity to impact on
governments. The difficulty with this undertaking will be seen as the story unfolds.

It is necessary to deconstruct in order to reconstruct
In a small way the deconstruction of the world of the residents I know occurred
when they left their previous lives and everything special to them. They moved into a
busy place with a small, private room (scarcely deserving that name) as staff
members freely walk in and out. Yet how fortunate are these residents compared to
30% of the aged care population who are provided with shared rooms with shared
bathroom facilities or even multi-occupied wards.

Outcomes of Research
Le Grange (2009) speaks of the benefit to both the researcher and participants
of developing a relationship of co-operation and reciprocity, which encourages them
to share their own knowledge. Socially critical experiences develop constructive,
critical thinking; this is an empowering process. Kincheloe, McLaren and Steinberg
(2012) state that there are many interpretations of Critical Theory, but they see it as
an ever-evolving criticality and reconceptualised Critical Theory in the 21st century.
Now, in my groups, unconsciously, anti-ageist voices are softly emerging.
In Critical Theory, Kincheloe, McLaren and Steinberg (2012) question if
Australia and other first world nations are un-problematically democratic and free as
they proclaim. In these countries, individuals and groups are habituated to conform,
obey and accept their inferiority in the social order. In addition to feeling they are
making no contribution to society, despite paying taxation for a lifetime and present
fees for occupying a place in a RACF, they also know they lack the organisational
power needed to change their present circumstances.
Residents are also made to feel guilty and ashamed by the stream of propaganda
from government and other official bodies, which claim the frail aged are the cause of
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Australia’s financial and economic problems. (I have previously raised arguments that
counter this belief). Applying Kincheloe, McLaren and Steinberg’s Critical Social
Theory of habituates being trained to conform, obey and accept their inferior status in
society, are residents in RACFs encouraged to feel comfortable with their
subordination to the dominance of regulation through staff and management, to the
power of government legislation and its interpretation through accreditation? Critical
Social Theory is concerned with these issues of power and justice.
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Chapter 9: Diverse formats: Haiku and musical
experiences
9.1 The importance of choice: Group 2
The sessions continued; we had been together for five months and I introduced a
new genre to both groups, haiku. The technique did not appeal to the members of Group
1, who preferred not to be restricted by the format, but Group 2 took to the new medium
with enthusiasm.
9.1.1 Haiku and other delights
My framework was broadly based and comprehensive. After reading a number of
examples from ancient Japanese to the present day we talked through some ideas. With a
general expectation there would be three lines with approximately 5-7-5 syllables and a
central incident with possibly a contrasting thought, suggestions started to flow. It suited
Ingrid perfectly and gave her space for both the poetic and the humorous. Here are three
examples of Ingrid’s haiku:
Clear in purest white
Lily glows ‘neath moon’s night light,
Halcyon presence.
Bubble
It floated so near
Translucent, buoyant sphere,
It brushed my lash – pfft!
… and with a burst of humour from Ingrid:
African garden
Elephant sits on pumpkin
Squishy, squishy, goo!
Inspired by Ingrid, several other ideas emerged. Pamela saw the Australian flag
blowing in the wind, outside the window and said:
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The flag flying high
Waving in the windy sky
The Australian flag.
This was one of the few opportunities I saw to involve Catherine. I asked Linda if she
could draw the outline of the Australian flag for her to colour in. Catherine was delighted
and showed her coloured picture to the group for many weeks and this was later included
in their publication. I learned an important lesson from this experience; although the aim
of a facilitator is to encourage the extension of individual ability, this extension comes at
widely variable levels. Catherine had rightly been included in the creative experience with
the approval of the whole group and she was delighted to have been part of our book
design.
9.1.2 Sharing ideas
The haiku exercises seemed to generate a renewed confidence with Group 2 and
unusual friendships developed. Emma often discussed her poems with Ingrid, who was
sympathetic and encouraging. Emma speaks of consulting Ingrid about ideas she had for a
haiku. Over the next few weeks a varied program of poetry, prose, items of interest and
music was introduced.

9.1.3 Musical experiences in Group 2
I repeated the experience of Group 1, playing two excellent CDs produced by the
Hobart Grass Roots Choir, one telling the story of George Loveless and the Tolpuddle
Martyrs and the other the story of Matthew Brady. This history, so relevant to
Tasmanians today was enjoyed. The stories have been put to music and are told with
bawdy energy. I also played The Ned Kelly Story, which led to some generally sympathetic
discussion about the injustices of the time. We also explored the origins of the ballad and
I played the ballad Tenterfield Sadler. There was a good spread of conversation on the
changes in society since their grandfather’s day. In Group 2, one or two more ladies
joined in when we talked about family life 70 years ago.
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On another occasion I played The Dixie Chicks rendering of Earl, as I had with Group
1 but there was a very different reaction – just silent disapproval. I also repeated my use
of the CD for recordings of speeches such as Winston Churchill and Martin Luther King
Jnr. (taken from Oxford Essential Quotations, 2014). There is no better way to illustrate
the use of emotive language. Churchill’s words gave great pleasure to the group when I
chose a short recording of the famous speech, spoken on December 30 th, 1941:
When I warned them that Britain
would fight on alone whatever they did,
their generals told their prime minister
and his divided cabinet, in three weeks
England will have her neck wrung
like a chicken. Some chicken – some neck.
The group all clapped at the end of the speech as old memories were revived and
some residents spoke of listening to the speech over the radio with their families. This
was such an enthusiastic response that I was surprised at the reaction, after they heard
Martin Luther King’s powerful speech:
I have a dream that one day
this nation will rise up and live out
the true meaning of its creed:
We hold these truths to be self-evident
that all men are created equal.
“I have a dream, that my four little children
will one day live in a nation
where they will not be judged
by the colour of their skin,
but by the content of their character.
The only comment came from Barbara who said she was not interested in
Americans. I unsuccessfully tried to turn the conversation round to the universality of
injustice and prejudice, but the company showed silent sympathy with Barbara’s opinion
and were relieved when I changed the subject.
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By December, the Groups had been running for ten months and Group 2 had
covered a much broader spectrum of literature, than had been touched upon with Group
1. Much of the material in recent months had been instigated by suggestions from the
four enthusiastic residents, so in that sense, that part of the group, which participated
each week, had started to claim ownership of the group. We had delved into the Classics,
enjoying Keats, Shelley, Rosetti and others, as well as frivolous and amusing pieces from a
wide range of authors from Pam Ayres to Lewis Carroll. However, much less writing with a
less personal approach had been produced and only by a minority.
The communal writing was possibly the most satisfying for me. It developed when
everyone was more confident, and particularly when I used the title of a well-known fairy
tale. The variations on a theme were humorous and often quite outrageous, with the
most creative ideas tumbling out, to the amusement of the group. Then I suggested we
could produce a book and they were enthusiastic about planning to publish their work.
The inner group had produced some remarkable poetry. I will just give one example
here of a small part of a carol written by Ingrid, as it was Christmas time:
What a difference a day made
When the Holy Child was born
The shepherds warning came
That Mary would bear a son.
Ever in our hearts to dwell.
Softly she sings a lullaby
To Him this Holy day.
Hail Jesus, new born son
Let your voices sweetly sing
Make the timbrels ring,
Hallelujah Christ is King.
As I worked with Group 2 to plan the production of their book, I continued to think
about each session. I reflected on the previous session and often found faults in my
approach, ways that the group, despite its fractured composition, could have gained
more satisfaction from the activity. I was also recognising the successful sessions and why
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they went well. It was the personal involvement of individuals within the group and their
contributions to the whole, which were the highlights of our time together. The small
number of active group members were now writing more and sharing their ideas. They
also introduced content, which they knew would be communally appreciated, which was
a sharp and important learning curve for me. I became conscious that, in their silent way,
other members of the group were finding a level of enjoyment that brought them back to
our sessions every week. Effective suggestions on content and the creation of new work
from the minority led to a relationship of trust, where we were able to discuss together
which approaches had been successful and what could have been developed more
effectively. I was much nearer my dream of seeing the organisation of self-motivated
groups
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Chapter 10: Concerns and Observations
10.1 Introduction
Now that I knew the groups better, differences from my similarly aged community
groups were becoming noticeable, and concerning. I had to explore this further. In the
following section I summarise my observations.

10.2 Groups 1 and 2: Creativity and pressure of place


Group 2 has no male members. A balance may be preferable, although 70% of
residents in RACFs over 85 years are women (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2011).
Any groups divided only by age and incapacity having merit is questionable.



In Group 2 the significance of creative thought for a minority is positive. For the
majority increasing numbers and regular attendance indicates satisfaction in a passive
role. However, I believe two smaller groups would have allowed for an increase in
active participation for most members.



In the case of both groups I must be aware of the destructive power of humiliation,
both past and present. The facilitator must be sensitive to the pressure felt by
residents when asked to be involved in an activity.



Does diversional therapist training recommend a controlling role that avoids challenge
and assumes inadequacy? This is an issue in both groups, with conscientious,
enthusiastic and supportive diversional therapists. In exploring courses, which
involved decision-making, it was stated that 36% of diversional therapists had no
qualifications, and only 31% had passed the lowest on-line general Residential Care
course CHC30212 (Open University Australian census, 2014). Creative activities would
appear to lack priority with top decision makers. I was surprised at the level of
knowledge and appreciation for the Classics, which residents in both groups had, but
particularly in Group 2. It is important not to under-estimate the intelligence and
knowledge within a group.
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There were many unwarranted comments about being ‘stupid’ in both Groups,
indicating poor adjustment to institutionalisation and feeling powerless within the
power structure.



I must investigate the difference in staffing and financial support between low care,
high care and dementia sections in RACFs. Both homes had staff that seemed
overworked, and were rushing from one activity to another. It was regrettable that
Linda was unable to continue many of her excellent ideas that encouraged
socialisation, due to time pressures. (Note: in 2015, since completing these activities,
there has been a change: both are funded equally now).



Strongly prejudiced views were often expressed in Group 2. Is this coincidence or a
question of class? Their mode of speech indicated, as a generalisation, coming from a
higher socio-economic level than Group 1. Is this ageism in reverse?



The structure of institutions with set places for social dining reduces opportunity for
resident association. This applies to both groups.

10.3 The Book Launch: Group 1
At the book launch the writers sat in the front and had members of their families
with them. Jane had arranged a good audience of residents and a selection of their poems
was read out to the assembled guests. The new manager was present, with
representatives from the local press, radio and the University of Tasmania (UTAS). Kerry
Finch MLC launched the book in his delightfully humorous way and everyone shared an
excellent afternoon tea. Jane had organised a group of residents to cook and prepare the
afternoon tea, which was such a good idea as it involved different aspects of residential
life.
The book launch was recognition of residents’ creativity and it gave the group a
voice in the RACF and beyond to the broader community. This was empowering.
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10.4 Taking Control.
My aim has always been that a group takes control over the activity and this is
happening. In Group 1 ideas for writing topics regularly come from the group and in
addition they often bring in writing of interest, either their own or an article or an item
they want to share. Two men, Patrick and Leon, are excellent additions to the group.
Patrick used to own florist shops and shares his expertise with us. Leon is an artist whose
knowledge of poetry enriches us all. The group has installed their regime of always
selecting a topic to think about, ready for a discussion the following week. Patrick
suggested we keep what he called a Commonplace Book, where we record any ideas,
quotations and thoughts, which are expressed and are too precious to lose. This now has
a number of topics ready for their development. Here it is so far; I know the list will grow
much longer:
 Our Commonplace Book
 Poetry makes the ordinary extraordinary
 Ideas may be clothed more fully with thought
 Some thoughts are buried treasure; others drift away, wither and die
 Greed is the ultimate cause of trouble.
 We have a fear of exposing ourselves to ridicule
 Know the illness in order to find the cure
 Thought is like knitting wool to be unraveled
 What a troubled world we are going into.
 “A light and a lantern into eternity” Shelley.
 “The more things change the more they stay the same”
 “Words that weep and tears that speak” Abraham Cowley.
 Ellen: My small daughter ran ahead, “Here I am but you can’t see me.”
What a wonderful reserve of thoughts for us to use in the future. Our efforts at
writing have developed in complexity as we have grown in experience. We enjoy the
challenge of new ideas and these creative people have produced writing that is a joy to
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read. My briefcase always has a good selection of poems, but the sessions are so full of
ideas that I usually only read one or two at the end. They have taken ownership of their
creative writing group and I hope I can continue to meet up with my delightful friends for
as long as they will put up with me. We look forward to our mutual association. Residents
are forming friendships with people they previously hardly spoke to and they care about
each other. Before we knew each other better, I was viewed as yet another figure of
dominance. Members of the group appeared to have formed minimal relationships with
each other and I felt I could not reach them. The changes in our relationships are solid
and lasting.

10.5 The Book Launch: Group 2
The book was not ready to be launched until 26th March 2013. Some impressive
writing occurred as the group members realised that the special day was arriving more
quickly than they would have liked. An embarrassing incident occurred as we were
deciding what should go on the front cover. Having approached everyone in the group
searching for talent, I realised that we would not get anything more attractive than
Ingrid’s exquisite flower arrangement that she had designed to accompany her poem
Rekindling one’s skills. The group agreed but Linda arrived at the next meeting with a
stenciled butterfly picture with added words. I was determined that every piece of work
associated with the book came from the residents, and I am afraid I hurt Linda’s feelings. I
suspect she had put a lot of time and thought into producing the picture and I
compromised by putting it on the inside cover and Ingrid’s on the front cover, with both
artists recognized in the acknowledgements. I was back to questioning why diversional
therapists protect their clients and assume inadequacy on their part, when in fact their
work may display a high level of talent.
So, the books went to the printer and were ready by the time we fixed a date and
invited the Mayor, members of UTAS and friends. The Mayor was pleased to accept my
invitation to speak at the launch. Dr. Rosemary Callingham (Associate Professor in the
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School of Education, UTAS) has always been totally supportive of the residents’
achievements, and of the concept of published books to illustrate the members’ written
output. The only representative from the staff of the RACF was Linda and despite frantic
phone calls and emails on my part, no press or the ABC could be persuaded to give an
interview or put in a few lines about the launch. (It seemed that one launch of a book
written by the frail aged in one aged care home was more than enough in four months).
However, Dr.Callingham gave a personalised speech, commending writers individually on
their achievements and the four ladies grew in status as each listened to the comments
and read part of their work to a small audience. I suppose it was a relatively successful
day, but I was disappointed that there was not more support for this talented group from
the Home or the media.
When the time came for me to leave the creative writing groups (due to having a
heart operation in Melbourne) I was delighted to know that both groups would continue.
The diversional therapist for Group 1 arranged for an enthusiastic volunteer to facilitate
on the usual weekly basis. Linda, who had not missed a single meeting in over a year,
agreed to facilitate Group 2 herself on a regular basis.
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Chapter 11: Principles Behind Organising a Creative
Writing Group
11.1 Introduction
Having made mistakes and experienced many highs and lows, I came to certain
conclusions about what had worked and what actions must be avoided. I include here the
chapter I wrote, having considered the importance of working with people in a
constructive way .The groups had run for ten months and I was on a steep learning curve.
Here, based on my experience and my reading, are guidelines on the best way to run
groups; but more importantly from my mistakes, my corrections and the wisdom of
members of the creative writing groups.
I knew that an individual, personalised approach was essential. This will develop a
sense of control in residents who are generally powerless situation in an institution
(Alzheimer Australia, 2009). It is important to be aware of the disabilities of members,
such as blindness, multiple sclerosis, memory loss or deafness, to mention a few. For
example, while a resident retains some hearing capacity seating will be arranged close to
the facilitator so that it is possible to hear poetry and prose and express an opinion on it.
If sight is a problem but there is some vision retention, a large print hard copy
permits creative involvement and socialisation in the group. Use of an unobtrusive voice
recorder is effective in recording and playing back ideas communally expressed. From this
point participation by talking their ideas, or writing if they prefer, will allow creativity to
blossom. If thought retention is short, there are excellent short stories and short poems.
Haiku and brief poems inspired by haiku are an effective way of expressing an idea or a
memory. As mentioned earlier, this is a simple example of a joint effort from two people,
one of whom was seriously impaired intellectually:
The flag flying high
waving in the windy sky,
Australian flag.
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11.2 Using memory as stimulus.
Relating past memories is a method popularly used, as it is beneficial for older
people with depression (Victorian Dept. Health, 2011). One drug-free recommendation is
Reminiscence Therapy (Woods, B. et. al., 2005). Woods’ research provides evidence to
suggest Reminiscence Therapy is effective in improving mood in older people without
dementia, although their research aim was to assess the effect of reminiscence on
dementia patients. Reminiscence can allow for a review of the past in a positive way,
giving pleasure to the storyteller.
The activity has merit; the Alzheimer’s Society (2013) recommends the use of
memory as a method for developing conversation for people whose past memories seem
clearer to them than the present. This provides the narrator of personal history with a
sense of security. Much work has been done on writing down memories as the whole
activity when working with older people. For example, Robyn Friend, a writer and oral
historian, edited Fancy seeing you here (1989) a delightful collection of writing by
residents in Tasmanian nursing homes.
When encouraging recollections with a group, consider why this technique is being
used. Many memories are interesting in their own right. Stories are often spontaneously
told which reflect a past, which should be recorded. One never ceases to be amazed at
the range of emotions that emerge from looking back at how life was in the past; but it
should not be forgotten that from childhood onwards, all writers write from prior
knowledge or memory of the environment in which the writing is set. For all authors it is a
starting point or the background to a theme, not the end achievement. Old people are
not just their memories. To use their stories in this way illustrates how ageism can
infiltrate the public arena. From the original idea the imagination can fly to any place the
brain wishes to go.
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Here is an example of a past memory from Prue, which has a delightful twist to
surprise the reader:
Late for school
One day arriving late,
a boy, such a big boy
at least eight I was sure,
had the task of taking names.
I gave him mine and then
“How do you spell that?” he asked.
I blushed; at five I did not know.
I always remember that special day –
This was the man I married.
This is an illustration of a memory, which burst its confines, to result in a creatively
humorous poem:
The Cat Lady by Ellen
Through the gates to school
and home for lunch,
through the gates to school
and home for tea.
the cat lady, old as playground gums
waits for me.
Her black bag bulges with cats they say
room to hold children
room to hold ME!
Four times through the gates
she waits and watches,
holding her black cat bag
and every day
I run, run past
I run so fast
she never
catches me.
One’s writing can be humorous, dramatic, tragic or full of passion. This empty vessel
in all human beings wants to be filled and this happens if the atmosphere is right.
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11.3 Facilitating a Creative Writing Group
Most residents have an empathy with fellow residents and communal poems and
stories are one way of working together, when the individual will feed on and nourish the
whole group. The many physical disadvantages authors may have are forgotten in the
pleasure of participation. Individual concentration is not disturbed by the use of a discreet
voice recorder; this is an important tool. The word writing will be transferred in the mind
to talking. Tell the group the recorder is there but as communication develops it will be
forgotten. In the first few sessions, topics will possibly be introduced by the facilitator,
but only if no suggestions come from members of the group. This may take the form of
bringing in an object to stimulate a conversation – who does this belong to? When was it
lost and how was it lost, where did it go? A vivid sari, a glamorous shoe, an unusual stone,
a knife, an old battered hat or a dramatic picture, a short piece of prose, quotation, a
piece of music, a song or a poem may be introduced, particularly if a member of the
group referred to it or expressed interest in it. Poems that were taught at school are often
remembered in detail. Residents may enjoy discussing what imagery they see as they
read these familiar poems.
Any ideas put forward during the session will be followed up immediately if this is
practical and relevant – and try to make it so. This is their creative writing group, not
yours or mine. When necessary, due to communal involvement in a different direction,
make sure that what was said, is recorded and made an essential part of the following
session. Do not alter a word of what is said (Killick, 2008). Do not be surprised at the
variety and often highly academic content from some members of the group. Remember
that these frail residents had a previous life, part of the motley, possibly directors of
companies, heads of school, people with their place in the world of industry and
commerce.
This is one example of how a group progressed their ideas. The group is
communally examining and discussing what happened to a battered hat on the table. One
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of the group members says a quote: “Through tattered clothes small vices do appear.”
The facilitator responds by asking the group to think about the saying. The conversation
turns into a lively discussion, enriched by considering the man’s clothing and what effect
looking unkempt has on the community of which he is a part and on his whole
demeanour and behaviour. One member of the group comments that when he was a boy
at school he had no shoes. What a rich source of information about rural life in the 1930s.
His comment leads to a new direction when hardships of the time are remembered. The
recorder is picking up a range of comments, which then lead back to the battered hat.
In the next session these comments have been put together with copies for each
member. This in turn leads to additional suggestions and alterations from the group and a
poem or a story is beginning to be formed. Also the facilitator has researched the
quotation and introduces this at the next session. It is from King Lear Act 4, Scene 6 and
this piece of the script leads to even more input as the next line is, “Robes and furred
gowns hide all”. Who knows in which direction, fanciful or political, the following session
will travel?
As an essential technique, do not overlook any remarks that can be developed
individually or communally. For communal thoughts to progress print one copy for each
member in Bold Arial 16, or larger, for clarity where there are eyesight problems. Some of
the sentences may form ideas for a short story, or a number of short sentences may lend
themselves to being the embryo of a poem. Present them in this way but do not alter a
word of their original dialogue (Killick, 2008). The group will alter and add to their work.
Only think about rhyme if a writer chooses to do this. Prepare in detail; poems,
prose, quotations, objects, pictures, songs and more – and then be prepared to discard
them. Flexibility is the key to success. Always discuss and encourage the writers to share
their thoughts. The aim is that the group feels it has the power to take over the activity
and self-facilitate.
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Creative writing has no boundaries and no rules. You can bring imaginary characters
to life with a name: “Who is Jimmy Smith and why is he nicknamed Hands?” You can make
reality disappear with words. Have fun encouraging nonsense – where did Miss Muffet’s
spider go? Or was it really a spider that sat down beside her? Perhaps it was a … Listen to
the sound of silence; what is silence saying? What is the true story of a nursery rhyme,
fable or fairy story?
Release the mind from a traditional approach. Remember that when confidence
returns, members of the group will feel empowered to share those ideas. Their
Participatory Action (Kemmis and McTaggart, 2000) will draw constructive responses,
which stimulate new thought processes and improve the existing piece of writing and
their relationships within the group.

11.4 Who should join the Creative Writing Group?
The diversional therapist at the aged care facility will usually decide the selection of
residents for a creative writing group. It is recommended the activity should be seen as
ongoing. The size of the group should be small, and to accommodate more residents it is
preferable to have a number of small groups rather than a larger one (Patton, 1990). An
efficient size to maximise success may be as small as five and no larger than eight
participants. My experience has been that the group of five to six members delved more
deeply into emotions and was prepared to express more sensitive or powerful issues than
the group of ten to twelve.
I was also conscious that each member of the smaller group had participated and
shared their ideas and was able to disagree and analyse a topic. This was not true of the
larger group, which was dominated by four enthusiastic people because of the range of
difference in ability and cognition. If, when a class is set up, you were in the fortunate
position of having more than ten applicants I would advise setting up two small groups
rather than one larger one. Remember, the facilitator is a trusted member of the group;
always a facilitator, never a teacher. Anyone who expresses an interest in joining the
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group will be a good candidate. It is not necessary to have been a writer or to have had a
previous interest in writing; nor is it necessary for the applicant to have previously been a
reader, but it is a bonus.

11. 5 Individuality and sharing
It is essential to have a people-centred approach, which puts human agency at the
centre of the stage. The facilitator will experience the delight, the excitement of hanging
on every word members of the group say, and the opportunity to share in the process of
taking what they say to a higher level. Story telling, ballads, songs and sitting round the
fire telling a yarn have been communicating tools since ancient times; this is part of
human history, it is who we are.
Throw away any previous expectations or assumptions on how to plan a creative
writing class. Creativity for residents in RACFs has no boxes and no barriers. As a
facilitator, leave behind any prejudicial baggage you may have wished to carry with you.
Beware of any technique that reflects an unconscious ageist approach. For example, a
teacher will ask children to recall what they did on their holidays, using this memory as
the basis for an extension of that experience.
Creative writing classes for adults may use past experiences as a starting point to
develop creative thought. Older people in the same way will use memory as an excellent
starting point. Many of their stories are delightful and should be told; but the facilitator
will guide thought in the group from this starting point to a different plane, where the
imagination accelerates and explodes into extra-ordinary fantasy (Czikszentmihalyi,
1996).
The creative writing group will always look forward to the next experience, the new
interpretation, as people in other age groups do. Confidence in self will grow when every
remark, every question, every suggestion is valued and responded to, and individual
members take ownership of their group. Q. What is success? A. It is when a small number
of people enjoy being together. Success is when they extend their comfort boundaries
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and feel safe when freely sharing their uninhibited creative thoughts. Success is when
they keep returning to renew the experience.
For too long, residents have not been asked to play a special role in their decisionmaking. Reason and Bradbury (2001) claim that in mainstream research science, people
are not seen as equal partners but as subjects, not expected to play a key role. Science
often views people as a source of information, who are not capable of interpreting a
given social reality.
Richard accepts the system that deprives him of access to his doctor or optician
when members of his family are not available. He accepts the system that expects
relatives to perform tasks such as medical visits, which I would have assigned to staff.
Sharing grievances, not in a complaining way, but as an acceptance of the inevitable, is a
step towards consciously examining one’s situation, and I sensed a changed relationship
towards emancipation. Reason and Bradbury observe, “Action Research is by, with, of and
for people rather than on people” (2001).
Socialisation within an institution, through the newly acquired shared interest of
creative writing, widens the scope of their communication. Significant statements and
imaginary ideas form a powerful language, which enables expressions of fear, and sorrow
as well as joy and inspiration to be freely expressed. Through their poetry and stories they
change their reality and empower themselves.
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PART 2: Issues with
Aged Care Facilities
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Chapter 12: Interrogating power structures
12.1 Questioning the status quo
The experience of facilitating creative writing in two groups leaves me with several
concerns, which need further investigation, and I will discuss these in this chapter. These
include the following:


The significance of creative thought for residents in RACFs.



The reasons why it takes residents so long to participate compared with similar aged
writers in the community. How can mature women state that they are in fear of
doing the wrong thing? Training of staff for employment in RACFs must be examined
including responsibility for supervision of staff of all ranks. Who supervises the
supervisor?



Which Government policies ensure creative stimulation in all RACFs?



Do Government checks ensure RACF policies are operational?



Do RACFs management policies for stimulating the intellect and creativity programs
exist?
During the first few weeks at the RACFs I wondered if I would always be seen as part

of the power structure. My groups seemed surrounded by the domination of power in
routine and lack of personal choice (The Australian Psychological Society Ltd, 2000). The
effect of this over months, or in some cases years, is to make the individual passively
accepting of powerlessness and the dominance of authority. Instead of one’s energy
being directed to new thoughts, discoveries and the formation of relationships, that
energy is directed towards adapting to subordination (Gething, 1999). Hope said to me
one day, as we attempted to hurry to the dining room because we had stayed chatting for
longer than the staff would wish: “It is easier just to go along with the system. Lunch is at
12 noon not at 12.01”.
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I sensed in her voice a humorous tone devoid of any expectation of change. The
group deferred to the diversional therapist, which at first surprised me; but then I realised
that if you are deprived of the opportunity for decision-making and accept your
powerlessness, then you look for the leader who directly holds that power. In our
sessions the diversional therapist was recognised as the immediate source of power in
the room.
The fact that the residents hardly knew each other despite having similar interests
and living in the same establishment for periods of months to several years was
unexpected. This indicated, as with the case of James, that a policy concentrating on
medical needs to the detriment of identity and selfhood existed. Ames (2008) emphasises
the importance of identifying previous interests, as it is likely that similar interests would
still apply, but there was no evidence that staff had explored previous histories.
Baines (2014) addresses ignorance of new residents’ personal lives by covering a
wall in their room with a bold THIS IS ME information sheet with photographs and
connecting stories Dr. Baines found this ignorance of residents’ past social histories
occurring in RACFs Australia wide (see Chapter 14). Having similar interests is the
foundation of forming bonds and creating new social structures, which develop
friendships in a new environment. There are sometimes simple solutions to problems if
the training and intentions of staff and volunteers enable an understanding of issues
arising.
Over a period of ten months there were noticeable changes. Four people in Group 2
were actively writing and sharing their ideas, and the same was true of all the individuals
in Group 1. We anguished over sentences and concepts and we laughed a lot. This
evidence of shifting power within our groups was an exciting experience. Residents
changed from being in a state of dependency and powerlessness within the
establishment to one of taking control within our limited space and time. People they
passed in the corridors became friends they trusted to share ideas with. They chose what
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views they expressed, what they wrote, and they communally planned for the future.
Hope’s words “I only look forward to Mondays” could extend to other days in the week;
their world was expanding to Participatory Action. Before we knew each other better, I
was viewed as yet another figure of dominance. Members of the group appeared to have
formed minimal relationships with each other and I was conscious of my intrusion.
Gradually members of the group were admitting me into their present thinking in this
new place they had become a part of.
As members of Group 1 grew in confidence and trust, the eye-avoiding silence
changed and new information came to me, often in poetic form. One lady who only
stayed three weeks made jokes about the inadequacy of the food, but I sensed the others
felt the criticism was unwarranted; but concerns about their health, lack of medical
advice and some experiences of unpleasant night staff were genuine issues which
members of the groups wished could be resolved (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Creativity and pressure of place
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12.3 Why rock the boat?
From being part of the groups as they changed with time, I realised there were
issues broader than the change in our meeting room. From issues arising from my
microenvironment, one of the key aims of this study was an examination of international
and Australian Government policies for an ageing population, and proposals for creative
activities in RACFs. The value of having Government backing for projects, which will keep
frail aged people feeling positive about themselves, and improve their quality of life will
be investigated. There is evidence of a broad, philosophical conviction being proclaimed
as policy at many levels of power. The World Health Organisation states, “Health is a state
of complete physical, mental and social wellbeing, not merely the absence of disease and
infirmity” (1948). Similarly, the OECD (1998) published a report Maintaining prosperity in
an ageing society, which proposes explicit policies for providing care for frail older people
(Jacobzone, 1998).
The Australian Government took responsibility for aged care in 1997, and in the
year 2010 - 2011 spent eight billion dollars on residential aged care (Report on
Government Services 13, 14, 2012). Their policy document, Living longer living better, was
launched in 2012. Professor Ian Hickie of the Brain and Mind Institute (2013), Federal
Minister for Health from 2008-2010, identified the three areas for maintaining optimum
health as cognition activities, exercise and diet. In 2013 the Department of Health
reinforced this policy by declaring their aim to be the: “safety, security and quality of aged
care in Australia” (Australian Government, 2013).
The Tasmanian State Government has had a series of five year plans for ageing
Tasmanians, and has recently launched its strategy, Inclusive Ageing: Tasmania 20122014. Both Federal and State Governments emphasise the importance of providing for
the wellbeing of older people, including the frail aged.
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12.5 Powerless: an RACF context
This project qualitatively explores the effects of introducing creative writing to two
RACFs in Tasmania. The study was informed by four key questions:
1. Are residents in RACFs in special need of creative stimulation?
2. Are creative experiences already available to residents in RACFs?
3. What is the Federal Government’s interpretation of wellbeing?
4. Are activities to improve wellbeing regularly supervised by the
Accreditation system?
When people enter an RACF on a permanent basis, the change in their life is often
traumatic. They have left the habitat, which has provided a feeling of security, possibly for
many years, where they were surrounded by their own possessions, each with its
personal history. They are in an institution because of their inability, usually for health
reasons, to look after themselves, and they are conscious of their inadequacy. Physical
pain is another risk factor, and the knowledge that they have arrived at a place where
they can expect to die. They are alone in a busy place where nothing is recognisable. They
are powerless in an unfamiliar environment, where choices of a lifetime may no longer
exist: what one will eat and when, at what time one chooses to retire to bed. They are
driven by an unfamiliar, communal routine (Snowdon, 20/08/2009). Beyond Blue (2010)
research showed that up to 41% of people in residential aged care facilities suffer from
depression. For these reasons it is essential that creative activities are offered on a
regular basis to residents.
I learned important research studies and practical advances in the field of creativity
were occurring in other countries such as UK and US and were being recognised as
activities essential to the wellbeing of frail aged people worldwide. My project grew with
my new friends and me until it was bursting its sides. Now I could go beyond our story, to
examine the new ideas that were beginning to influence the thinking of people involved
in aged care throughout the world.
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Interjection I: Empowerment through Action
Research
The advantage of organisational and governmental statements of policy is that
there is a public expectation of specification and enactment. At its best, Research
aims at a process of collaborative learning with the purpose of changing unacceptable
practices (Kemmis and McTaggart, 2000). The aim is change and to change now. One
is combating a view from governments and organisations which are not examining
the whole person and do not put the need for creative stimulation as a priority, or do
not recognise it as a need at all. Research puts what people value and how people
interact with their world as central to their being. This involves reaching out to
residents to explore their potential (bel hooks, 2003). It is an agent of individual and
social change.

What to expect from RACFs
Assumptions are widely made about what aged care facilities should provide. It
is accepted in Australia that a high priority should be given to the health, safety and
well-being of aged-care recipients. It is advocated that life-long learning can exercise
the brain and help it to stay younger; however, the variety of suggestions for brain
stimulation including doing voluntary work in the community, taking up new hobbies
such as carpentry, cooking and gardening, give a reader the clue that this government
advice on well-being is not written for frail aged residents in RACFs (see
myagedcare.gov.au).
I queried if the specified leisure activities claimed to be available in RACFs are
inspected for accreditation. This seemed to be an opportunity for the Government to
respond to the increasing demand for meaningful activities in RACFs. A
representative of the Australian Government Department of Health and Ageing
(contacted by phone 26/06/2014) drew the official response the Act does not specify
what activities residents should be involved in, as it is up to the care home to make
appropriate arrangements. The manager of one care home stated in his interview the
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activities were rigorously inspected but no additional funding was made available.
This meant that one-on-one and small group activities were deemed financially
unviable.

Critical Theory and unequal relationships
It is pertinent to examine Kincheloe and McClaren’s (2005) view that Critical
Theory needs to be reassessed, to re-interpret the assumption of freedom and
democracy in unequal relationships. In first world countries concepts of freedom
permeate the culture so that the most disadvantaged, the unemployed, single parents,
indigenous peoples and the aged for example, are often represented as being
fortunate to live in a democratic and egalitarian society. Others more conscious of the
inequalities in their communities are pro-active through such movements as the
Equality Rights Alliance (ERA), Unemployed Workers Union, Aboriginal Legal and
Civil Rights and the new Single Parents Action Group (SPAG, 2013).
One is reminded of George Orwell’s words in Animal Farm that “all animals are
equal but some are more equal than others” (1945/2008). However, establishing the
right to vocalise one’s dissatisfaction is problematic when a person is too frail to
actively participate in community life and where socialisation is controlled by
routine, time and place names, within an institution. The groups that operate to
protect the rights of the frail aged are external to the residential aged, so that any
action is done for or to them, instead of the aggrieved parties having some personal
input and control. Inequitable power can be achieved through winning the consent of
marginalised people, who believe their situation is natural and inevitable and try to
adapt to the world as it is (Weil and Kincheloe, 2003).

Empowerment and the powerless
Critical Theorists understand there are multiple forms of power that can be
observed in the aged care structure. For the resident, power is in the hands of the
staff (de la Rue, 2002) that provide direct care. The philosophy influencing their
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training will affect the happiness of residents. De la Rue suggests training may be
inadequate or have an ageist approach. Staff operate within the confines of routines
established and controlled by management in RACFs. These facilities vary in both
provision and attitude to the needs of residents but nurses and all care staff are
required to conform within the controlling framework of a hierarchy of rules and
governmental instructions. De La Rue (2002) recommends that strategies to address
ageism should be implemented for all health care professionals that have direct
dealings with older clients, regardless of setting, context and their specialisation.
The paperwork relating to the regulations is checked regularly by the
Accreditors; how power is meted out to the powerless, the residents, is examined in
this study. Whether conditions are economically driven (McLaren,1998), whether
‘means’ are given preference to ‘ends’ and whether the system is more concerned
with method and efficiency than in the purpose of caring for the holistic needs of
residents within the organisation.
Giroux (2013) explains that economic forces that drive governmental policies,
can lead to social abandonment and disposable communities, in order to increase
profit margins in other areas. With 37.4% of RACFs run for profit and only 5.1%
directly owned by State or local government (Government Aged Care Review, June
2014), whether this is applicable to aged care is explored in this research. Is it
possible for residents to retain their psychological health and a positive feeling of
control (Freire, 2001) within these establishments by regularly exercising the brain
through the exhilaration of creativity and socialisation?
The findings of my research propose Participatory Action through poetry and
short prose, which invigorates and encourages an extension of the thought process
through creativity and shared ideas. This social process of collaborative learning
provides personal and communal stimulation towards a positive view of worth and
power. Participatory Action (Kemmis & McTaggart, 2000) is occurring in the creative
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writing groups and their effectiveness through collective support and commitment is
becoming an agent for change.
In this study there may be multiple recipients. The researcher may observe an
individual sense of achievement, which will convey feelings of control and well-being
and extend to other members of the group. The information gathered may influence
RACFs when they are commended after their introduction to the new activity. It is
hoped Governments will recognise that responsibility must be taken for the needs of
the whole person and value the creative brain equally with the body. Observation and
analysis methodology will clarify which emerging information has value. The first
question, whether there is any value in the introduction of creative writing sessions
to RACFs has been established. There have been many studies (see Interjection L);
however, this study also expresses a viewpoint, based on the success of two creative
writing groups having creative social experiences.
This study has noted the development, and changed attitudes of residents
within the group to their creativity, to each other and their enhanced view of self.
Their writing output and personal statements within the group and through their
interviews have reinforced this. Their books of poetry and prose also provide
evidence of their talents and enthusiasm.
It is essential that RACF management and government regulation have a clear
identification of the term creative. It is not merely leisure activity, and those who hold
the final responsibility for the intellectual and creative well being of residents should
ensure that this service is available in all RACFs on a daily basis. There is some value
in passive enjoyment in an activity, but the creative act essentially involves
participation.
Creative thoughts may be formed into literary pieces in solitude, but the writer
is energised when sharing thoughts with others, which leads to an extension of self.
My two groups have shown that physical frailty is not a barrier to producing creative
work. This study examines whether this can be achieved, even after people have lost
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some of their mental faculties. Butler (1975), Katzman (1976), Cohen (2000), Killick
and Craig (2012) and others demonstrate how creative activities are effective with
the frail aged and when residents have severe, multiple cognitive losses.

Action Intervention
Evaluation and applied research identifies which methods will make action
interventions effective (Kemmis and McTaggart, 2000), as follows:


Political will and changes in Government directives will be required if
creativity is to become part of Australian philosophy within institutionalised
aged care. Creative activities need to be a natural recreational activity in
RACFs routine and an automatic expectation of residents as they enter aged
care facilities.



Information to the community of the talents in institutions, such as the
publication of their work, will be a bulwark against negativity and ageism.



This research aims to examine whether the introduction of creative
activities is a method of reducing depression in institutions. Beyond Blue
(2010), in its submission to the public enquiry on Caring for older
Australians, called for by the Australian Government Productivity
Commission, identified the extreme figure of 34-41% of residents in aged
care facilities suffering from depression, compared with 10-15% of similar
age in the community. This figure was increased to 52% in the more recent
government document, published in 2013 Depression in residential aged care
2008-2012.



The Senate Committee, Meeting the Needs of Behavioural and Psychological
Symptoms of Dementia in Residential Care (2014, Chap 4:10) states “more
than half of permanent residents in Residential Aged Care have a recorded
diagnosis of dementia. A further quarter have a diagnosed mental illness
other than dementia”
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Participatory Action and Power
This study advocates Participatory Action through poetry and short prose
stimuli, which encourages an extension of the thought process through creative
language experiences and shared ideas. This social process of collaborative learning
provides personal and communal activation towards a positive view of worth and
power.
Participatory Action (Kemmis and McTaggart, 2000) is occurring in the creative
writing groups and their effectiveness through collective support and commitment
can be an agent for change. Although it is recommended that the facilitator is neutral
within the group (Kemmis and McTaggart, 2000), collectively there is awareness that
the new activity has introduced positivity and pleasure. The facilitator is not required
to be neutral outside the group and can influence institutions, which do not provide
creative activities to residents. Lack of awareness of human needs and therefore a
lack of provision for stimulating activities may be changed by collaborative practice.

Qualitative Inquiry through Action Research
Qualitative inquiry through Action Research is the focus; the age of the
researcher provides a unique opportunity to relate to and learn from the residents
(Halcolm, 1990) who are of a similar age. A qualitative, Action Research process is
appropriate for this study as the focus is on how residents become involved in the
creative experience and the effect this has on their wellbeing.
The process of involving individuals in a shared creative experience is therefore
central to the research. Process evaluation aims to explain the dynamics within the
group and the dynamics of the group as an entity within the establishment and
beyond to community and lawmakers.
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Interjection J: Caring for residents in RACFs Disease and Cure
Depression is an illness that may continue for several months or years (Beyond Blue
Final Report 2009). One psychiatric view is that some people are at greater genetic risk, but
this is less likely in late-onset depression. Personality traits and low self-esteem can be a
cause, but also may be an effect. Long-term domestic stresses in the home, in a marriage or
at the place of employment can cause depression (Ames 1990).
I expected the Australian Government’s research into psychological distress
specifying mental and behavioural problems to explain why the figure would be so much
higher in RACFs than within the general community. On examination of their community
figures (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, 2007) I find that only 10.3% of people
over 75 years living in the community have any mental or behavioural problems. Only
3.7% show anxiety related problems. 4.8% have mood affective problems. Only 1.1% show
symptoms involving cognition, perceptions, emotional state and behaviour. The percentage
with drug and alcohol abuse problems is too small to record. In each category the
percentage is less than in some other age groups.
Blazer (2005) claims community surveys repeatedly document a lower frequency of
late life depression than younger adults in the community and suggests older adults
possess unique factors that protect them from the onset of clinically significant depressive
symptoms. Yet when these frail aged members of the community were studied by Beyond
Blue (2009) in the report, Depression in older age: a scoping study, which identified groups
most at risk, people most at risk of depression and anxiety were older people in residential
aged care. Ageism was identified as a barrier to treatment and management of late-life
depression and anxiety.
Beyond Blue (2009) also found gaps or limitations in current research in late-life
depression and anxiety in aged care facilities, and recommended to the Government that
older age depression and anxiety are made a priority in funding.
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I note some official figures relating to RACFs Australia wide:
a) 52% of residents in RACFs have depression, which is a figure well above the
average for people living in their own homes at the same age (Australian
Government Institute of Health and Welfare, 2013).
b) 40-70% of residents are malnourished and dehydrated. There are no nationally
agreed nutrition standards (Dietitians Association of Australia, Pre-budget
Submission, 2013-14).
c) “Primary health care for residents of aged care facilities is fundamentally broken
and an entirely new system tailored to their specific needs is required,” says
Professor Ian Maddocks, Emeritus Professor of palliative care at Flinders
University, Adelaide, and 2013 Senior Australian of the Year (Insight, 7/4/2014).
Concerned at the number of sick patients in RAFCs sent to hospital because they
could not access a doctor, Professor Maddocks said there should be a system
whereby on-site GPs would provide consistent availability and comprehensive
care.
d) 57% of RACFs sent patients to hospital emergency because they could not access
a General Practitioner. 18% do so regularly (The Australian Medical Association,
2010).
e) Nurses in RACFs are paid less than their counterparts in hospitals. 15% of the staff
in RACFs were registered nurses in 2012, 12% were enrolled nurses, and 68%
were care attendants, with maximum qualifications of Grade IV Certificates and
many of whom had no formal training (Aged and Community Care Australia,
2012).
f) Only one in five residents receive proper palliative care, states Palliative Care
Australia (2013). It also claims RACFs are poorly resourced with equipment,
pain relief knowledge, and have less than favourable staff/patient ratios.
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g) There is no mandatory ratio of staff to patients in RACFs (Palliative Care
Australia, 2013). Abuse within the system has been reported. One example
discovered by the Government’s Accreditation audit: a Queensland nursing
home had no night staff from 8.00 pm until 6.30 am. (Brisbane Times,
19.12.2012).
Viewing these statistics, it is perhaps not surprising that in August 2003 Dr. Bernoth
presented horrific findings from her PhD research, to the Emerging Health Policy Research
Conference at the Menzies Centre for Health Policy in Aged Care Facilities. She said that
urgent reform to the delivery of residential aged care is needed, or future governments will
also end up apologising to the victims of institutional abuse and neglect (in reference to the
Prime Minister Rudd’s apology to the Aboriginal people in 2008).
In the spiral of change outcomes occur, and I must reflect critically on other
dimensions of values relating to theory development. The importance of group
collaboration becomes clear. Our meeting room has expanded to an examination of
conditions in Australian nursing homes, the responsibility for aged care by laws and
directives from the federal government, and how they are carried out – or not – by the
Australian accreditation system.
Bernoth says the auditing process must focus on, and involve actually observing, the
residents and care workers, and the emphasis must be on diverting the accreditation
process from folders and paperwork, which must be reduced. Koenig (1995) claims the
treatment of residents and the quality of service in RACFs reflects ageist attitudes of policy
makers, health professionals and service providers. This leads directly to the
disempowerment of older people, particularly in RACFs.
The World Health Organisation described ageing as one of humanity’s greatest
triumphs (2002), and it should be viewed as such. In 1909, when Australia introduced the
Age Pension, 80% of the pensionable population died before they could draw it. Our
responsibility is to ensure that those extra years are an enriching experience.
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The Spiral Beyond Creativity Groups
Figure 6 shows a cycle that extends the ideas of action research applied in the two
creative writing groups to a systemic approach.

Action through change

Problems of regulation

• Group achievements

• Physical space

• Community achievements

• Physical health
• Effects of ageism

Action through change
• Agencies
• Government directives

Figure 6: The spiral beyond creativity groups

While reflecting on my experiences during a year with two creative writing
groups, situations arose and residents, expressed views, not in the form of
complaints, but often through poems and casual remarks, which over time formed a
pattern. Reflection led me to ask questions about the problems some RACFs may
have, with the best intentions of giving quality care to their residents. Loopholes are
possible in a system, which has taken responsibility for approximately 169,000
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residents, 57% of whom are over 85 years (Australian Institute of Health and
Welfare, 2012).
The more I investigated, the more passionate I began to feel about some of the
issues my enquiries exposed. Boud, Keogh and Walker (1985) note,
… the reflective process involves both feelings and cognition which are closely
interrelated and interactive. Intense personal feelings are also present towards
the end stage of the reflective process … as an outcome of reflection, the
individual is enabled to act upon his or her convictions with the commitment to
action becoming the life force of the individual (in Kember et. al., 2001, p. 21).
My investigations into depression led me to some startling facts. The Australian
Government released a document on 16th October 2013, titled Depression in
Residential Aged Care 2008-2012. It stated 52% of permanent aged care residents had
symptoms of depression. Alzheimer’s Australia (2010) agrees with this figure. As the
Australian Psychological Society (2014) states that depression is not a normal part of
ageing, I was surprised that the percentage of people in RACFs with depression was
so high. It is reasonable to expect it to be higher than people living in the community,
because one assumes that doctors would recommend a more protective environment
for the most severe cases of depression.
The death of a partner or a diagnosis of chronic ill health requiring possibly
permanent care in a residential facility would naturally be a shock causing distress
(Ames, 2008). Alzheimer’s Australia states (22/11/2012) depression is common
among people with dementia and that residents in RACFs are particularly susceptible;
however, there are conflicting views on this. Ames (2008) states that distinguishing
between the two in the very old is difficult, as no difference is shown on the
psychometric scores in his tests. But depression is curable.
Jorm (2000) suggests there may be a decrease in anxiety, distress and
depression in the elderly in the community compared with other age groups. He
explains this occurs through decreased emotional responsiveness, increased
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emotional control and psychological immunisation against stressful experiences.
O’Connor (2006) argues the National Survey of Mental Health and Well-being 1997,
which showed a considerable reduction in psychological distress with age, had not
taken morbidity into account. Having examined the findings he suggests the decrease
in anxiety and depression exists, but is slighter than the survey claims. The prevailing
opinion in the psychiatric field and the government’s research figures support this.
Depression is no more common in old age than at earlier stages of life for people
over 75 living in the community. They account for 10.3% of all mental and
behavioural problems. The difference in these figures, between living within society
or in a RACF, 10.3% compared to 52% is a major gap. This leads to the possibility that
living in a RACF is the direct cause of depression. Arie and Jolley (1982), who worked
tirelessly to bring effective psychogeriatric services to the frail aged, described long
term residential care as the ‘Achilles Heel of aged care’.
Specialised psychiatric assessment is recommended to identify depression
accurately, so that misdiagnosis will not occur. Some medical conditions have
symptoms similar to depression and dementia; for example multiple medical drug
interactions, thyroid disorders, anaemia, brain pressure conditions, normal pressure
hydrocephalus and Vitamin B12 deficiency. All these conditions are treatable.
Evans and Mottram (2000) argue Alzheimer’s disease is over-diagnosed and
that accurate diagnosis is vital as many other conditions are reversible. They suggest
that vigorous treatment of depression with adequate after care can result in a
recovery. At the moment a cure for the dementias is still being sought; however,
specially designed programs for creative activities in the U.S., the U.K., Canada and
Australia are having remarkable results (see Interjections K and L).
I have seen how Hope suffers from her depression and it concerns me to read
that correct diagnosis of a resident’s disease often does not occur, due to lack of
trained medical staff. The Australian Medical Association, in the Australian
Government Department of Health, Report on the 2010 Review of the Medicare
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Provider Number Legislation, states there are not enough doctors to visit residents in
RACFs. The Consumers Health Forum of Australia (2012), in reporting to the
Government Productivity Commission on the results of their national survey, state
that more than 70% of surveyed consumers when entering RACFs, were told their
GPs declined to continue to provide services to them. 75% of RACFs reported
difficulty in accessing general practitioner services, including locum services, with the
result that residents were transferred to hospital emergency departments (sub.
DR584, p. 5).
In the medical profession’s reply to the Productivity Commission Draft Report,
the AMA and the Australian General Practice Network (AGPN, 2009), state that there
is a strong financial disincentive for doctors to leave their surgeries to provide
services in residential aged care facilities. The AMA argues that Medicare payments
for GPs to provide care in residential care facilities are inadequate. Other reasons
given to the Productivity Commission are the lack of access to registered nurses with
whom to co-ordinate care and poor access to properly equipped clinical treatment
rooms, which limits the medical treatment that can be provided.
The AMA says the Government does not require any accreditation standard for
RACFs to arrange medical care for residents. In the absence of such standards there is
no incentive for facilities to arrange GP visits. The AMA claims the situation will
deteriorate with the latest Government budget changes, as a 25% reduction in
revenue will go to doctors who bulk-bill (Hambleton, 2014).
In a national survey (2010) Catholic Health Australia found 57% of RACFs had
sometimes sent sick residents to hospital because they were unable to access a GP.
18% stated that they do this fairly frequently or regularly.
In these circumstances one cannot expect the detailed examination and testing
required to correctly identify depression, dementia or the numerous alternatives, to
occur. Further, the patient is not likely to receive the vigorous follow up treatment
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over possibly several months, as recommended by Evans and Mottram (2000), for
example.
The Australian Institute for Primary Care and Ageing (AIPCA, 2009) conducted
detailed research on the dynamics of service provision in RACFs. They recommend to
the Government that nurse practitioners, geriatric specialists and health
professionals working in RACFs have barriers removed and referrals streamlined.
The research undertaken by Catholic Health Australia (2010) demonstrated to the
Productivity Commission inquiry into caring for older Australian that limitations in
qualified nursing staff ratios, particularly registered nurses, can provide obstacles to
the maintenance of care or therapy regimes.
There are continual references to shortages of staff but the Government’s
response has been that RACFs do not require a resident/doctor, resident/nurse, or
any resident/staff ratio in RACFs. Ratios were set down in RACFs prior to their take
over by the federal government in 1997. Ratios are in place for nurses in hospitals
and child/staff ratios in all pre-school establishments and in schools. The only
reference is a line in the Aged Care Act (1997) that there must be an adequate number
of appropriately trained staff. The Government is therefore well aware of the issues,
yet frail aged people are placed in these facilities believing the RACF publicity that
they will receive special care compared to remaining in their own homes.
It is important for the community and the residents to know what medication or
other treatments residents in RACFs can expect. Alzheimer’s Australia (2014) states
that up to 80% of people with dementia and nearly half the people in residential care
are receiving psychotropic medications. Sink et. al. (2005) state these are often
inappropriately prescribed, have minimal benefits and can have dangerous side
effects. One reason why this medication is used is as a ‘chemical restraint’. The
Alzheimer’s Australia Report (2014) claims only one in five people with dementia
benefit from this drug. The prevalence of physical restraints in aged care facilities
varies and evidence suggests this method can have a range of adverse psychological
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and physical effects. Research shows that physical restraints or mood controlling
medications do not prevent falls and in some cases may cause death (Alzheimer’s
Australia, 2014).
RACFs are instructed that physical restraints must be the intervention of last
resort and the regulations are strict, but as Bernoth (2003) points out, external
authorities are not frequently spot checking the treatment of residents in residential
aged care facilities. The Alzheimer’s Australia Report (2008) makes the alternative
suggestion, to better train and educate the RACF work force and introduce physical,
occupational and recreational therapies, including person-centred care and small
group social activities as effective and attractive alternatives.
Ames (2008) recommends activity programs and is opposed to the use of
psychotropic drugs in most cases. These recommendations are saddening because
while Alzheimer’s Australia, Ames and others are recommending a change in
Government policy, to provide stimulating activities, I as a member of the uninformed public had assumed that stimulating activities were already available as a
normal part of RACF life. The most vulnerable people in Australia appear to be at the
greatest risk of abuse, through inappropriate drug use and lack of mental stimulation.
Internationally recognised poet and practitioner John Killick (2013) has worked
closely with dementia patients for over 20 years. His work demonstrates the power of
creativity within humans. Stephen Hawking, for example, has shown how a highly
creative intellect, can flourish in a dysfunctional body. But an ageist attitude emerges
when intellect or creativity is trapped in the body of the frail over 85 year olds and
the stigma attached to mental disablement is cruelly extensive.
Killick speaks of the power imbalance between the physically and mentally fit
and the patient, who may have lost the power even of speech. He is conscious of the
level of intolerance people with dementia face every day. He gives as an example the
beneficial effects of play for all of us: it is an opportunity to be creative and let the
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imagination run wild, but most of us are too busy or regard play as too childish to
indulge in, much as we might wish to do so.
Killick describes how he was sitting on the floor with a woman holding a stuffed
rabbit. They both became involved in an imaginary rabbit game and he stroked the
rabbit as they fantasised. He then describes his distress when a member of staff told
him his behaviour was disgusting and that he was demeaning the patient. This
experience made him feel inhibited and every time in the future when he met the
same woman, the moment of natural, mutual play was destroyed.
Another example is the reaction of both creative writing groups to Alden
Nowlan’s deeply compassionate poem; He sits down on the floor of a school for the
retarded. Group 2 intensely disliked it. I asked Linda to reintroduce the poem months
later, but she said they were adamant that they would not listen to it on a second
occasion. I wondered, in their frailty, whether they saw a dreaded future self and
needed to reject this possible reality. Also the size of the group prevented more
intimate expressions of feeling and emotion.
The members of Group 1 were uncomfortable about the poem and analyzed
their feelings. Ellen observed that because these people seemed different, they were
more susceptible to exploitation. Discussion broadened to involve everyone and it
was stimulating for me to be part of a group unraveling the problems of a real
situation in today’s society, and the wider, humanitarian view expressed in Nowlan’s
poem. Having discussed the importance of accepting difference, we were able to enjoy
a second reading of the poem.

Putting theory into practice
Killick stresses that the poems of people with depression, frailty and dementia
should not merely be of interest to those studying psychotherapy and gerontology
but these poets stand in their own right as creative talents. They offer their own
unique interpretation of the world. Killick follows the Action Research philosophy in
the mutual participation with the groups and individuals with whom he works. The
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results are an inspiration to others working with dementia. In his book Dementia
Diary moving cameos are written by some of his students Killick says of their writing:
“I believe they are real poems in their raw honesty and linguistic inventiveness” (2008,
p. 5). Killick cites a poem entitled Hit or Miss (2008, p. 40) by a man with dementia
and which illustrates his awareness of his condition, and the dangers associate with
possible cures:

Hit or Miss
I was dumbfounded when he said
“Mr. Zed, you’re finished.
Get shut o’ those tools.
Dae away wi’ ‘em”
I was staggered when he said
“Mr. Zed, you’re buggered
You’re to be fitted for a pacemaker”
It came very hard.
I was amazed when he said
“Is he dead, Mrs. Zed?”
when they put the wires round my head
and sent me through the chamber.
I was scared when he said
“Are you Mr. Zed?
I want to put the electrics on you”
It made my body gang altogether.
I’m starting to disfigure myself
through being out of sorts,
and the worst of all my troubles?
“It’s hit or miss,” he said.

Killick gives a voice to people with dementia through a variety of creative
media. It is important that they enjoy the experience and are assured that their self-
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hood is intact. (Killick, 2008). When people have difficulty with speech, stories,
poetry, painting and music allow for self-expression.
Killick often refers to Czikszentmihalyi’s (2008) work on ‘concentrated
involvement’, which can provide people with the opportunity to escape from day-today mundanity by having the optimal experience of flow, when one’s mind is totally
absorbed in an activity. It is Killick’s experience that this often happens when a small
group is totally involved in what they are doing. My group1 members have also
experienced this when creating poetry.
Killick is honest in stating he can provide no scientific evidence to conclusively
prove the effectiveness of using artistic media as a treatment for dementia and he
believes that inquiry into this is still at the experimental stage. He suggests if the
amount of money poured into drug research had been spent on researching the
effectiveness of creative activities, the situation would be different.
It should be noted, research and practice is occurring throughout the world.
There are recommendations from specialists in gerontology and dementia,
particularly from the US, Canada and UK. For example, Eccles (1996) recommends
creative activities should be an essential part of the day for people living with
dementia. While remarkable individuals are devoting their time to improving the
lives of the frail aged and people living with dementia, it is unfortunate that most of
the community in Australia seem to be unaware of the effectiveness of creativity to
individuals in aged care facilities and those with the variety of discomforts and
diseases which lie under the umbrella of frail aged and dementia.
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Chapter 13: An Interview with the Manager of
Group 1
13.1 Introduction
A new manager took over the RACF I attended on Monday mornings, on the week
of the Book Launch, and I left to continue my studies shortly afterwards. I decided to
return, nine months later, and I requested an interview with him. Now that I had explored
the national scene, I realised how much goodwill existed in this particular Home. I had
conversations with all of my previous students and also had the opportunity to look
around the establishment. There were some noticeable changes: a flower and a vegetable
garden had been established and chickens were being kept in the grounds. The manager
was enthusiastic about introducing dance, as an activity, in the New Year. The creative
writing class is on shaky ground (to which I will refer later). This is my report of the
interview:

13.2 Interview with the Care Services Manager
Note: Interviewer is referred to as JW (author of this thesis)
Interviewee is referred to as CSM (Home Manager)
JW:

I introduced a small group of seven or less people to creative poetry and
prose sessions last year. You only arrived at the end of my sixteen months of
sessions but you were supportive of what I was doing and I thought residents’
responses were encouraging.

CSM:

The problem we have is that aged care homes must meet residential aged
care accreditation standards, which are rigorous in their examination of the
range of activities offered in RACFs. We provide a broad choice of activities
throughout the week. Each RACF must validate its expenditure but the Federal
Government does not give subsidies or provide financial assistance for these
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activities. A high ratio of staff to residents is necessary for leisure activities
and it is not economically sound for us to engage one member of staff for
small groups of residents. We provide a broad choice of activities throughout
the week. A musical group usually comes once a week playing familiar songs.
The diversional therapists introduce a variety of activities such as singing and
drama, cookery classes and mystery bus tours. There is a craft room so that
artwork can take place. We now have a special garden for residents who
choose to work there, and a vegie garden We are also now keeping chickens.
We plan to introduce dance in the near future.
JW:

You have made so many changes in the year since I left. This is such an
exciting time for the Home.

CSM:

We are fortunate in having a remarkable resource in our volunteers, many of
whom dedicate many hours a week; some volunteers work here full time and
we would be unable to offer the present range of activities without their
assistance.

JW:

I was reading the Australian Medical Association Report to the Government
2010, which spoke of the shortage of doctors nationally, who were prepared
to work in RACFs.

CSM:

We are lucky here in having a good, reliable service for our residents and clear
paths of assistance for reportable ranges of medical needs. We are able to get
professional advice directly by email, fax or phone. Out of hours we can
always contact a doctor through GPAssist. Tasmania has a system of care,
which is not available in all mainland states. The procedures and order of
procedures are stated by Medicare Local, who lay out emergency decision
guidelines.

JW:

There has been publicity about the high rate of psychotropic drugs used in
aged care homes. Alzheimer’s Australia stated this year that up to 80% of
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dementia patients and almost half the residents in aged care homes in
Australia receive psychotropic drugs. Sink and others claim this medication
only benefits one in five patients and can cause harm or even death to others
(Sink et. al., 2005).
CSM:

We are a restraint-free Home and these drugs are not used here. However
they are used widely throughout Australia. They are still used at the local
hospital and in some RACFs in Tasmania. The reason these drugs are used is as
a restraint; physical restraints are also used in some establishments. An
explanation for the high usage of psychotropic drugs can be that although
doctors have to prescribe the medication, they may do so if the nurse on duty
contacts them stating that the patient is uncontrollable. These medications
are only used in the most severe cases of violence with dementia patients and
the same applies to physical restraints. Every resident goes through a
pharmacy review. There are trials which take them off drugs and which test
the drugs that best meet their needs.

JW:

I read that nurses working in aged care are paid less than other nurses. Do you
find it difficult to engage enough suitably trained and well qualified nurses?

CSM:

Yes. There has been for some years a widespread view, particularly among
young trainees, that aged care is a less attractive choice for a nursing career.
Our vacancies are often filled by older women who are attracted by the more
permanent structure in aged care. These nurses are usually good at forming
relationships with residents, their families and friends. This is more important
to them than monetary rewards. But fewer younger people are interested in
working in RACFs as they do not see such a clear promotional ladder as might
occur in a hospital for example. It is also true that nurses working in aged care
Homes are paid less than elsewhere, but when employed in not-for-profit
Homes, they receive a salary package with $16,000 a year tax exemption,
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compared to $9,000 tax exemption for nurses working in hospitals, which
probably puts them on an equal footing financially. But we are fortunate in
having full time volunteer staff who are priceless.
JW:

I see that you offer palliative care here.

CSM:

The population today is ageing, and our intake is much older now than it was
in the past. I foresee nursing homes becoming hospices in the future. We are
well equipped here to provide palliative care services and have all the
necessary supplies, furnishings, and suitably trained staff. We receive
Government funding to do this.

JW:

The government has recently introduced two levels of service for residents in
RACFs, so that for additional payments residents can buy a varied menu and a
choice of leisure activities. What is your opinion of this new system?

CSM:

The newer part of this facility has been approved by the Government as
suitable for offering the additional for-payment services. However, we do not
use this service. Everyone who comes here is treated individually and equally.
I cannot imagine a situation where a resident might say “I would like to have a
similar meal to the lady in the next room”, and I would have to refuse her
unless she paid an additional fee.

JW:

I am so glad to hear you say that. I was concerned that residents might be
refused access to creative writing unless they paid extra to attend classes.
Thank you for giving me so much of your time. I wish you every success in the
future.

13.3 Conclusions from the Interview
I learned from the interview there are differences in RACFs, which occur because of
the influence of the individual manager. There would also be the more powerful influence
of the management body in charge of policy, when controlling a chain of RACFs. Publicly
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listed for profit companies have a duty to make a good return to shareholders. This
means that the Federal Government must regulate on specific issues, including
resident/staff ratios, dietary requirements, the availability of qualified nurses, access to
doctors, and the provision of essential equipment and staff/patient ratios for palliative
care, as a minimum requirement. Most importantly in this study, it is essential to
recognise the curative value of creative writing for the frail aged and to facilitate this on a
regular basis, starting with a staff or trained volunteer/resident ratio for regular small
group and individual creative experiences.
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Interjection K: A brief analysis
I was impressed to see activities such as gardening, vegetable growing and
keeping chickens were flourishing. The manager was also keen on introducing dance
– another activity none of my small group could manage. My interest was in the frail
aged high care residents who found physical activity impossible to do.
The manager’s answer to my question about involvement in activities also
indicated that providing small groups with paid staff was not an economically sound
policy. There are continual recommendations for small group and one-to-one
relationships with staff, but this is clearly not viable. My group had apparently been
discontinued through lack of staff. A task to fill the immediate gap would be to train
volunteers to run creativity classes. If all the new activities introduced into RACFs
require some physical attributes, the frail aged may feel even more inadequate and
negative about their situation. When one sees such a genuine effort to introduce a
variety of activities, I feel the government should take financial responsibility for
creative brain activities medically recommended by a body of professionals as
beneficial to residents.
I was glad to hear that Tasmania had set up a medical network, which was not
available in some other States. The manager found the system satisfactory and lack of
access to doctors was not a problem for this RACF.
The manager agreed that the employment of younger trained nurses was
difficult. Most applicants were older women who related to the residents. However,
staff vacancies were hard to fill. He was most enthusiastic about his volunteer staff,
some of which worked full time. I was delighted to hear that this establishment
rejected the concept of payment for superior meals and entertainment. The manager
was proud of the fact that this RACF was restraint free and did not use psychotropic
drugs. He told me that some other RACFs used them, as well as the hospitals.
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Interjection L: Transcending Circumstance
Historically, elders have been seen as keepers of society’s culture, who pass on
their history and societal values to the next generation. Creativity, which is inherent
in everyone throughout life, is part of that culture and particularly true as people age
and grow in their experience of life; but in Europe, US and Australia, since the
industrial revolution, people too old to work and too frail to participate in household
and child-minding duties have been rejected and often institutionalised.
Hooyman and Kiyak (2011) suggest this is true of most societies since early
times, unless there is a perceived reason for putting a value on the existence of the
aged. Therefore people separated from the community by living in an institution,
became stigmatised and creative activities were not part of life in aged care homes.
Regrettably in many RACFs today, activities have been simplified to large group
activities such as sing-alongs, bingo and ball catching for improved co-ordination.
Jeanette Winterson (2010) keenly observes that art,
… in all its forms is an encounter with emotion – a big reason why we need
creativity, not as a luxury and leisure activity, but as a daily balance to our
fear of feeling, our fear of the consequences of feeling (quoted in Killick and
Craig, 2013, p. 19).
Throughout the world, since the 1970s, designs for the implementation of
creativity in various forms for the frail aged and people with dementia have
demonstrated their effectiveness. These designers have used art forms such as
poetry, prose, painting, drawing, dance and music as media, and it is no exaggeration
to say that the results have been spectacular. Prior to Czikszentmihalyi (1996), Read
(1961) noted, paraphrased by McAdam (2009) “The act of contemplation and
participation can result in an immersion in the activity itself, resulting in a
sublimation or a losing of oneself”.
However, despite the experiences of those engaging in creativity throughout the
US, Canada and the UK, and the enthusiasm and conviction of a growing number of
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well qualified practitioners in Australia, while startling responses to creative
activities occur with residents in RACFs, and dementia wards, the Government’s
Health Policy Brief No. 4, 2012, concluded more research needed to be done in
Australia. I discuss following literature in this field that I have reviewed.
In 1906 the German physician and pioneer of linking symptoms to brain
changes, Dr Alois Alzheimer (Maurer and Maurer, 2003), identified what he described
as a ‘peculiar disease’, which caused shrinkage and abnormal deposits in and round
the nerve cells. Major research developed in the United States from 1974 after an Act
of Congress founded the National Institute on Aging (NIA), which has been prominent
in directing research towards a positive attitude to mental disabilities.
Gerontologist and psychiatrist Robert Butler’s energy and visionary approach to
old age was recognised when, in 1975, he became the founding director of the
National Institute on Aging in the U.S. and he established the first department of
geriatrics in a U.S. medical school. What drew the general public to his view that
ageing should be a time of choice, opportunity and growth, was his publication Why
Survive? Being old in America (1976), which won the Pulitzer Prize and became a nonfiction best seller. The term Ageism is also attributed to Butler, who in 1969 wrote an
article ‘Ageism - another form of bigotry’, and the term became known
internationally.
In 1975 Dr. Gene Cohen MD. PhD founded the National Institute on Aging and
the following year published The creative age: Awakening human potential in the
second half of life (1976). The same year, Robert Katzman identified Alzheimer’s
disease as the most common cause of dementia and a major health challenge. He
founded the National Alzheimer’s Association, which he described as being the life
achievement of which he was most proud. He became an Alzheimer’s activist,
believing it was essential for everyone to hear of the disease, if it was to be defeated.
In 2001 the National Endowment for the Arts initiated the first multi-site
longitudinal study to evaluate the effects of cultural programs on older adults mental
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health, general health, overall functioning and sense of wellbeing. The program
involved a range of creative disciplines including poetry, oral histories, drama,
painting, pottery, dance and music. There were 300 participants with a median age of
80 years, comprising an intervention and a control group, and the program continued
weekly for two years. Dr. Gene Cohen, the director of the Center on Aging, Health and
Humanities at George Washington University, led the study. At the conclusion, the
findings were statistically significant with the creativity participants having better
health, fewer doctor’s visits, less medication usage, and an increased number of
activities and social engagements. These conclusions were of particular interest to the
U.S. government which foresaw an estimated saving of approximately 13 billion
dollars a year, just for those older Americans eligible for Medicare D (Hanna and
Perlstein, September 2008).
In his book, The Mature Mind: The Positive Power of the Aging Brain (2005), Dr.
Cohen claims that recent discoveries in neuroscience radically change existing
assumptions about the ageing brain. Although the ageing brain loses neurons
throughout life, it is not the number of neurons which determine intellectual capacity,
but the connections between neurons (dendrites). These dendrites are small
branches of neurons that develop when the brain is exposed to a stimulating
environment. Cohen claims that in the ages between the early 50s and late 70s, the
number and length of these dendrites increases. Electronic imaging technology shows
that as we age, creative activity engages both left and right hemispheres of the brain.
Cohen documents the influence creative activity can have on the emotional
health as well as the intellectual life of older individuals. He describes this whole
process as a mechanism that can, moment by moment, displace negative feelings such
as anxiety or hopelessness, with positive feelings of engagement and expectation:
When a positive feeling of engagement and expectation combines with each
individual’s inner drive, an opportunity is created to come to terms with grief,
loneliness and the loss of independence and the family home. It may even
lessen the pain of the death of a life partner. Creative activity and the selfexpression it releases, has the unique ability to help each of us come to terms
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with life events and to enable us to find meaning in our lives (Cohen 2000, p.
176).
Life long learning takes on a new meaning as older people involve themselves in
a range of creative thoughts, expectations and activities. In 2006 the University of
Wisconsin held a forum on creativity and dementia, attended by some of the leading
American researchers. At the end of the forum a list was drawn up of observed
benefits when being engaged in creative activities, for people living with dementia at
all stages of the disease, as follows:















positive emotional responses,
reduction in agitation,
greater social engagement,
change in cognitive processes,
increased verbal fluency,
functional improvements,
increased food intake,
weight gain,
increased mobility,
greater physical strength and balance,
improved mood and attention span,
less stress for caregivers and receivers,
elevated quality of life, and
greater understanding of the human condition
(Baines, 2007, p. 16)

Cohen (2008) notes the actual improvement in general health and an increase in
involvement in activities one year into the study, among individuals with an average
age greater than life expectancy. This was evidence of the need for sustained, high
quality participatory creative activities providing sustained involvement, given by
professionally trained practitioners. These ideas are known world-wide and
meaningful evidence of the effect of creativity on the human brain is being put into
practice by a number of remarkable people, a few of whom are acknowledged below.
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Minds: Personhood and Creativity
The Opening Minds through Art program (OMA) was developed at Miami
University by Scripps Research Associate, Dr. Elizabeth Lokon in 2007, in response to
an unmet need for creative expression among people with neurocognitive disorders,
including memory loss. She saw that art programs in long term care settings usually
overlooked the remaining strengths of people with memory loss, not recognising
their capabilities. Craft activities with prescribed outcomes were the norm in
institutions, with no opportunity for creative self-expression. This often led to further
social withdrawal.
Lokon’s particular interest was working with the moderate to severe cases of
dementia, and OMA had four major aims:
1) to promote social engagement, autonomy and dignity for people with
dementia, through providing creative self-expression opportunities;
2) To run exhibitions of artwork to show the public the creative selfexpression of people with severe memory loss;
3) To provide opportunities for staff and volunteers to build intimate
relationships with people with severe memory loss; and
4) To provide volunteers with community service opportunities. (Lokon &
Dana, 2014)

Based on a person-centred care philosophy, Lokon provided research evidence
of the effectiveness of her methods. The work of this organisation has expanded and
continues to benefit people with memory loss in the United States.

Providing a Creative Environment
Canadian Dalia Gottlieb-Tanaka is an inspiring exponent of providing a
therapeutic environment, which promotes creative expression activities for people
who are the frail aged and particularly those living with memory loss or mild to
moderate dementia. Gottlieb-Tanaka is well qualified to promote her ideas, as she
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received her PhD in a joint study of health/Education/Arts/Architecture from The
University of British Columbia in 2006. As Founder and Chair of the Society of the
Arts in Dementia Care from 2005, she has disseminated the importance of enriching
the lives of seniors with memory loss and dementia. Always a researcher, educator
and therapeutic environment designer, Gottlieb-Tanaka has provided designs, plans
and evidence of these residents’ responses to the visual and performing arts. GottliebTanaka has developed a network of believers throughout America, the U.K., Australia
and other parts of the world using her techniques. The Creative Expressive Abilities
Assessment tool (CEAA tool) was devised by Gottlieb-Tanaka to assess the creative
expression of people with dementia, and it claims to be the only scientific test of its
kind in the world, at the time of writing
Gottlieb-Tanaka states one of her long-term goals is to provide opportunities for
creative expression activities with educational components that are supported by
architectural planning and design. She has presented plans for rooms that would be
suitable for a range of creative activities, and which not only grew out of her practical
experiences but were also designed in consultation with people living with dementia.
This is particularly encouraging, as Hampson (2008) points out that the users of aged
care facilities are not usually consulted in any new designs, an omission of which he
strongly disapproves.

Introducing Creativity to Australia
Interesting research and practice is occurring in Australia. One example is the
work being done in Perth, by the Society for the Arts in Dementia Care Australia
(2007), which is a chapter of the organisation started by Dalia Gottlieb-Tanaka with
the same name in Vancouver, Canada. They are affiliated and share the same aims and
vision. Hilary Lee and Jane Verity work together on the project. Hilary Lee is the
Founder and Chairperson of the affiliated chapter; Verity and Lee lead the activity,
which is facilitated only by volunteers. These are professional people experienced in
inter-disciplinary creative activities for dementia clients, particularly in RACFs. The
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aim is to educate the public about dementia, and they hold a major educational event
every year. In this way their new and innovative ideas in creative expression are
shared with a large audience.
Jane Verity is the Founder and CEO of Spark of Life, a new approach to the
treatment of dementia, which she introduced in the 1990s, but which was not
launched until 2007. It is claimed she was the first person to bring the concept of
person centred care to Australia (Dementia Foundation for Spark of Life 2011). Spark
of Life began as a therapeutic program for people with advanced dementia and the
results showed a marked improvement in mood and language. Now it is offered to the
frail aged in RACFs, and for all levels of dementia. It is also now part of a Masters
degree course and in 2010 the first international Masters practitioners graduated.
There was an international flavour as the graduates came from Australia, New
Zealand, Canada, Denmark, Germany and Singapore.
Spark of Life introduced a dynamic, compassionate approach with a new
perspective. The aim was to change the perceptions of, and attitudes to individuals
living with dementia. Dr. Al Power notes in his foreword to the book Creative
Approach in Dementia Care:
Once we have reframed our view of dementia and shifted our focus from
disability to possibility, it is easier to see the intersection of creativity with
dementia … looking at the ordinary, but seeing the extraordinary. Instead of
viewing such a shift as evidence of confused pathology, is it possible to channel
this perspective through creative expression and enhance one’s wellbeing as a
result? There are two disabilities of Dementia. The first is the result of damage
to brain cells, but there is another hidden disability, the excess disability caused
by a care approach that disempowers, isolates and over-medicates the person
(Power, 2011, p. 10).
The Spark of Life program encourages self expression through many forms of
creativity, and activities include humour, poetry, song, painting, music, dance, mosaic,
choir, pottery, collage, photography, videography, theatre and much more. There are
limitless choices because each person is seen holistically and individually. In 2009
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Dementia Care Australia received an international award from International
Association of Homes and Services (IAHSA), covering 30 countries, for excellence in
ageing services, for its Spark of Life whole-system approach. This program was
unanimously chosen for its optimistic approach towards dementia and dementia
rehabilitation. This international exposure is important in developing an
international recognition that nothing less than a person centred approach is
acceptable medical treatment.

The Melbourne Influence
Dr. Julie Gross McAdam PhD is a gerontologist, author and director of MAC.ART,
an internationally respected, multi-award winning dementia-specific creative art
therapy program. She is well qualified to design and run communal, dementia specific
art workshops in Melbourne, for dementia patients and for diversional therapists and
lifestyle staff, known as MAC.ART. She made an important submission to the House of
Representatives Committees (Submission No. 021, Dementia 30/04/2012). This was
to the House Standing Committee on Health and Ageing: Inquiry into Dementia: early
diagnosis and Intervention. Page 1 lists the aims of the submission, entitled MACART.
McAdam Aged Care Art Recreation Therapy. This document is full of verifiable
information on the effectiveness of early intervention through creative activities. I
have selected key points to discuss, as follow.
Early intervention with a person-centred care perspective, for people with
dementia is occurring in the U.S. Canada and the U.K. The introduction of psychosocial
programs including the creative expressive arts therapies should be a familiar
expectation throughout Australia. Current international research indicates that most
people with dementia can make advanced care plan decisions on diagnosis, and for
some time afterwards. Increasing evidence, led by U.S. and U.K., shows that
psychosocial interventions through creative expressive arts therapies have a
significant positive effect on the emotional health and wellbeing of those living with
dementia.
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In her document, McAdam identifies 25 major researchers of whom I note a few
of significance: Cohen (1995, 2000), Cohen-Mansfield (2001), Gottlieb-Tanaker
(2004, 2006 & 2006a), Killick (2000, 2003, 2010), and Verity & Kuhn (2007). In 2006,
the University of Wisconsin released the final delegates’ Report (Bernfield & Fritch,
2006) on psychosocial interventions in dementia care. Their unanimous conclusion
was that person-centred care is the core element for optimal humane care and
cultural change; creative-expressive programs have real potential to benefit people
with dementia. On the other hand, non-psychosocial drugs do not stop the progress of
dementia and can have serious side effects (Shenk, 2003).
Baroness Greenfield points out that even if a cure for dementia were discovered
today, it could take up to ten years before non-psychosocial drug therapies were
available, but nothing could replace the dead brain cells or repair the damage to the
brain that has already taken hold. Greenfield says:
We must abandon the traditional dogma that there is only one way [in
dementia research]. When at a crossroad and you can take many paths, take
them all (quoted in McAdam, 2013, p.14).
In the Alzheimer’s Society UK (AS UK, 2010) a research project entitled “My
name is not dementia”, states that when a person is diagnosed with dementia, the
disease is perceived by society to be the whole identity of the person and the way to
perceive them in future. In fact, the person continues to have all the complex issues
that everyone has living in the community.
McAdam (2010) suggests that prejudicial views, commonly expressed among
the general public, in the press and within institutions, give the person with dementia
the false impression that they are incapable of learning new things, and can only look
forward to further deterioration and decline. This treatment results in the person
with dementia being deprived of all hope. Surrounded by this attitude and provided
with no stimulation, the diagnosed person loses all expectation for the future and
becomes marginalised, humiliated, even dehumanised. They may appear to be a selffulfilling prophecy.
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Malone and Camp (2007) believe a major barrier to the provision of high quality
care for people living with dementia is not lack of resources but societal attitudes to
the disease.
Professor Tom Kitwood developed the first dementia specific person-centred
care model at Bradford University, UK in the 1980s. His book, Dementia Reconsidered:
The Person Comes First (1997) has been recognised for the last 17 years in the UK; yet
this book is still not widely read or its findings implemented in Australia.
Dr. Basting, founder and director of the University of Wisconsin Centre for Aging
and Community (2009) believes that the Baby boomers will demand greater access to
person-centred psychosocial interventions, and insist on a wider range of resources,
treatments and assistance.
Leading international dementia care specialists recommend that a stronger
policy of psychosocial interventions with a person-centred approach is not only
effective but also economically sound which should appeal to governments (Bernfield
and Fritsch, 2006). Alzheimer’s Australia (2003) states that half the Baby boomers, in
their ninth and tenth decade of life, will end life living with dementia.
The Australian Government can follow the lead in health care institutions of
other nations. In particular it may wish to follow the wisdom in the British
government’s Living well with dementia: a national dementia strategy (Department of
Health, UK 2009).
MacAdam refers to a study at the Chelsea and Westminster Hospital London
between 1999 and 2002, which rigorously tested the suitability of the arts in health
care and clinical settings. Staricoff (2004) cites almost 400 papers attesting to the
value of the creative arts in health care. McAdam herself quotes over 1,000 studies,
demonstrating the evidence-based argument for the wider introduction of the
creative expressive arts in health care, which were sent to the UK. Cohen (2000, 2005,
2006) also documents the positive impact of creativity on the health and wellbeing of
people with dementia in US. The evidence is powerful.
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Following are McAdam’s recommendations to the Australian Government
(2010, pp. 24-25).
1) The Australian Government should embrace dementia-specific psychosocial
interventions and build partnerships to promote the nationwide use of
creative-expressive arts across aged care.
2) A stock resource of psychosocial interventions for those living with
dementia and their care partners should be developed for immediate and
future use.
3) The principles of the ‘Kitwoodian’ theory and person-centred care model
should be the subject of wide dissemination throughout the aged care
community, with an emphasis on their adoption across Australian aged care
facilities and healthcare.
4) Dementia should be reinstated as a National Health priority.
5) Individuals living with dementia should be fully informed of their care
options, and be fully consulted and encouraged to exercise choice and selfdetermination during the formulation of an advanced care plan.
6) Culturally appropriate assessment tools should be developed to better
assess dementia, and the well-being and quality of life needs of those newly
diagnosed with dementia.
7) The Australian Government should adopt elements of the British National
Dementia Strategy and its recommendations.
8) The Australian Government should recommend the adoption of terminology
such as ‘living with dementia’ in recognition that those living with dementia
can continue to lead fulfilling lives after diagnosis.
9) The Australian Government should acknowledge the expertise and
contribution that dementia specific health care professionals, other than
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biomedical research scientists (who are already generously acknowledged)
make to the quality of life of those living with dementia.
10)The appropriate agencies of the Australian Government take cognizance of
and make available, information on outstanding dementia specific programs
in North America, such as Artists for Alzheimer’s (Zeisel, 2009), Creative
Discovery Corp (Cohen, 2000), StoryCorp (Isey, 2007), Timeslips (Basting,
2009), Opening Minds through Art (OMA, Lokon, 2007), Therapeutic
Thematic Arts Programming (TTAP) (Levine-Madori, 2007), Memories in
the Making (Kinney and Renz, 2005, Renz 2005), The Eden Alternative
(Thomas 1994 and 1996).
11)A palliative approach to dementia care, one that includes a variety of
psychosocial interventions should be implemented at the time of diagnosis.
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Chapter 14: Interview with Dr. Patricia Baines
14.1 Introduction
I was fortunate in having the opportunity to interview Dr. Patricia Baines
(24/11/2014). She is an anthropologist, psychologist and art therapist who travels
throughout Tasmania for Alzheimer’s Australia/Tasmania. She has worked for over twelve
years in RACFs and day clubs, running art therapy programs and workshops, which not
only benefit clients but also train staff and volunteers working with people with
dementia. Dr. Baines insists all human beings are creative and that her techniques are
equally beneficial to the frail aged in RACFs. Funding for these projects came from the
Hazel Hawke Alzheimer’s Research Foundation in 2004 and later from another donor,
which has enabled the spread of creative activities throughout the state. She is
encouraged that in a recent paper the Government declares a commitment to the Arts
(2014).
I had the privilege of interviewing Dr. Baines on 24/11/2014 and afterwards I
observed her running a group. I planned an unstructured interview, leaving Dr. Baines to
speak freely about her philosophy and her teaching techniques. Here is what she said in
the open-ended interview:

14.2 Dr. Patricia Baines.
“We must give people as much control over their lives as possible.” (Transcript,
24/11/2014)
One of the things people lose and is taken away in aged care homes is decision
making. I was told in one place I visit that two schoolgirls had arrived to help at the Home.
I said to the two ladies I was with: “You could talk to them and tell them all about your life
here”. The two residents looked at each other and in unison they said, “Boring!” The fact
is that the lives of many of the residents in RACFs are extremely boring, and this should
not be so. It is encouraging that some of our best Homes are making important changes in
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routine. One place I visit leaves people to choose when they would like to eat breakfast,
any time between 7.00 and 10.00 am. In the best Homes they are altering menus so that
residents can have greater choices. One resident I know of, wanted to go to bed at 2.00
am, and the manager agreed that this was where she lived now, and as the night staff had
no objection, there was no reason why the resident should not go to bed when she chose.
One RACF in Snug Tasmania is planning to change the Home, by having the whole
place open, including the dementia section. This is being discussed with the community
with the aim of having a dementia-friendly village. This is an important development,
which I am following with great interest.
It is true that the Government pays no money for leisure activities in aged care
homes. This means that larger groups are a more efficient use of staff. For smaller groups
volunteers are so important. I work almost exclusively with people living with dementia.
Most of my groups comprise ten to twelve people. Alzheimer’s Australia/Tasmania is
partially funded by the government and the policy is to try to support people in their own
homes for as long as possible. In RACFs it is important that staff know the individual
residents. A 95-year-old man I met in aged care did beautiful writing and I was shocked
when a nurse said to me, “I didn’t know he could write”. There was a case of another man
who used to be a draughtsman and who did not have a pencil or paper in his room.
I like clients to work on a profile of themselves before they go into aged care. All the
things they like and what they did previously, with photographs and artwork is included in
the book. Also we work together in telling their story on a large information sheet, which I
hang on the wall of their room, with their permission, when they move into a RACF. THIS
IS ME is written in large letters, with interesting information on what they did in the past,
their memories and achievements, including pictures and other interesting items. How
much family or friends wish to get involved is incredibly variable and this has to be their
choice; but when I put this information sheet up in a prominent place in their room, staff
read it and come and talk to me about it. To show the interesting lives of residents builds
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respect for them. You cannot know too much about people’s lives; how much they have
done, the contribution they have made. A problem in aged care homes is the shortage of
staff and the changes of staff, but the prominent information sheet is a good start.
When I take a class I tell the group, “we are all creative people and I have brought in
some ideas to share with you”. I may, for example bring in a rose and they will talk about
it and extend beyond that; but, I will have a number of objects and other ideas so that
everyone has plenty of choice. Each person may be doing something totally different from
another and be working in different media. There is always a technique to suit the
individual. One lady with poor eyesight made collages using bright shiny colours on top of
a black base.
It is amazing how many people can write beautiful poetry. I write down word for
word what they say, I never correct; then I give them a copy of what they said or wrote in
large print and ask them to edit it. I like to get people to write about their favourite
places. I was able to bond with a wonderful man with depression and dementia who sat
apart from the others. I asked him where his favourite place would be and he said, “The
ant-arctic”. Then I asked him where his second most favourite place was and he replied,
“The arctic.” I said, “Don’t forget your pen” and he immediately responded, “But the ink
will freeze” and we both laughed, agreeing that Scott took pencils with him and this
would be a better option. Then he decided he needed dogs, and we extended the fantasy
together.
I have felt guilty at the end of a session when people say, ”Thank you so much. It
was wonderful having something to do.” A lot of things that make life more tolerable do
not cost a fortune. One problem I have is diversional therapists saying to me that they
have tried to run a class but the residents will not stay for them. We need more time to
train staff and volunteers.
It is brilliant that the use of antipsychotic drugs is now being questioned for
individuals living with dementia. They may be dangerous and may shorten people’s lives.
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What needs to be done is to change the environment. When I met Dalia Gottlieb-Tanaka
she provided examples of environments that enable people to have more choices. This
includes having a number of different rooms for creative activities and a café where
residents can take visitors. They need two TV rooms, one for those with hearing issues
and the other for those whose hearing is not impaired. One aged care home I visit has
arranged to have a number of nooks which people can use for different reasons – the
imagination will give them scope for ways to occupy the spaces. One major step would be
if we could reduce or remove locked doors, which is the aim at Snug.
There was another case I dealt with, of a man from Belgium who was in a Home
with a beautiful garden built in a circle, with perfumed plants and a community hall in the
centre. Because of the locked outer doors he thought he had been caught by the German
secret service back in the Second World War. He was a teacher who knew five languages,
but he went through a horrible time for months, with the psychiatrist and staff trying to
move him into a different time space. By all working together they eventually succeeded.
Computers and iPads have become easier and easier to introduce to RAFCs. They
are important for people in institutions as they can then keep in touch with family and
friends, and continue to follow previous interests. iPads are good for older people and
residents should have the different options explained to them and given the choice of
which they would prefer.
Staff and volunteers should be trained to teach older people, but the best teachers
are secondary school children. They are totally unafraid; they watch you, show you how
to use it and make soothing remarks such as, “Don’t worry, you can’t break it.” What an
excellent way to start removing those barriers between young and old.
There are various reasons why a resident wants to use a computer or an iPad. They
may want to email the grandson, research the family history, get basic instruction, learn
how to use Skype to keep in touch with family and friends. Skype is a wonderful service
that costs nothing and gives people access to their families. It is important to ask, “What
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do you want to do with it?” Always consult: which do you like best, the iPad or the
computer? Explain the differences and give people maximum choice. Dragon Dictate is a
purchasable program for using the voice rather than the hands. I believe this can be
introduced into large establishments, where a central computer serves each room. It
would be possible to plan interesting programs throughout the week. There are now
computers, which can be operated with the eyes. People’s disabilities can be made more
tolerable by the use of the latest ideas and providing access to the present technologies
can change the lives of people.
There is an issue with accreditation that is a compulsory component of RACFs being
approved by the government. Complaints have been made by staff in RACFs that the
inspections consist of inspecting the documentation, not what is happening to the
residents in the establishment. The quantity of form filling takes up valuable nurses and
other staff members’ time, when they could be caring for residents. On the other hand,
efficient recording is essential in establishments caring for people who have various
medical conditions. I believe it is important that I record what happens in art therapy
groups so that the staff can know the patients better. A patient is too easily written off. I
record small important things, like having eye contact with someone for the first time. I
have only known one, out of all the hundreds of dementia patients I have met whom, at
the end of life, did not appear to remember anything. This is why I believe accurate
recording is essential, as staff members realise that individuals living with dementia are
still feeling and thinking beings. But I can put the essential information in a few sentences.
I am sure the system can be improved.
“We will go in and meet my group now. Thank you for the books; I shall share these
with other people”.
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Interjection M: A Brief Analysis of my Interview
of Dr. Baines
The reason I chose to have an open-ended interview with Dr. Baines, is that I
knew she was highly thought of in Tasmania and beyond, by other specialists in this
field in mainland Australia, UK and Canada. She has worked for over twelve years
with residents in aged care and dementia units, and her experience over this period
would be valuable information for me to learn about. Dr. Baines emphasised,
throughout the interview, the importance of respect for the wishes of people in
institutions, particularly those living with dementia. Choice is the theme throughout
the interview, because when you make choices, when you are actively part of the
decision-making process in your life, you are given power, you have permission to
take control.
She is dedicated to her conviction, built over twelve years of deep involvement,
that creativity has a positive effect, physically, emotionally and mentally, on people in
aged care, and those with dementia, even to late stages of the disease. Dr. Baines’ idea
of putting a large information sheet with photographs, on the wall when people enter
a RACF is an excellent technique, which might avoid unfortunate situations, such as
the experience of my friend James, whom nobody knew after three months as a
resident, was a talented artist. Her aim is to spread the concept of creativity as widely
as possible both in Tasmania and Canberra. She not only teaches a variety of creative
activities in different media, but also teaches diversional therapists and other staff
and volunteers how to successfully run groups in workshops and RACFs.
For over twelve years Dr. Baines has worked extensively throughout Tasmania
and her activities have had a profound effect on the institutions she has been involved
with. Her influence in working towards a dementia friendly town at Snug is
groundbreaking action and the influence of this concept could spread far beyond the
borders of Tasmania. McAdam (2012) suggests dementia is poorly understood in
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Australia, compared with the U.S. and the U.K. and this project will broaden
Australians’ understanding of the dementias.
Thank you Dr. Baines for such a detailed and intimate interview at the respite
centre. You introduced me to the staff on duty and four people living with dementia,
in the community. They were confident, physically mobile, all had a ready use of
language and felt positive about their dementia. They were welcoming to me, and one
person made a brief speech, I believe for my benefit, about their appreciation of the
staff for working with them on a variety of creative activities. The room was bright
with pictures painted by attendees, covering a number of different topics, and they all
readily shared ideas on what springtime meant to them, which was a suggestion of
Dr. Baines.
Rich images and some delightful poetry was produced during the session. It
was a pleasure to meet these positive people and the staff. I am sure this is not the
usual ratio of patient to staff, but what a wonderful experience even occasionally, to
be able to devote so much personal time to individuals within a group.
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Chapter 15: Conclusion
Entering the RACFs to run creative writing groups was easy, as I had teaching
qualifications and experience in a variety of situations. Leaving was much more difficult
after eighteen months of being part of a close group, freely sharing ideas, inspiring each
other to extend creative thoughts, and knowing that confidentiality was sacrosanct. I had
to leave as I needed heart surgery but I was concerned about my ethical responsibility to
these groups who had contributed and achieved so much. In group1 I emphasized to the
diversional therapist the importance of continuing the group, and a volunteer was put in
charge. I was able to work with her for a short time before I entered hospital. The sequel
to this story saddens me. As you read in the manager’s interview, he told me it was not
economically sound to provide one to one or small group to one staff member. He was
also fulsome in his praise of volunteers, many of whom he stated, worked at the Home
for many hours a week, some even full-time. When the volunteer left, the class closed
down and I wondered if, because of staff shortages, volunteers were also classified as
staff with specific roles. The importance of one-to-one relationships with suitably skilled
staff has been emphasized throughout this project. At this time the new manager was
introducing exciting new activities, adding an important dimension to the lives of some
residents. He arranged for chickens to be kept, and new gardens were planted including a
vegetable patch. He planned to introduce dancing the following month. All these activities
are important and particularly suitable for relatively physically fit residents with medical
conditions such as dementia. It is encouraging to see that governments in U.K. and U.S.A.
are positively supporting active and creative methods of treating dementia. This is also
beginning to receive the Australian government’s attention, and the manager is to be
congratulated for being at the forefront of these new concepts. However, the high care
frail aged must feel even more inadequate, as participation in any of these activities is
beyond their physical capacity.
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The outcome of this study confirms the importance of providing opportunities for
building creative experiences into the daily lives of residents in aged care facilities. In the
words of Shakespeare:
We are such stuff as dreams are made of,
and our little life is rounded with a sleep.
(The Tempest, Act 4, Scene 1)
I started this study, absorbed with the smaller story of how I could introduce the
concept of creative writing to two residential aged care groups, which I hoped would add
to their enjoyment in life. The influence of Action Research has been powerful throughout
this investigation. The sessions continued through reflection and self-criticism as changes
occurred. A new relationship formed between residents and between residents and
myself. Lack of belief in self was gradually overcome through the production of written
and spoken words, which the writers grew to recognise had quality and value. Our
observation and reflection on our creative ideas enabled us to see ourselves and our
communal work more clearly which enhanced our relationships. The new positivity and
trust led to an altered approach to ourselves and each other, that led to the production of
a different kind of poetry and prose which identified concerns as well as joys in the
residents daily lives. Confidence grew as ideas were shared (Beck and Beck-Gernsheim,
2002).
Criticality increased as the participants determined what might be improved,
discarded or changed. In our space an association of shared creativity was formed, with
an appreciation of and trust in others, where pain, indignities and thoughts of death were
forgotten, while we embraced the pleasure, the closeness and the intensity of the
moment.
The evidence extracted from research with my two writing groups was positive, in
the satisfaction at different levels, the participants all gained from the creative
experience; however, I became conscious of issues beyond the boundaries of my original
project. As group confidence grew, ideas emerged of a different character that indicated
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the need to examine the wider picture of regulations and ageist attitudes to the frail aged
in residential care throughout Australia. I discovered there was a gap between the
philosophy of caring and what was occurring in some RACFs. I identified this incongruity
as partially led by the ‘political elite’. As noted earlier, I was concerned about the views
expressed by the Government about expenditure on aged care, which led to a public
statement from the treasurer Wayne Swan in 2010: “The ageing of the population is the
major factor driving the slowing of economic growth” (Australian Government Treasury,
2010, para. 2A).
This study has presented an alternate view that those who are over 85 years or
1.9% of the Australian population (Australian demographic Statistics, 2014) whose
average life expectancy in an RAFC is 2.8 years (AIHW, 2012). They have a short time in a
long life of contributing to the economy and society generally, when some of this small
group may be a public, economic cost. Bernoth (2003) felt strongly enough about
conditions in RACFs within her experience, to state the residents were entitled to a
national apology. More recent reports indicate that physical and mental abuse still
continues in some residential aged care homes. De la Rue (2002, p. 99) believes programs
counteracting ageism need to be an essential part of training for nurses, and all health
care workers who come into contact with older people. Professor Ian Maddocks observed
that primary health care for residents of aged care facilities had fundamentally broken
down, and an entirely new system tailored to specific needs is required (2014).
There are too many contradictions to the populist view that aged care recipients
benefit from Government handouts at the expense of the rest of the community. There
are many RACFs, which are providing the best service within the confines of the buildings
and staff/resident ratios available; however, there is still a lack of information, expertise
or governmental financial support for the provision of creative activities for the frail aged.
There are too many reports of neglect and shortage of resources from well-qualified
experts in their field. This is reinforced by news reports from reputable journalists from
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The Age and on ABC Lateline, to note just two media examples. This was born out by
statistical figures provided in this thesis.
There are no specific requirements for staff/ resident ratios or doctor/resident
visits, or specific dietary requirements, for example. Strict requirements must be laid
down for the frail aged, as they are for schools and hospitals. Remarks such as, Residential
aged care is the Achilles heel of community health (Aries, 1992, see p. 144) should never
need to be made. Incidents, which have been exposed in the media, should never occur.
There are many excellent RACFs, where staff dedicate all their energies to
improving residents last years of life, and these facilities deserve Governmental and
community support. But as this study shows, there is an urgent need for nonpharmacological interventions that will provide a physical environment where the words
learning for life are meaningful. This thesis provides clear evidence of the availability of a
variety of creative writing experiences, which are being practiced today, and have been
proven to be effective in aged care facilities both in Australia and world-wide. There are
continual calls for a person-centred creative approach to improve mental and physical
health.
I cannot express my recommendations more strongly than Julie Gross MacAdam in
her submission (30.04.2012) to the House of Representatives, House Standing Committee
on Health and Ageing, Recommendations 1 and 3:
Recommendation 1: The Australian Government should embrace dementia-specific
psychosocial interventions and build partnerships to promote the nation-wide use of the
creative expressive arts across aged care.
Recommendation 3: The principles of the Kitwoodian theory and person-centred care
model [should] be the subject of wide dissemination throughout the aged care
community, with an emphasis on their adoption across Australian aged care facilities and
healthcare.
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Residents all deserve a place where their creativity can flourish, to the enrichment
of society as a whole. Elders must have access to creative activities known to be
beneficial, and, if their physical health permits, to a rich and fulfilling end to life.
Group 1 communally wrote a remarkable poem, which emphasises the quality of
creativity that is reached by high care residents living positively with major, multiple
disabilities such as blindness and acute frailty. I conclude with this piece of insightful
writing and I hope readers will keep this poem in their thoughts:
Dialogue on The Mosaic of Love
How do we know what goodness is
if we have not experienced evil?
We grow and change today
as we did in the distant past.
Words thrown together create a potent image
of the many different characters of love.
There is no picture without imagery
There is no poem without meaning.
You say expressions of love
are easily obliterated.
Claims of love in faiths and rhetoric
may be questioned or discarded
but like a wall to rebound from
Love is only a heartbeat away.
Look at us, here today;
it is love we share together.
Love waits for our tuning
to the source of our existence.
Love is omnipresent
in the world of re-creation.
~
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Appendices
A. Who needs Shakespeare! A collection of verse and prose for your
entertainment. (Poetry book written by residents of an aged care home in
Tasmania).
B. Rambling rhymes and other delights. A collection of poetry and prose by
the creative writing group. (Poetry book written by residents of an aged
care home in Tasmania).
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